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Computer Science is no more about computers
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1 Introduction

The traffic volume on roads worldwide has been steadily increasing in recent years. According to the

annual road statistics report of the European Union Road Federation [60], road transport has been

growing with an annual rate of 2.4% in the European Union (EU 27) since 1995—corresponding to

about 15.53 million new car registrations every year. Despite the increasing traffic volume, the

number of car accidents has been slightly decreasing from 1.43 million accidents involving injury, in

2000, down to 1.28 million, in 2006. The number of fatal accidents even dropped by 23.0% in the

same period. This positive development can be partly attributed to the improvement of passive

safety systems, like airbags and seat-belt tighteners, which lessen the impact of an accident, but

also to the advancement of active safety systems.

Active safety systems aim to prevent accidents by warning, supporting, and actively assisting

drivers in critical situations. If a collision is inevitable, active safety technology can proactively

prepare the vehicle for the impact to reduce injury. Typical active safety systems are traction

control, ESP, ABS, and four-wheel drive. In the course of improving active safety, more advanced

technologies find their way into vehicles. Sensors of all kinds are employed to measure and assess

a vehicle’s condition and environment, enabling the issuance of early warnings to drivers. Radar

technology, laser systems, and camera sensors detect obstacles on the road and warn drivers,

but can also provide parking assistance. Camera sensors can actively scan road sides and alert

the driver when the vehicle is unintentionally crossing lines or moving into another lane—seat

or steering wheel vibrations can provide corresponding haptic feedback to the driver. All these

assistive technologies aim to alert the driver as early as possible to potentially dangerous situations

before they occur.

The next steps in that direction are cooperative safety systems that leverage wireless communication

between vehicles to extend the telematic horizon. Laser sensors can only detect visible obstacles

ahead, but vehicles that communicate wirelessly can alert and warn each other, and therefore

the drivers, about situations out of sight, e.g. the upcoming end of a traffic jam or a stranded

vehicle around the next bend. Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) enables vehicles to continuously

exchange messages with other vehicles in their proximity, and establish detailed information about

their surrounding environment. Based on this context information, potential dangers can be

detected in early stages and appropriate counter-measures can be initiated.

With ever increasing traffic density, vehicle-to-vehicle communication can improve road safety in

the future. The potential of the technology has been recognized by car manufacturers, governments,

and research institutions alike. Many projects of national and international scale are under way

worldwide which represent the joint efforts of these stakeholders to develop reliable vehicular

communication solutions for commercial use. Simultaneously, the definition of corresponding

standards is pursued to ensure interoperability.

Although safety is one of the strongest selling points of vehicular communications, the technology

has further advantages. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [82], consisting of interconnected

smart vehicles, can achieve better traffic efficiency and enhance driver convenience, for example

by enabling fine-grained traffic flow management and providing more accurate and individualized

traffic information services.



1 Introduction

Surprisingly, the security and privacy implications of wireless-enabled vehicles are often overlooked

in vehicular communications. Vehicular communication systems can improve road safety, but only

if communication security and protection against malicious behavior and hacking attempts are also

provided. Frequent wireless communication between vehicles also poses a privacy issue. Individual

vehicles could be tracked based on messages, enabling the recording of individual driving patterns,

detailed real-time tracking of individuals, as well as archival recording.

Protection of privacy is becoming an issue of increasing importance in our digital society. Companies

compile and aggregate detailed profiles of their customers, often reselling customer information for

advertising purposes. Additionally, new legislation is ongoing in several countries to gather and

store more and more communication information, as well as fingerprints and other biometric features

of citizens. The issue is, however, gaining more and more public attention due to recurring news

reports about data leaks and loss of personal information records by companies and government

agencies alike. Government agencies of several countries have faced severe data leaks recently. The

British tax agency lost personal and financial data of 25 million citizens in November 20071, and

a number of German municipalities accidentally provided unrestricted online access to personal

information of citizens over several months2. A security leak at T-Mobile recently exposed 30 million

customer records online3, also enabling modification of sensitive information like account details.

This occurred a short time after previously admitting the loss of 17 million customer records in

2006. On the Internet, inadequate privacy protection can lead to credit card fraud or identity theft

with devastating consequences.

In response to these incidents, the general public is slowly becoming aware of the importance of

privacy and becoming more reluctant to provide personal information. Organizations like the

Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC)4, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)5, and

Privacy International6 lobby against privacy intrusion and raise further public awareness for privacy

issues such as passenger profiling, data mining, RFID chips, electronic passports and identity cards,

biometric identification, electronic voting, and video surveillance [59]. The European Union also

appointed a dedicated data protection working party under Article 29 of EU Directive 95/46/EC to

address data protection issues in a concerted effort on a European scale. The Article 29 Working

Party consists of the data protection commissioners of the EU member states and operates as an

independent body with advisory capacity to the EU Commission in terms of privacy and processing

of personal data [3].

Considering the outlined issues and the increasing focus on privacy, it is evident that privacy

protection must be taken into account for research and development of vehicular communication

systems as well. Systems that facilitate tracking of individual drivers on an Orwellian scale, would

probably not be received positively by the general public, resulting in low adaptation rates of the

new technology. Therefore, privacy protection cannot be disregarded in the context of vehicular

communications if the technology is supposed to find wide-spread distribution.

At the same time, a compromise between user privacy and accountability is required for ve-

hicular communication systems. The safety critical nature of applications based on vehicular

communications has legal implications, which may require accountability and non-repudiation for

senders of messages to hold misbehaving individuals liable. Conditional privacy—privacy which

can be withdrawn in special situations—is thus called for, and generally considered an essential

1BBC News online, Brown apologises for record loss, 21 Nov. 2007 (retrieved 28.06.2008):

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk news/politics/7104945.stm
2Heise online news, Datenpanne bei Einwohnermeldeämtern, 23. Jun. 2008 (retrieved 28.06.2008):

http://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/109835
3Spiegel online, Millionen Kontodaten von T-Mobile-Kunden waren manipulierbar, 11. Oct. 2008

(retrieved 27.10.2008): http://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/0,1518,583569,00.html
4EPIC website: http://epic.org/
5EFF website: http://www.eff.org/
6Privacy International website: http://www.privacyinternational.org/
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feature of future vehicular communication systems. So far, the topic of security and privacy for

vehicle-to-vehicle communications has been largely neglected. The security aspect has only been

studied by a small number of research projects, in which privacy has usually been degraded to

one among many points on the agenda. This thesis aims to fill this gap by first providing an

extensive analysis of the problem at hand and the requirements for a solution. Furthermore, a

comprehensive framework for conditional privacy in vehicular ad hoc networks is devised that

provides pseudonymous communication and accountability alike.

The thesis is structured the following way. First, an overview of the special characteristics of

vehicular communications and an in-depth analysis of the problems at hand are presented in

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 identifies a comprehensive set of requirements for privacy in VANETs. Based

on these requirements, other domains that also have strong privacy requirements are examined

in Chapter 4 to identify prevalent approaches for privacy protection. The suitability of these

approaches for vehicular communications is further evaluated to identify promising approaches

that could be of interest and justify further investigation. The overview of privacy approaches

from other domains will then be complemented with a survey of current research on privacy in

VANETs in Chapter 5. Based on these findings, a novel concept for conditional pseudonymity

in VANETs is developed and proposed, in combination with a comprehensive privacy-preserving

pseudonym framework in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides a thorough analysis of the proposed

framework, focusing on security, privacy, and performance aspects. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis

with a discussion of open issues and future work concerning privacy in vehicular ad hoc networks.
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2 Problem Analysis

It is essential to gain a comprehensive understanding of the problem of providing conditional privacy

for vehicular ad hoc networks, before the issue can be addressed in a sound manner. Therefore,

this chapter provides an introduction to the special characteristics of vehicular communications

(Sec. 2.1), and also discusses the issue of security and privacy in VANETs in more detail (Sec. 2.2).

Section 2.3 introduces the idea of conditional pseudonymity and, therefore, provides the groundwork

for later chapters.

2.1 Characteristics of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

Vehicular ad hoc networks, or VANETs, show special characteristics that distinguish them from other

networking scenarios. Thus, before investigating privacy issues in VANETs, general characteristics,

communication patterns, and typical applications of vehicular communication systems are outlined

to define the domain of the thesis and point out the particular challenges of vehicular ad hoc

networks.

2.1.1 General characteristics

Vehicles function as mobile network nodes in VANETs. Each vehicle is equipped with an on-board

unit (OBU) that handles communication, collects sensor data, and processes incoming and outgoing

information. Vehicles can communicate either with other moving vehicles or with fixed network

nodes placed alongside the road, called road-side units (RSUs). RSUs provide moving vehicles with

access to an infrastructure network, as well as infrastructure-based services. Road-side units can

either be dedicated devices placed next to the road in regular intervals, or be integrated in existing

road infrastructure, e.g. road signs, bridges, or toll gates. However, in the early stages of VANET

deployment only a small number of selected roads with high traffic volume will actually be equipped

with road-side units, because of the prohibitive costs of equipping a country’s whole road network

with RSUs at once. Even in later stages, large parts of road networks, especially in rural areas,

may not be outfitted with infrastructure nodes, because the investment in equipment would not be

justified by the low traffic density in these areas. Therefore, vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V)

will be the main mode of operation in VANETs, rather than vehicle-to-infrastructure communication

(V2I). Hence, communication systems and protocols have to be designed accordingly, i.e. operation

of these systems should not depend on infrastructure access.

Two inherent characteristics of vehicles—their mobility and speed—pose major challenges for

vehicle-to-vehicle communication. Mobility of vehicles is somewhat restricted by predefined roads,

as well as direction and number of lanes, but vehicles can move with a relatively high degree of

freedom. Additionally, all vehicles travel at independent speeds. Although the average speed may

be predetermined by the road scenario, traffic conditions, and traffic regulations, actual speed

can vary significantly. For example, in a freeway scenario one lane could be blocked with an

accident, vehicles in that lane would slow while vehicles in other lanes could travel much faster.

Mobility and speed combined with lane changes, merging traffic, different traffic directions, and
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Figure 2.1: Overview of communication technologies in a typical vehicular communications scenario.

intersections introduce a high degree of fluctuation and dynamics to road traffic. In terms of

vehicle-to-vehicle communication, this results in frequent changes of network topology and the

constant addition and loss of network members. Furthermore, when vehicles move in opposite

directions, the communication window shortens significantly compared to vehicles moving in similar

directions.

These factors complicate the establishment of stable communication links between vehicles, and

render traditional fixed network paradigms unsuitable for inter-vehicle communication. Therefore,

communication mechanisms are required that are able to function reliably despite high mobility of

vehicles and frequent topology changes. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are similar to VANETs

and have been studied intensively in recent years. They support ad hoc communication between

mobile nodes in dynamic network scenarios without infrastructure support, as is also required for

communication in VANETs. Due to the similarities, the principles and concepts of MANETs can

also be applied to the vehicular communication scenario, although higher velocities of vehicles must

be considered as well.

A multitude of wireless technologies can be utilized for vehicular communications. Figure 2.1

illustrates a typical vehicular communications scenario with the involved communication technolo-

gies. Satellite localization services, like GPS or the future Galileo system of the EU, are used

to determine the current position of vehicles. They also provide a global timing source for time

synchronization. GSM or 3G cellular networks can provide Internet access to passengers as well as

the in-car system. V2V and V2I communication, between vehicles as well as vehicles and road-side

units, will be based on short range wireless technology that better suits the real-time requirements

of safety-critical applications better than cellular communication or other technologies.

Several efforts to standardize car-to-car communication are under way in 2008. In the United States,

the FCC allocated a frequency spectrum for vehicular communications, referred to as dedicated

short range communications (DSRC). The IEEE standardization effort is known as WAVE1, it

includes an amendment to the widely used IEEE 802.11 wireless communication standard, which is

currently drafted as IEEE 802.11p [89], and adapts the physical layer and wireless medium access to

the vehicular communication scenario. The lower level standard is complemented by the IEEE 1609

family of trial use standards [83, 84, 85, 86] that describes higher layer operation in vehicular

networks. IEEE 1609.1 defines a resource manager for wireless access, IEEE 1609.2 describes security

services, IEEE 1609.3 outlines connection establishment, and IEEE 1609.4 outlines operation over

1Wireless Access in the Vehicular Environment
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2.1 Characteristics of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

(a) Beaconing (b) Multi-hop (c) Geocast (d) Aggregation

Figure 2.2: Communication patterns in vehicular ad hoc networks: (a) beaconing, (b) multi-hop com-

munication, (c) geocast, and (d) aggregation. Orange nodes are senders, green nodes are

intended recipients, and blue nodes may forward messages.

multiple channels. The European CALM2 project aims to create a framework of ISO standards

for intelligent transportation systems (ITS). The necessity of coherent vehicular communications

standards has also been recognized by a number of leading European car manufactures, resulting

in the foundation of the Car 2 Car Communication Consortium3 (C2C-CC).

2.1.2 Communication patterns

In traditional computer networks, communication is mainly end-to-end, meaning messages are

intended for specific, addressed recipients, who might send reply messages in return. Broadcasts

or multicasts, messages addressed to all or a group of nodes, are also possible, but usually

communication is limited to two nodes engaging in a transaction. In a vehicular ad hoc network

the notion of communication differs. Due to high network dynamics, most communication is

non-transactional, one-way, and not addressed to single recipients. The typical communication

patterns in vehicular ad hoc networks are illustrated by Figure 2.2 and outlined in the following.

Vehicles periodically send out broadcast messages, so called beacons (Fig. 2.2(a)), to advertise their

presence to other vehicles in their proximity. Beacons are short one-way messages containing the

vehicle’s network identifier, current location, and other additional information, e.g. the current

speed or motion direction. They are sent with high frequency to provide real-time updates about a

vehicle. Based on beaconing information, vehicles can establish detailed context information about

surrounding vehicles. The beaconing frequency thereby determines the accuracy of neighborhood

information—especially time-critical applications, like collision avoidance, require high resolution

context information to be effective [114].

The communication range of vehicles can be extended with multi-hop communication (Fig. 2.2(b)).

Vehicles can forward a received message to all their neighbors, so that the message can reach nodes

outside of the transmission range of the original sender. Vehicles have to decide whether to forward

a message based on context information, message content, and application requirements. Beacons

are usually single-hop messages which are not forwarded, whereas some warning or information

messages could be of importance to multi-hop recipients and thus are forwarded.

Some messages in vehicular networks may not be intended for all vehicles in a sender’s proximity,

but for all vehicles in a certain geographic area. For example, a traffic congestion warning is

of particular interest to vehicles approaching the congestion from behind, but does not concern

vehicles driving in the other direction. Geographically bounded broadcasts are called geobroadcasts

or geocasts (Fig. 2.2(c)).

2CALM project website: http://www.calm.hu/
3C2C-CC website: http://www.car-to-car.org
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Messages can also be merged with messages from other vehicles or sensor data before they are

forwarded. This process is called message aggregation (Fig. 2.2(d)), if messages are just merged, or

information aggregation, if message content is semantically aggregated. Aggregation can conserve

bandwidth and reduce the number of overall messages in the network, which is important in

scenarios where a large number of vehicles start simultaneously sending messages, e.g. vehicles in a

traffic jam sending out congestion warning messages [123].

2.1.3 Applications

Vehicular communication can be utilized for many different applications. The VSC project [144]

divides applications into two categories—safety-related applications and non-safety applications.

This categorization is based on an application’s criticality and safety impact. Applications of both

categories are presented in the following in accordance with the final report of the VSC project [144].

Safety-related applications

Safety-related applications make use of cooperative communication between vehicles to enhance

traffic and driving safety by aiming to prevent accidents with otherwise potentially fatal outcome.

Safety-related applications are usually time-critical and so pose strict real-time requirements on the

communication system. Safety-related applications can be divided into the following application

groups:

• Intersection collision avoidance. Drivers are warned of potentially dangerous situations

occurring at road intersections, e.g. traffic sign violations, vehicles in blind spots during lane

merges, or pedestrian crossings. Left turn assistants can alleviate stressful manoeuvers.

• Public safety. Information messages about approaching emergency vehicles or broken vehicles

blocking lanes can generally enhance public safety. After an accident occurred, involved

vehicles can send out post-crash warnings and emergency signals.

• Sign extension. Traffic signs can broadcast their values, which then can be displayed as in-car

warnings for drivers.

• Vehicle diagnostics and maintenance. In-car sensors can detect failures and automatically

contact the owner’s car dealer or next garage to request replacement parts or remote

diagnostics services. Car manufactures could also push software updates over the air to

ensure integrity of in-car systems with security updates.

• Information from other vehicles. Vehicles can exchange all kinds of information, e.g. live

information about road conditions, e.g. icy patches on the road. Collaborative collision

avoidance and lane merging assistants are based on the exchange of localization data

in the form of beacons and other messages containing traffic information. Vehicles can

utilize that information to assess dangerous situations and react accordingly, e.g. initiate

braking manoeuvers. Cooperative glare reduction automatically dims headlights of vehicles

approaching each other, before the vehicles are in sight, thus avoiding temporary blinding of

drivers. Another application is platooning. Vehicles driving behind one other can synchronize

their braking and acceleration behavior, and are thus able to drive with reduced safety gaps

between vehicles while maintaining a high level of safety.

Non-safety applications

Non-safety applications are all applications that are not critical for road safety, and are usually not

subject to real-time constraints. Applications in this category utilize vehicular communication to
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optimize traffic flow and enhance the driving experience. Non-safety applications can be organized

in the following subgroups:

• Traffic management. Traffic management applications can, for example, calculate individual

detours for vehicles approaching a traffic jam, in order to prevent further congestion on default

detours. Companies can manage their vehicle fleets more effectively, because of up-to-date

localization data of the whole fleet.

• Tolling. Wireless toll collection can optimize traffic efficiency because traffic flow is not

disrupted by unnecessary stops or slowed downs at toll gates.

• Infotainment. So called infotainment applications can provide Internet access, custom

information services, news feeds, video and music streaming, as well as message or voice chat

with other known or random vehicles in the vicinity.

In the following, we focus mainly on safety-related applications because of the larger benefits for

road safety compared to non-safety applications and because they pose stronger requirements

on vehicular communication systems. However, outlined solutions should also be applicable to

non-safety applications without any limitations, due to weaker real-time constraints and security

requirements of applications in that category.

2.2 Security and Privacy in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

The previous section established that safety-critical applications have the potential to prevent

accidents, or at least mitigate their consequences. Therefore, if safety-related applications cannot

operate properly the outcome may be life-threatening. Computer networks, in general, are

susceptible to attacks that can disrupt communication. Wireless communication, which is used for

vehicular communication, is even more vulnerable due to the fact that attacks can be mounted

without requiring physical access to network infrastructure. Therefore, it is essential to design

VANETs as robust as possible and secure them against attacks.

The security aspect of vehicular communications has been largely neglected by the research

community so far, or only played a minor role. However, a number of publications and research

projects [82, 115, 117, 122] started focusing on secure vehicular communications, recently. This

section provides an overview of potential security and privacy threats for vehicular ad hoc networks

and some counter measures to motivate further research in that direction.

2.2.1 Security threats

The characteristics of VANETs, especially the combination of wireless communication, mobility,

and safety critical applications, give rise to some vulnerabilities unique to VANETs. To be able to

identify ways to secure vehicular communication, it is beneficial to first gain an understanding of

potential security threats and attackers.

Raya and Hubaux [122] define an attacker model for VANETs along the dimensions membership,

motivation, method, and scope. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the dimensions and their possible

values. An inside attacker (I) is an authenticated network member that can freely communicate

with other members, while an outside attacker (O) is an unauthenticated intruder with restricted

capabilities. An attacker’s motivation defines the predictability of the attacker’s behavior. A

rational attacker (R) seeks personal gain, a malicious attacker (M), on the other hand, is only

interested in disrupting network functionality or harming others without any personal benefits.

An attacker can operate with one of two methods, an attacker either actively (A) takes part in
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Table 2.1: Dimensions of an attacker.

Dimension Values

Membership inside (I) outside (O)

Motivation rational (R) malicious (M)

Method active (A) passive (P)

Scope local (L) extended (E)

communication or passively (P ) eavesdrops on communication of other network nodes. The scope

of an attacker is determined by the reach of an attacker, e.g. how many nodes are under the

attacker’s control and how they are distributed throughout the network. An attacker with a single

node, e.g. a laptop, has local scope (L). An attacker with extended scope (E) may control a larger

set of nodes, e.g. RSUs, and can mount more sophisticated attacks.

Inspired by the notation of Raya and Hubaux [122], the quadruplet of membership, motivation,

method, and scope will be used to describe an attacker A, e.g. AIRAL describes an inside attacker

with a rational motivation actively operating on a local scale. A ∗ instead of a character denotes

that an attacker can fulfill any one of the values of that dimension, i.e. the dimension is not relevant

for the attack.

Depending on the motivation and capabilities of an attacker, different attacks can be mounted

on VANETs. Several potential attacks and vulnerabilities on vehicular communication have been

identified so far. In the following, an overview of significant attacks is given, more thorough analysis

of the topic are presented by Raya and Hubaux [122], Raya et al. [125], or Parno and Perrig [117].

A basic attack is the sending of fabricated messages [117]. An attacker AI∗AL sends out false

sensor values, e.g. lower speed or wrong positioning information, or completely forged messages.

Fabricated messages can be broadcasted to gain a driving advantage or to provoke accidents, e.g. a

greedy driver AIRAL may distribute fabricated congestion warnings to persuade other vehicles to

chose alternate routes, thus effectively freeing the road for the attacker [117]. A malicious attacker

AIMAL could send fabricated accident warnings. These message may cause other vehicles to brake

suddenly, and unexpectedly causing rear end collisions.

In an impersonation attack [82], an adversary A∗∗AL communicates with an identity stolen from

another vehicle, e.g. to gain levels of access or avoid liability. If an adversary A∗RAL can successfully

impersonate a privileged vehicle, e.g. a police car, an ambulance, or public transport vehicles,

the adversary could exploit these privileges, for example, gain advantages with automated traffic

flow systems such as a series of green traffic lights. Impersonation attacks, especially of privileged

vehicles, can also be a starting point for more sophisticated, malicious attacks (A∗MAL). Network

membership of the adversary is irrelevant, as long as the identity of a legitimate network member

can be obtained.

A Sybil attack [54] can be mounted in VANETs by impersonating several vehicles at the same

time and disseminating counterfeit information under those identities. An application for a Sybil

attack is the simulation of a traffic congestion with a large number of vehicles. A larger number

of fabricated vehicles sending out the same warning message gives the message higher credibility

than genuine messages sent by other real vehicles, and thus may deceive reputation systems and

information aggregation algorithms to favor the adversary’s fabricated values. The attacker is

AI∗AL.

Fabricated messages and impersonation attacks are more feasible for inside attacker with access

to the network. A denial of service (DoS) attack [122], on the other hand, can be successfully

mounted by an outside attacker AOMA∗. Denial of service attacks aim to either disrupt network
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access for selected nodes or bring down the network on a larger scale. The former can be achieved

by jamming messages of specific vehicles. The latter requires extended capabilities (A∗MAE). The

consequences of denial of service attacks are especially severe for collision prevention applications

that have to rely on real-time data. The danger of denial of service attacks and the difficulty of

protecting systems against them is one reason why vehicular communication may only be used as

an assisting technology to inform drivers about hazards but not overriding the driver’s behavior.

Other more sophisticated attacks can be mounted on top of the outlined attacks. In a hidden vehicle

attack [122] the attacker AIMAL causes a vehicle to stop forwarding messages by pretending to

be in a better position for message forwarding, thus effectively hiding the vehicle’s presence. In a

tunnel attack [122] an adversary AI∗AL makes use of the temporary loss of GPS data after leaving

a tunnel to distribute forged location data. A wormhole attack [122] requires an attacker AIMAE

to control two distant nodes with a high speed connection between them, e.g. via cellular network.

Packets received at position X are tunnelled to position Y , where the information will be treated

as valid data from legitimate network members, although the data is completely out of context.

Vehicles with faulty sensors or communication units may also unintentionally disseminate erroneous

data or accidentally disrupt network information. Faulty nodes may exhibit similar characteristics

to attackers despite their unintentional behavior. Mechanisms that aim to secure vehicular

communication systems should be robust against attackers and faulty nodes alike and provide

fault tolerance in their presence. Furthermore, reactive counter-measures against attacks should

consider the possibility of faulty nodes, and be devised in a way that would not endanger drivers.

In a näıve approach, faulty messages could be detected and ignored. As a result, questionable

nodes would still be allowed to take part in further communication, however would not succeed

with their attack because faulty message would be ignored.

2.2.2 Securing vehicular communications

It is essential to secure vehicular ad hoc networks against the attacks outlined in the previous section

to provide robust communication. The required degree of security depends on the type of messages.

Safety-critical applications have to rely on secure communication and function reliably with high

availability even when under attack. Non-safety applications have weaker security requirements

because they are less critical and failure cannot endanger drivers or passengers. However, non-safety

applications can also benefit from robust and secure communication that provides an enhanced

and reliable user experience.

Due to the mainly cooperative nature of VANET applications, messages contain usually no sensitive

data and are intended for any vehicle in the reception range which can utilize the information.

Therefore, confidentiality is not a general security requirement for vehicular communication

systems [122]. Message and sender authentication, on the other hand, is crucial to protect network

communication, because network participation is restricted to legitimate members. Message

authentication can also provide non-repudiation. Non-repudiation is the property that if a node

A has been successfully authenticated as the origin of a message m, A cannot deny having sent

the message m later on [107]. If messages can be linked to unique identities with non-repudiation,

accountability is supported and legal liability can be achieved. Misbehaving nodes can be held

accountable for their actions based on authenticated messages. Message authentication can also

provide non-frameability, i.e. messages cannot be allegedly attributed to a node that did not sent

them [113].

Digital signatures are a message authentication mechanism based on asymmetric cryptography

that can be used to achieve authentication, authorization, and non-repudiation in communication

systems [107]. Digital signatures enable a sender A to bind a message’s contents to A’s identity by
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Figure 2.3: A digitally signed message consists of the message itself, a hash value of the message encrypted

with the sender’s private key, and a public key certificate, containing the sender’s public key,

issued by a trusted third party.

signing the message with A’s secret key. The secret key, also called private key, should only be

known and accessible to A, a corresponding public key can be freely distributed and receivers can

verify the correctness of A’s digital signature on a message. The characteristic that A’s secret key

is only known to A allows a receiver B to trust A’s signature. B can be sure that a message signed

with A’s secret key must have originated from A, as long as A’s secret key is not compromised.

A message signature is generated by first computing a hash value of the plain message with a

strong one-way hash function4. Hash values can be significantly shorter than the input message,

but are unique for each message, thus hash values are short unique representations of messages.

The usage of hash values instead of the original messages has the practical advantage of facilitating

more efficient bandwidth usage. The hash value of a message is then encrypted with A’s secret key,

resulting in a digital signature. This signature is attached to the original message before it is sent.

A receiver verifies A’s signature by decrypting it with A’s public key to obtain the message hash, a

second hash of the message is computed and the result is compared with the hash value of the

digital signature, if both are equal the signature is correct. Additionally, this verification process

also provides message integrity because alterations of message content would produce differing

hash values, and could therefore be detected easily during verification.

Gollan and Meinel [73] first suggested the use of digital signatures for access control and authentica-

tion in VANETs. Vehicles are equipped with an asymmetric key pair denoting the vehicle’s unique

identity. Sender A computes a digital signature for an outgoing message m with the secret key

SKA and attaches the signature together with the corresponding public key PKA to the message.

Receiver B can verify that the message originated from A with the previously described verification

process. B can be sure that m originated from A, but cannot know if A is actually a legitimate

network member or not. Therefore, A further attaches a public key certificate, or certificate for

short, to message m rather than only her public key. A public key certificate links A’s public

key PKA to A’s identity, and is issued by a trusted certificate authority (CA) that verified A’s

identity beforehand. Basically, a public key certificate is a digital signature of CA on A’s public

key PKA performed with the secret key of the CA. Thus, if B trusts CA, B can verify A’s identity

by first verifying the attached public key certificate issued by CA. Figure 2.3 depicts the general

components of a signed message with attached public key certificate.

A timestamp is further integrated in the signed part of messages to protect against replay attacks.

In a replay attack, the attacker collects messages signed by legitimate network members and replays

them at a later time when the message contents benefits the attacker. The timestamp in the

authenticated message enables nodes to reject messages that are older than a certain threshold.

Electronic License Plates (ELPs) have been proposed by Hubaux et al. [82] as an identification

concept for vehicles in vehicular communication scenarios. Valid electronic license plates are the

digital equivalent of physical license plates, i.e. a unique identifier to identify and distinguish

4A strong one-way function is a hash function with preimage resistance and collision resistance, i.e. given a hash it

is infeasible to (i) find the original input and (ii) find two distinct inputs resulting in the same hash value.
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vehicles. ELPs could also provide additional features in combination with wireless communication,

e.g. stolen vehicles could periodically broadcast their ELP as identifying information to enable

tracking and localization.

The use of digital signatures implies the need for some sort of key management [122] to distribute

and organize key material, especially public keys, as well as trust relationships between different

parties. A public key infrastructure (PKI) is a natural choice to manage public keys. A PKI

for VANETs would have to model hierarchical trust structures between certificate authorities, to

enable seamless operation between all entities in a vehicular communication scenario. Public key

certificates could, for example, be issued by local DMVs5 of cities that may belong to different

federal states or countries. The establishment of a trust hierarchy between these parties is essential

to ensure seamless secure vehicular communication, but this is not a trivial task.

Secret key material must be securely stored inside vehicles to prevent theft and unauthorized

tampering with sensitive information. Raya and Hubaux [122] discuss the usage of tamper-proof

devices (TPD) or trusted platform modules (TPM) to protect secret keys against adversaries. They

further propose that vehicles should store sent and received safety-critical messages to achieve

better accountability. Digitally signed messages could function as non-reputable evidence in the

investigation of accidents, collisions, or legal offenses. Event data recorders (EDR) could be installed

in vehicles for that purpose. Communication messages and local sensor information would be

stored for a certain timespan, thus enabling the reconstruction of system status and communication

exchange prior to an accident, similar to the functionality of black boxes in airplanes.

Furthermore, VANETs can be protected against fabricated or false messages by verifying information

with plausibility checks whenever possible. Plausibility checks would assess the likelihood for a

certain event based on context information from local sensors and other messages, e.g. a speed value

can be matched with the information provided by other vehicles in the same geographical region.

Hubaux et al. [82] discuss location verification, and Golle et al. [74] utilize context verification to

detect and correct malicious data.

2.2.3 Privacy issues

Privacy is generally defined as the right of individuals to determine when, where, and how infor-

mation about oneself is communicated to others and to what extent [16, 19]. In cases of privacy

intrusion that control is taken away from affected parties. In the following, privacy issues of

vehicular ad hoc networks will be discussed in more detail.

As mentioned before, vehicles that actively engage in vehicular communications would broadcast

beacon messages very frequently to advertise their presence. Although actual beacon rate may

depend on application requirements as well as standard specifications, a beacon frequency of

3–10Hz, i.e. one beacon message every 100–300ms [122], is assumed to be realistic. As a result,

vehicles would almost constantly broadcast and expose verbose information about themselves,

because beacons contain information about vehicle location, current speed, heading, and possibly

other safety or traffic related information. Message content, a digital signature, or a public key

certificate may contain additional identifying information, either in form of unique vehicle identifiers,

information about the issuing certificate authority, or other attributes.

The constant exposure of vehicle identity leads to serious threats for the privacy of vehicles, vehicle

owners, and drivers. Even messages with seemingly harmless content can pose a threat to privacy,

if they are gathered over time. The resulting data can be used for motion tracking of individual

vehicles, to record driving patterns, or to calculate speeding behavior. The gathered information can

5Departments of motor vehicles
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be subsequently combined with data from other sources, e.g. billing or credit card databases [50],

and utilized for data mining.

The incentives for monitoring and recording information about vehicles are more diverse than

apparent [57]. A road operator could record motion patterns to identify frequent travellers and

commuters, and devise individualized pricing schemes for road use, based on that data. Insurance

companies may be interested in monitoring driving behavior of their customers to adjust prices

of insurance policies according to the riskiness of individual behavior, or refuse coverage in the

first place. Based on recorded speeding behavior, the police could issue automated speeding

tickets even for negligible offenses. With sufficient resources, criminal organizations could track the

position of police vehicles in real-time, and establish a pre-warning system against approaching law

enforcement units.

One might argue that traffic monitoring is already possible without vehicular communication, due

to an increasing number of road cameras and traffic density sensors. However, the level of detail of

recorded information is significantly lower. Conventional methods can measure traffic volume, but

large-scale monitoring of driving patterns of individual vehicles is not feasible. Modern surveillance

systems can utilize computer vision methods to recognize number plates, but they still depend on

certain viewing angles and unobstructed line-of-sight. Wireless vehicular communication messages,

on the other hand, can be recorded with far less effort at a larger scale by installing cost efficient

communication units alongside roads that record all messages of passing vehicles. Gathering

communication messages over longer periods of time can result in a wealth of data, wherein each

piece of information can still be linked to an individual vehicle, based on signatures and public key

certificates. Furthermore, gathered data can be automatically processed, for example, enabling the

automated issuance of speeding tickets solely based on communication messages.

All these issues constitute a significant interference with the privacy of individuals, and would

limit the trust in the new technology substantially. Drivers would probably feel being watched

and reject the technology despite the obvious benefits for road safety. If vehicular communications

would be perceived as a large scale monitoring system, the wide-spread deployment of VANET

systems could be delayed by several years [114], or fail completely. As a consequence, providing

adequate privacy protection is a critical feature for the success and general acceptance of vehicular

communication systems. Therefore, Papadimitratos et al. [113] demand that VANET systems

should at least maintain the same level of user privacy as provided in current traffic situations

without vehicular communications. Vehicles and drivers should be able to preserve their anonymity,

and communication between vehicles should not enable the unique identification of individual

entities.

2.3 Conditional Pseudonymity

To achieve perfect communication privacy, full anonymity would have to be supported. In a

communication system providing full anonymity, identities of neither sender nor receiver are

compromised, regardless of length or frequency of communication between nodes. This implies

that messages or actions cannot be linked to anyone with respect to an anonymity set. The

anonymity set consists of all nodes that could be potential initiators of an action, consequentially a

larger anonymity set provides better anonymity [19]. Non-repudiation and accountability cannot

be achieved with total anonymity, because a sender of a message cannot be determined. Yet,

accountability and non-repudiation are essential for vehicular communication systems because of

the often life critical nature of safety applications and corresponding communication messages.

Furthermore, accountability may even be required by future legal regulations. Hence, a compromise

between total anonymity and liability requirements has to be found.
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Section 2.2.2 outlined the use of digital signatures as a building block to achieve accountability

in communication systems, because of their non-repudiation property. Digital signatures provide

authentication and integrity for communication messages, but also tie messages directly to a sender’s

identity, which compromises sender privacy. So instead of signing messages with a single unique real-

world identity, vehicles could use pseudonyms to authenticate messages. A pseudonym is a random

identifier that cannot be linked to a sender’s real identity or any other pseudonym. Communication

with pseudonyms is not anonymous but pseudonymous—network nodes can still be addressed

directly by referencing their pseudonyms, but their real identity is not revealed. Pseudonymity, the

use of pseudonyms as communication identifiers [119], provides privacy protection for vehicles and

drivers alike.

However, in the case of accidents or severe unlawful behavior, certain authorized parties have to

be able to retrieve the real identity behind a pseudonym for liability purposes. Assuming that

most traffic participants will adhere to traffic regulations, vehicular communication would be

privacy preserving for the majority of vehicles. Only under certain conditions would pseudonyms

of misbehaving nodes be resolved. These conditions need to be well-defined, preferably by legal

regulations, and limited to serious incidents. The rest of this section elaborates further on the

concept of pseudonyms, and also outlines the pseudonym resolution process.

2.3.1 Pseudonyms

Chaum [36] first proposed the use of pseudonyms for privacy preserving authentication in transaction

systems, also referred to as pseudonymous authentication. A pseudonym is a digital credential

which can be used by a sender S to sign messages. A receiver R is able to authenticate S as a

legitimate network member based on the pseudonym, but without learning anything about S’s real

identity during the process. Pseudonyms are commonly realized with random public key pairs and

corresponding anonymous certificates for the pseudonym public keys. Pseudonym certificates do

not contain any information that would enable identification of the pseudonym holder [113].

Pseudonyms have to be neither linkable to other pseudonyms nor the actual identity of the

pseudonym holder. Unlinkability allows an individual to communicate with different parties

or organizations under different pseudonyms, without them being able to link those different

communication streams to the same individual, even if all parties collude. This gives individuals

full control about how much personal information is revealed to whom and when—preferably only

the minimum level of information required for a specific transaction [36]. To achieve the same level

of trust as in real identities pseudonyms have to be non-transferable between users. Pseudonyms

should also be secure against modification and forgery.

To achieve better privacy, pseudonyms should be changed periodically [36]. If a pseudonym is used

for too long, the accumulated contents of received messages may be sufficient to deduce information

that could reveal the real identity behind a pseudonym, or at least reduce the anonymity set.

Therefore, vehicles should be equipped with a set of pseudonyms to iterate through. The process

of linking pseudonyms to each other and eventually to a real identity is referred to as tracing

or tracking. In the VANET context, pseudonym changes have to be consistent throughout all

communication layers to achieve unlinkability [115], i.e. when a pseudonym is changed, network

identifier and MAC address have to change as well, otherwise linking of subsequent pseudonyms

would be trivial. Armknecht et al. [2] propose to derive network identifiers from higher level

pseudonyms to take full advantage of their inherent unlinkability.

Despite coherent changes of network identifiers and pseudonyms, pseudonyms may still be linkable

because of individual radio fingerprints [57], motion direction estimates, or because of a small

anonymity set, e.g. a vehicle travelling on an empty side road. Switching between two or more
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communication units may mitigate the effect of radio fingerprints, and sophisticated pseudonym

change algorithms may lessen the effects of the latter two, e.g. all vehicles could simultaneously

change pseudonyms at an intersection.

The frequency of pseudonym changes depends on application requirements and the underlying

privacy threat model [57], but should not disrupt network functionality [66]. If, for example,

pseudonyms are changed with such a high frequency that nodes continuously observe new neighbors,

but previous pseudonyms of these vehicles have not timed out yet, context information may be

weakened in such a way that it is unusable for smart routing decisions. Therefore, pseudonym

changes have to respect privacy requirements as well as network operation considerations. Privacy

requirements pose a lower bound on the frequency of pseudonym changes, while network functionality

sets an upper bound that should not be exceeded.

2.3.2 Pseudonym resolution

In a pseudonym system that provides unconditional anonymity, only the owner of a pseudonym

can prove the real identity behind a pseudonym. Other nodes cannot obtain the real identity even

if they all collude [104]. Transferred to the vehicular communications scenario this implies that an

adversary could not be held accountable just based on sent messages. Therefore anonymity must

be conditional in such a way that the actual identity behind a message can be retrieved from a

pseudonym under certain circumstances [113].

The process of resolving a pseudonym to an identity is sometimes also referred to as deanonymization,

anonymity revocation [23], or pseudonym revocation [114]. However, revocation is also a common

term for describing the actual invalidation of digital credentials, e.g. public key certificates,

subsequently denying network access to a specific user. Hence, to avoid confusion, we will use the

term pseudonym resolution or identity resolution in the following to describe the abstract process

of obtaining an identity behind a pseudonym. Revocation, certificate revocation or credential

revocation, will be used solely to describe the process of invalidating some or all credentials of a

user.

How revocation can be achieved depends on the underlying cryptographic mechanisms, e.g. public

key certificates could be invalidated by distributing certificate revocation lists (CRLs) which would

have to be checked during signature verification. Revocation can be a potential counter-measure

after an attack has been detected, to hinder an adversary from doing further harm and to protect

other network nodes. Pseudonym resolution is often a prerequisite for certificate revocation, i.e. a

real identity has to be obtained before pseudonyms or unique identities can be revoked.

Evidently, the capability to resolve pseudonyms should be limited to a small number of trusted

authorities, otherwise anyone would be able to obtain the identities behind pseudonyms, thus

violating user privacy and rendering pseudonym usage superfluous. Government or law enforcement

agencies are typical candidates to act as resolution authorities (RA). Preferably, two or more

resolution authorities would have to cooperate in order to resolve a single pseudonym. Distribution

of authority would prevent abusive behavior of RAs, as well as potential attacks of corrupted

RAs [9], and therefore strengthen user privacy.

One approach how this could be achieved is splitting the cryptographic secret necessary to resolve

a certain pseudonym in several parts, and distribute them between different parties. How much

of the secret a single party would control could be based on the party’s status or importance.

For example, a law enforcement agency, a judge, and the pseudonym issuing CA could each hold

a part of the secret. If the law enforcement agency needs to resolve a pseudonym to identify a

potential subject as part of an accident investigation, the judge holding the second part of the

secret would have to be convinced of the resolution’s necessity. If resolution is approved, judge
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Figure 2.4: The process of pseudonym resolution: (1) a law enforcement agency retrieves a recorded

message with pseudonym from a vehicle, (2) approval for identity resolution is requested

from a judge, (3) judge grants identity resolution, (4) law enforcement agency and judge

present their partial secrets to a third resolution authority, (5) the pseudonym is resolved to

an identity, (6) the identity is returned to the law enforcement agency, and (7) the offender

can be held accountable.

and law enforcement agency would hand their parts of the secret to the CA which could perform

the resolution and return the subject’s identity. The resolution process, illustrated by Figure 2.4,

would be similar to the process of obtaining a search warrant, which has to be granted by a judge

first, before a landlord would give the police access to a tenant’s apartment.

The resolution process outlined above illustrates that pseudonym usage in VANETs has to be

accompanied by a legal framework that regulates who has authorization to resolve a pseudonym with

what reasons and under what circumstances. The aim should be to restrict privacy intrusions to

severe cases of traffic violations with endangering or lethal consequences for other traffic participants.

Minor offenses, e.g. minimal speeding, should not qualify as a reason for identity resolution to

prevent abuse.

Pseudonym resolution can be performed either offline or online. Offline resolution is performed

after an incident occurred, e.g. during digital forensics or law enforcement procedures to identify

liable subjects. Pseudonyms of interest could be retrieved from messages stored in EDR units

of involved vehicles, or from messages captured by other witnessing vehicles. Offline pseudonym

resolution is usually not time-critical, thus does not need to meet real-time requirements. Online

pseudonym resolution aims to take immediate measures to prevent a misbehaving node from doing

further harm. Online resolution would usually be accompanied by revocation of the current or all

pseudonyms of the adversary. Online resolution has to be performed in real-time to be efficient.

In this context, it is also important to determine how far reaching pseudonym resolution should

be. To achieve strong privacy, it would be preferable if only a given pseudonym could be resolved,

disclosing only messages sent under that pseudonym while the privacy of messages signed with other

pseudonyms remains intact. However, this could limit the efficiency of online counter-measures

against adversaries, because adversaries could easily circumvent these by switching to a different

pseudonym. Disclosing all pseudonyms of an adversary is equivalent to linking all pseudonyms and

messages to the adversary’s identity, thus enabling more robust online reactive mechanisms but

also significantly weakening privacy. Chapter 3 identifies and defines appropriate requirements for

pseudonyms and pseudonym usage.
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2.4 Summary

Vehicular communication is characterized by ad hoc communication between nodes with high

mobility. Communication relies mainly on broadcast messages that are sent with high frequency.

Applications in vehicular ad hoc networks can be divided into two categories. Safety-related

applications aim to prevent accidents and enhance traffic safety in general. Applications of this

category usually pose real-time requirements on communication. Non-safety applications, on the

other hand, provide additional services to enhance driving comfort, but are not safety critical.

Because of the utilization of wireless communication, VANETs are vulnerable to a number of

attacks and have to be secured accordingly. Digital signatures are utilized to provide sender and

message authentication and achieve non-repudiation.

Privacy issues arise in the context of vehicular communications due to the constant transmission

of vehicle information. Signing messages with changing pseudonyms anonymizes communication,

enhances user privacy, and still provides authentication at the same time. However, pseudonymity

has to be conditional to ensure accountability in the case of severe traffic regulation violations,

e.g. hit-and-run accidents. Authorized resolution authorities should be able to obtain the identity

behind a pseudonym under certain circumstances. Therefore, conditional pseudonymity requires a

trade-off between privacy and resolvability of pseudonyms—an issue that has not been sufficiently

addressed in the context of vehicular communications so far. This thesis aims to provide an

adequate solution for this problem.
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A diverse range of applications has been envisioned for vehicular ad hoc networks, Section 2.1.3

listed a number of safety-related and non-safety applications. This list is not conclusive—more

applications will probably be conceived in the future—but it underlines the versatility of applications

for vehicular communication systems. Each application poses its own requirements on the underlying

communication system, resulting in a range of requirements as diverse as the range of applications.

While requirements of different applications may sometimes overlap, they can also be contradicting

or even be mutually exclusive. Thus, devising a general set of requirements applicable for all

applications is far from trivial.

Fortunately, we can reduce the complexity by focusing on privacy and aligning requirements

accordingly. A system should be designed to fulfill the strongest privacy requirements. Applications

with relaxed privacy requirements would usually not be restricted in their operation by a system

implementing stronger privacy protection. Therefore, we concentrate on requirements for safety-

related applications in the following, because they have stronger privacy requirements than non-

safety applications. Baseline requirements will be identified independently of specific application

needs in this chapter in order to provide a common base for privacy-preserving communication

in VANETs. Application specific requirements can then be realized on top of these baseline

requirements, and benefit from a guaranteed level of privacy.

One thing to consider is the scenario of applications with strongly contradicting privacy requirements

running on the same vehicle. An example would be a remote software update application that

requires full identification of a vehicle while a traffic congestion warning application should

be pseudonymous. Unique identifiers used for the software update process could be linked to

pseudonymous warning messages, thus enabling tracing of the vehicle. A possible solution for

this dilemma is the use of pseudonyms for both applications and sending required identifying

information in encrypted form. This way, only the intended recipient can verify the sender’s unique

identity and overall privacy is not jeopardized. The sender can further advertise planned pseudonym

changes to the receiver by adding information about the next pseudonym to the encrypted message

part, thus seamless communication can be guaranteed despite pseudonym changes. This short

example shows that applications with seemingly contradicting privacy requirements can coexist in a

system without compromising privacy, as long as the strongest privacy requirements are respected.

This Chapter identifies the requirements necessary to achieve privacy protection in VANETs

based on the notion of conditional pseudonymity. Section 3.1 lists characteristics which can be

assumed to be present in vehicular communication systems and utilized accordingly. In Section 3.2

general requirements are identified, which have to be met by systems to be able to operate in the

VANET environment. Afterwards, requirements for pseudonym systems are devised. Section 3.3

defines requirements for pseudonymous credentials, and Section 3.4 lists requirements relating to

authentication in pseudonymous communication. A concise overview of all introduced requirements

and their priority levels is given in Section 3.5 to provide a better understanding for the reader

and a reference point for later chapters.



3 Requirements for Privacy in VANETs

3.1 Assumptions

When considering requirements for privacy in vehicular ad hoc networks we can assume a few

characteristics based on the underlying platform, namely the vehicle. The following characteristics

are either already present in current vehicles, or are essential for V2V/V2I communication and

so can be assumed to be implemented in most new cars in coming years. Because we are

concentrating on requirements for privacy, a number of additional assumptions concerning inter-

vehicular communications can be made. A general mode of public communication that does

not require confidentiality is assumed, as well as data consistency for timing and positioning

information.

3.1.1 Periodic maintenance

Most vehicles receive regular maintenance from garages or car dealerships. These occasions can be

used to update software, perform system consistency checks, and to upload new cryptographic key

material. The frequency of maintenance varies however. In some countries periodic motor vehicle

inspections are mandatory to operate vehicles on public roads. For example, EU member states

are bound by directive 96/96/EC [46] to mandate annual or biannual roadworthiness inspections

for registered vehicles.

As a result, it can be safely assumed that vehicles are examined by authorized personnel in regular

intervals, such as every 1–3 years. Besides testing general roadworthiness, these occasions can also

be utilized to check VANET-related vehicle components. Functionality tests can ensure proper

operation of communication equipment. Integrity tests could be performed on system components,

such as the tamper-resistant device, to check for unauthorized modifications or hacking attempts.

3.1.2 Capable on-board units

It can be further assumed that on-board computing units in vehicles will provide sufficient

processing power to perform cryptographic operations, such as signature generation and verification.

Envisioned OBUs will be less capable than desktop computers and restricted in their instruction

set, but would be equipped with resources sufficient to perform the required operations.

OBUs will probably be more capable than smaller computing units, such as mobile personal gadgets

or nodes in wireless sensor networks, thus removing many restrictions that would have to be taken

into account otherwise. Smaller communication units usually have to operate on scarce energy

resources and have to be designed to be highly energy efficient. Vehicles, on the other hand,

can generally provide enough energy for processing and communication needs without restricting

communication patterns in any way—for example by limiting the number of messages which can

be sent in a certain time frame. They may, however, employ power control to limit transmission

strength and range.

3.1.3 DSRC communication link

A wireless communication radio unit is essential for vehicular communications and will be integrated

into future vehicle generations. Therefore, the presence of a dedicated short range communication

(DSRC) communication unit, compliant with the IEEE 802.11p draft standard, can be assumed.

It is further assumed that connection establishment is handled by the radio unit, and that the

various communication patterns described in Section 2.1.2 are implemented. The communication
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system should provide communication primitives to enable the use of these patterns by higher level

applications and algorithms.

3.1.4 Public communication

Most communication messages in vehicular ad hoc networks are not confidential. Especially in

safety-related applications, fast and efficient dissemination of warning messages has the highest

priority—the more vehicles receive and process warning messages, the better. To assume non-

confidential public communication for all applications is however a gross generalization, because

certain applications do require confidential communication. Examples are applications that

exchange sensitive information in end-to-end communication, like remote software updates, remote

diagnostics, or private chat sessions between passengers of different vehicles. Confidentiality

for these applications can be achieved by adding session encryption on top of pseudonymous

communication. Due to the transactional end-to-end nature of these applications, it should be

possible to utilize key exchange protocols to establish symmetric session encryption independently

from the pseudonym system. Even pseudonym changes can be seamlessly integrated in confidential

end-to-end communication by advertising an upcoming pseudonym change over the encrypted

channel. Hence, it suffices to assume public communication as far as pseudonyms are concerned.

3.1.5 Data consistency

Time and location information provided by other nodes in communication messages are assumed

to be correct. This implies the use of secure timing and secure positioning mechanisms, as well as

corresponding verification schemes. Secure timing guarantees a common time base, such as that

based on a satellite positioning system like GPS. Secure positioning mechanisms either guarantee

the accuracy of the own position, or verify the location of other vehicles based on plausibility

checks.

3.2 General VANET Requirements

The special characteristics of vehicular ad hoc networks that have been outlined in Section 2.1

form a challenging environment for algorithms and systems design for inter-vehicle communication.

The following general requirements must be met by any system or algorithm that is considered for

use in this context of vehicular communications.

3.2.1 Infrastructure-less operation

In a VANET scenario, access to infrastructure services is limited and may only be available in

certain areas and situations. This is specially true in early deployment stages, when road-side units

that provide infrastructure access to vehicles are only available in certain regions. Even in later

deployment stages, full infrastructure access on all roads is unlikely due to the costs involved in

equipping a whole road network with RSUs.

Therefore, systems should not and cannot rely on centralized infrastructure services for opera-

tion [122]. Systems should be able to cope without frequent contact to centralized parties, such

as trusted third parties for trust management, and should be fully operational even in situations

where only vehicle-to-vehicle ad hoc communication is available. This means online algorithms are

unsuitable for VANETs.
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Nevertheless, infrastructure access may be available in urban areas, on freeways with high traffic

volume, and service points like refueling stations. These occasions can be used to download new

CA certificates, update revocation information, or obtain new pseudonyms.

3.2.2 Broadcast and unicast support

The communication patterns presented in Section 2.1.2 require that pseudonym systems can

perform equally well in broadcast as well as unicast communication scenarios. The number of

potential receivers may be unknown in broadcast situations, therefore the number of recipients

should have no impact on the verification of message signatures or pseudonyms. While periodic

beaconing is a typical broadcast scenario in VANETs, end-to-end communication and routing

protocols are usually based on unicast or multicast messages.

3.2.3 Robustness

High availability of communication services is essential, especially for safety-related applications [93].

Security mechanisms, including solutions for pseudonymity, have to respect this requirement and

provide appropriate robustness. Systems should be designed with robustness and fault-tolerance in

mind, and should not be easily disturbed [1]. A robust system should remain operational even in

the presence of faults [113] or denial of service attacks [122].

Furthermore, pseudonym change should have no impact on safety, and therefore not disrupt network

functionality [21, 66]. Pseudonym changes should be transparent to higher level applications, and a

robust system should provide seamless communication despite pseudonym changes. That, however,

contradicts the untraceability requirement for pseudonyms, later outlined in Section 3.3.3.

High mobility and presumable high speeds of vehicles cause frequent network topology changes

that may have a negative impact on communication. Therefore, pseudonym systems have to be

robust against topological changes as well. In consequence, systems relying on complex multi-round

protocols, e.g. for signature verification, are most likely unsuitable for vehicular ad hoc networks.

3.2.4 Scalability

In the long run, it is hoped that most vehicles will be enabled for inter-vehicle communication,

implying a potentially large number of network nodes. While in normal traffic situations the

number of neighboring network nodes may be relatively low, in traffic congestion the number of

nodes in direct range may easily exceed 100 vehicles. Applications, and underlying security systems

in particular, have to scale with the number of vehicles to achieve adequate availability and provide

sufficient performance [1].

3.2.5 Efficiency

Robustness (Sec. 3.2.3) and scalability (Sec. 3.2.4) both imply the need for efficient communication

system. Three kinds of efficiency can be distinguished: processing efficiency, communication

efficiency, and storage efficiency. All three subrequirements have to be met to achieve the required

efficiency.
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Processing efficiency

Safety-critical communication poses strong real-time constraints on systems because a delay of a

few seconds may render a message meaningless [117], e.g. a collision warning message failed its

purpose if the information is only available shortly after a collision occurred. The extreme time

sensitivity of information requires that processing latency at each vehicle is kept to the absolute

minimum. This poses a challenge for security systems, because signature generation and verification

are required to secure communication but should not delay information processing. Depending on

the number of network nodes in reception range of a vehicle, a potentially high number of messages

must be validated simultaneously. The utilization of digital signature schemes with efficient signing

and verification operations is, therefore, essential.

Communication efficiency

Mobility and high vehicle speeds also result in short communication frames between vehicles.

Utilization of time available for communication should be maximized, which means that bandwidth

must be used efficiently, and communication overhead for cryptographic mechanisms should be as

low as possible.

Communication efficiency can be determined based on the number of required passes and the

required bandwidth, according to Menezes et al. [107]. Authentication in VANETs should be instant

without requiring any additional communication messages [64], therefore, mechanisms that require

multiple passes for verification are unsuitable. If each beacon message would require interactive

multi-pass verification, the amount of additional messages required for verification would already

saturate the available network bandwidth.

In addition, bandwidth should be used efficiently, i.e. digital signatures and certificates should not

have a significant impact on message size, yielding only a minimal communication overhead per

message. If message size would significantly increase due to additional security data, message loss

due to packet collisions would also increase.

Storage efficiency

Digital storage space in vehicles is limited. Although prices for off-the-shelf memory and disk space

may be dropping, this might not hold true for OBUs in vehicles. Sensitive key material has to be

stored as securely as possible, and storage space in tamper-proof devices is especially expensive.

Normal in-car storage space is also not exclusively reserved for non-critical security data like public

key certificates, but rather has to be shared with other applications or subsystems. Electronic data

recorders (EDRs), for example, require significant storage space to record received messages for

a certain period of time. Other potential storage claimants are navigation systems that require

offline access to map material, or media systems managing collections of audio and video files.

Hence, storage efficiency is a requirement that applies to sensitive key material, as well as other

security data like certificates.

3.3 Pseudonym Requirements

The following requirements must be fulfilled by pseudonyms to be suitable for the application in

VANETs. Requirements in this section are concerned with inherent characteristics of pseudonymous

credentials, especially affecting the cryptographic level of security provided by pseudonyms.
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It is noteworthy, that the notion of what defines a pseudonym can vary with the utilized mechanisms.

In systems based on asymmetric cryptography, the certificate over the public key of a randomly

generated asymmetric key pair is used as a pseudonym. In other schemes, a public key alone

without a certificate may suffice as a cryptographic pseudonym, or simply a random identifier

without further public key, as is the case with identity-based cryptography [137]. Independently of

the system-dependent definition of pseudonyms, the requirements described in this section have to

be fulfilled by pseudonyms to be used in secure vehicular communications.

3.3.1 Genuineness

Digital pseudonyms have to be trustworthy so that a receiver verifying a pseudonym can be sure

that it is correct and genuine. If genuineness of pseudonyms cannot be guaranteed, they would

become meaningless as authentication credentials. Therefore, pseudonyms have to be unforgeable,

the security of secret key material should be guaranteed, and users should not be able to share

their pseudonymous credentials with others.

Unforgeability

It is essential that pseudonymous credentials cannot be forged or fabricated to ensure their

genuineness [104]. Strong cryptography can be utilized to achieve unforgeability or render fabrication

attempts unfeasible. If employed cryptographic mechanisms would be broken or compromised,

fabrication of false pseudonymous credentials may become feasible. Therefore, cryptographic

mechanisms have to be adjusted to advances in cryptanalysis in order to ensure unforgeability of

pseudonyms.

Security of secret key

The secret key has to be only available to the designated owner. Therefore, physical access

to key material should be restricted. It is also essential that repeated usage of pseudonyms in

communication transactions does not reveal information about a user’s secret key [104], otherwise

transaction partners may be able deduce the secret key from transaction transcripts.

No credential sharing

A pseudonym system provides partial anonymity for the user, thus users may be inclined to share

their credentials with other unauthorized users to provide them with access to the system. However,

sharing of credentials is undesirable, because it weakens access control and authentication, and thus

the genuineness of credentials. Pseudonyms should therefore be uniquely linked to identities [104]

in order to prevent misuse and provide accountability.

A pseudonym system has to prevent users from sharing their credentials [114] by providing strong

incentives against credential sharing, e.g. sharing of a credential would also imply sharing of the

corresponding secret key [104] so that a user would become vulnerable to impersonation attacks

when sharing credentials.

3.3.2 Controllable usage

To prevent abuse and malicious behavior based on pseudonyms, pseudonym usage should be limited

and not be under full control of the user. Pseudonyms can be restricted in their validity. They
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should be usable more than once, but only a limited number of pseudonyms should be used in

parallel. These subrequirements restrict potential abuse of pseudonyms without compromising the

degree of privacy provided by them, and are described in the following.

Limited validity

Limiting the validity of pseudonymous credentials has several advantages. First, it would not be

possible to hoard pseudonyms with the aim of mounting massive Sybil attacks at a later time.

Limited validity of pseudonyms would further limit the timespan certificate authorities would be

required to retain information to enable them to revoke credentials, and the timespan resolution

authorities would have to keep linking information connecting pseudonyms and real identities. If

pseudonyms were valid indefinitely, the volume of data to be stored by CAs and RAs would become

unmanageable with unpredictable storage requirements and costs. Therefore, limited validity is

not only a security concern, but also of economic interest.

Multiple usage

A user should be able to use a pseudonym more than once to allow two-way communication [36].

One-time credentials would prohibit transactional communication between vehicles or between

vehicles and infrastructure nodes. If pseudonyms change for each message, reliable addressing of

single nodes is not only impossible, but especially multi-hop routing and cooperative awareness

applications also degrade because they rely on the capability of addressing single nodes to make

informed decisions based on other nodes in their proximity.

It may be desirable to limit repeated usage in such a way that a pseudonym could only be used up

to l times, and after l transactions the pseudonym would be invalid [104]. But it is questionable if a

general value for l could be determined for VANETs due to the multitude of envisioned applications

and differing requirements. Therefore, limiting pseudonym usage to l-times is a useful feature but

not a requirement.

Limited parallel usage

It would be desirable to restrict the number of pseudonyms that can be used in parallel to prevent

Sybil attacks. Restricting usage to only one pseudonym at any given time would successfully thwart

Sybil attacks but may be to restrictive in some vehicular communication scenarios. For example,

after a pseudonym change neighbors may still try to communicate with the old pseudonym, thus it

may be useful to be able to use a small number of pseudonyms in parallel in order to continue

receiving messages addressed to the old pseudonym. On the other hand, sending of messages should

be restricted to the current pseudonym not only to prevent Sybil attacks, but also because sending

under different pseudonyms may facilitate linking of these pseudonyms.

Limiting parallel usage of pseudonyms cannot only be achieved by technical means—it may also be

sufficient to reduce incentives for using pseudonyms in parallel. If pseudonyms could be linked to

the attacker’s identity upon detection of an attack, attackers may forego mounting Sybil attacks

fearing the consequences. Therefore, limited parallel usage of pseudonyms is a desired feature, but

is not a mandatory requirement for pseudonyms.

3.3.3 Unlinkability

Unlinkability is, according to Buttyán and Hubaux [19], a generalization of anonymity and

untraceability. It is defined as hiding information about the relationships between any items.
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Thus, unlinkability is an essential requirement for privacy-preserving communication in VANETs.

Anonymity can refer to sender anonymity, receiver anonymity, or both. Only sender anonymity

is relevant for vehicular communication, because receiver anonymity hinders effective end-to-end

communication. Untraceability is the property of preventing tracking of vehicles. In the following,

we define sender anonymity and untraceability as subrequirements of unlinkability.

Sender anonymity

Sender anonymity means that the sender of a message is not identifiable within a set of potential

senders [119]—the anonymity set. As described before, the anonymity set encompasses all nodes

that are equally likely to have sent a message and has to be large enough to generate sufficient

uncertainty for an adversary [19]. If the anonymity set is too small, actions can be linked to

certain nodes, and if a certain action is known to only originate from a certain subject, pseudonyms

can also be linked to real identities. Therefore, sender anonymity can only be guaranteed in an

anonymity set of sufficient size.

Pseudonyms have to preserve sender anonymity but at the same time allow receivers to authenticate

the sender as a legitimate network member. Therefore, pseudonyms should support anonymous

user authentication—authentication without knowledge of real-world identities [101].

Furthermore, it should not be possible to link messages to a sender’s real identity based on message

content [36]. If a message contains information that allows identification of the sender, anonymous

user authentication becomes irrelevant. Although this problem mainly concerns applications on

higher levels, above the pseudonymous communication system, it is crucial to be aware of the issue.

Untraceability

Untraceability ensures that messages sent under different pseudonyms by the same vehicle cannot

be linked to each other. More precisely, pseudonyms should be unlinkable whether they belong to

different senders or the same [104].

Untraceability is sometimes also called untrackability with a stronger notion on preventing tracking

of vehicles [1], especially across pseudonym changes. Pseudonym changes can be most effective

if they are synchronized with natural topology changes in traffic, e.g. at intersections, during

lane merges, or lane changes. In those situations the anonymity set is usually large and motion

trajectories are harder to predict. This results in higher uncertainty for adversaries when compared

to pseudonym changes with constant speed and direction.

3.3.4 Resolvability

Resolvability is an inherent characteristic of conditional pseudonymity, and support for resolvability

is, therefore, a basic requirement for pseudonymous credentials to be used in VANETs. Besides the

fundamental requirement of identity resolution, the additional requirements perfect forward privacy

and distributed resolution authority are defined. They strengthen the notion of privacy by posing

further technical restrictions on identity resolution.

Identity resolution

Identity resolution is the process of linking a given pseudonym to the real identity of the pseudonym

owner under certain circumstances [57]. Identity resolution violates unlinkability and privacy in

general, but is required for liability reasons in severe cases of unlawful behavior.
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The capability to resolve pseudonyms to identities should be limited to a small number of trusted

authorities that are bound to policies which define if and when identity resolution is justified. This

way, full privacy is guaranteed for normal communication between vehicles and only weakened in

specific well-defined situations. Identity resolution is sometimes also called identity escrow with

trusted third parties [104].

Perfect forward privacy

Perfect forward privacy is based on the concept of perfect forward secrecy. Menezes et al. [107]

give the following definition for perfect forward secrecy: a protocol is said to have perfect forward

secrecy if compromise of long-term keys does not compromise past session keys. This implies that

security of previous communication is always ensured.

We transfer this concept to conditional pseudonymity and define perfect forward privacy as follows:

a pseudonym system is said to have perfect forward privacy if disclosure of a real-world identity

from a given pseudonym does not compromise privacy of communication under other pseudonyms

of the same user. This means that through the process of identity resolution only messages under

the resolved pseudonym can be linked, while messages sent under previously used pseudonyms stay

unlinkable as long as these pseudonyms are not explicitly resolved as well.

The notion of perfect forward privacy is underlined by the following example. A driver in a

VANET-enabled vehicle commits a traffic offense strong enough to qualify for identity resolution.

A pseudonym is retrieved from an intercepted message and resolved to the driver’s identity. The

message the pseudonym was retrieved from, as well as all other messages sent under this pseudonym

can now be linked to the driver’s real identity. However, all other communication messages sent by

this vehicle in the hours, days, or weeks before the incident remain private and cannot be linked to

the driver’s identity, unless the corresponding pseudonyms are separately be resolved.

Perfect forward privacy improves privacy protection for users by restricting the scope of identity

resolution. Only messages of questionable or malicious nature can be linked to a vehicle’s identity

through identity resolution, but the privacy of benign messages remains intact. However, perfect

forward privacy is not crucial to achieve conditional pseudonymity and is therefore an optional

requirement.

Distributed resolution authority

The capability for identity resolution should not reside with a single party to prevent abuse and

misuse by resolution authorities (RAs). Hijacked or corrupted RAs could pose a serious threat

to privacy [9] and could cause devastating data leakage of identifying information. Therefore,

the capability for identity resolution should be shared between different parties with diametrical

interests. All these parties have to cooperate to resolve a pseudonym, e.g. by combining partial

shares to form a common secret.

Law enforcement agencies, juridical institutions, certificate authorities, and pseudonym providers

have already been listed as potential resolution authorities in Section 2.3.2. Figure 2.4 outlined an

exemplary resolution process with distributed resolution authorities. None of the parties would be

able to retrieve an identity alone, thus enforcing a multi-eye principle [64].

Shared resolution authority is highly desirable, because it can provide technical means to enforce

adherence to privacy protection laws and prevent abuse of authority by single entities. But sharing

of resolution authority is not an enabling feature in providing conditional pseudonymity and

therefore an optional requirement.
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3.4 Authentication Requirements

Authentication requirements have to be fulfilled by pseudonymous communication systems to

achieve secure and trustworthy authentication. They are based on pseudonyms that fulfill the

requirements identified in Section 3.3.

3.4.1 Message authentication

Message authentication, sometimes also called data origin authentication, is defined by Menezes et al.

[107] as a type of authentication whereby a party is corroborated as the (original) source of specified

data created at some (typically unspecified) time in the past. Thus, message authentication can be

used to authenticate messages from legitimate network members and filter out messages injected

into the network by illegitimate outsiders. Message authentication includes sender authentication

as well as data integrity by definition [107], both subrequirements are described in the following.

Sender authentication

Sender authentication does not require knowledge of a sender’s real identity as long as it can be

verified that the sender is a valid message source [1]. Furthermore, the receiver should be confident

that a given message originated with the specified sender [113], and that the sender information

was not fabricated.

Most importantly, sender authentication supports the establishment of trust between communication

partners, which is crucial for safety-related applications that make potentially precarious decisions.

Sender authentication is often backed with full-fledged trust management systems, e.g. a public key

infrastructure (PKI). A PKI usually consists of hierarchically organized certification authorities.

Higher level CAs in a PKI assign trust to lower level CAs, which in turn may trust other CAs

or confer trust to users. The CAs on the top level of the hierarchy are called root CAs and are

authorities that are generally trusted because of their position, such as governmental institutions.

Trust is often assigned in the form of public key certificates, i.e. publicly available certificates that

contain a public key, information about the corresponding identity, additional attributes, and a

digital signature over the whole certificate from the issuing CA.

Pseudonyms for vehicular communication have to support sender authentication and some form of

trust management. In the road environment, vehicles from different regions, states, and countries

should be able to interact seamlessly by relying on an efficient trust management system that

models the relations between involved authorities and vehicles.

Message integrity

Message integrity, or data integrity, ensures that the content of a message has not been altered

in transit [93]. Message content can be protected against alteration with a digital signature on a

message’s hash value. Digital signatures do not directly prevent modification of message content,

but do provide a straightforward mechanism for detecting changes to the message content.

3.4.2 Accountability

Accountability is an important incentive to strengthen trust in pseudonymous communication

systems. It means that a subject can be held accountable in case of misuse of pseudonyms [36]. In

vehicular communication systems, accountability is required for assigning liability, e.g. to identify
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the driver that caused a certain accident [122], or in cases where fabricated messages or wrong

information are disseminated to gain an unfair advantage in traffic.

The technical requirement to achieve accountability is non-repudiation. Non-repudiation guarantees

that a sender of a message cannot deny authorship of that message [122]. This implies that a

receiver can prove who sent a message, or at least under which pseudonym it has been sent. If

justified, identity resolution can be employed subsequently to obtain the real identity and hold the

sender accountable. Digital signatures are usually utilized to achieve accountability [2].

Non-repudiation also implies non-frameability, which means it is not possible to attribute a message

to another sender. Similar to the receiver, a sender can prove whether or not he or she is the

originator of a given message.

3.4.3 Property authentication

In general, all legitimate network members are able to participate in vehicular communications.

However, some message type should only be sent by certain vehicles. For example, only an

ambulance should be able to broadcast an emergency-vehicle-approaching warning message to clear

the road ahead, while other vehicles should not be able to issue such a message [113]. Therefore,

a pseudonymous communication systems should support some means of authenticating vehicle

properties, comparable to role-based access control in traditional network environments.

Another example is the access to remote diagnostics services and remote software updates, only

certified garages or car dealerships should be able to gain authenticated access to such critical car

systems [93]. Certain properties, like emergency vehicle or remote maintenance service, could be

defined for vehicles and be used for authentication as well. These properties or privileges need to

be cryptographically bound to pseudonyms to prevent abuse [57]. The advantage of standardizing

properties is, that property authentication could be realized without the necessity to know unique

identities of vehicles. As a example, if an emergency vehicle is broadcasting a warning message

to clear the road, it would be sufficient that the used pseudonym contains the emergency vehicle

property, it is not necessary to learn which individual emergency vehicle is approaching, nor with

which organization it is associated.

It is also desirable to enable nodes to decide dynamically which privileges are transmitted with

a pseudonym. This way, properties only have to be exposed when they are required [36], while

in other situations the vehicle could stay anonymous. Constant exposure of properties, especially

properties only held by a minority of nodes, would drastically reduce the size of the anonymity set

and weaken privacy for these vehicles. Property authentication is a useful addition to pseudonymous

communication systems, but it is not a critical requirement and therefore optional.

3.4.4 Credential revocation

It may be desirable to isolate malfunctioning or misbehaving nodes from the vehicular ad hoc

network by denying them further network access [93, 115]. In order to evict a node from the

network, the identity of the misbehaving node would have to be obtained from a pseudonym with

identity resolution, and all unused pseudonyms or the unique identifier of that node would have to

be invalidated.

A pseudonymous communication system should provide mechanisms for credential revocation

and efficient means for distribution of revocation information [21]. In traditional PKI-based

systems certificate revocation lists (CRLs) are distributed and have to be checked during signature

verification. CRLs could be distributed via RSUs, at refueling stations, or other information service

points.
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It is further necessary to decide which credentials should be revoked—pseudonyms, long-term

credentials, or both. Revocation of pseudonyms requires large CRLs but isolates the node almost

immediately. Revocation of long-term credentials, on the other hand, results in shorter CRLs and

could prevent the node from obtaining new pseudonyms, but an evicted node could still make use

of stored and previously unused pseudonyms [115]. Short pseudonym lifetimes could mitigate that

effect [21], but also require more frequent communication with infrastructure services to obtain

new pseudonyms. Therefore, pseudonym systems have to make a compromise between real-time

revocation and communication efficiency.

3.5 Summary

An overview of the identified requirements is presented in Table 3.1, all requirements are listed

together with their subrequirements and a priority. The priorities indicate the importance of the

corresponding requirement for the functionality of the pseudonym system. Mandatory requirements

are crucial and have to be met by any means to achieve pseudonymous communication with

conditional pseudonymity. Optional requirements, on the other hand, add desirable features to a

pseudonym system, e.g. stronger user privacy, but are not critical for the basic operation of the

pseudonym system.

Nevertheless, the differences between mandatory and optional requirements are often subtle.

Optional requirements may additionally enhance privacy, thus increase user trust in the technology.

Therefore, fulfillment of optional requirements should be treated with almost the same importance

as the fulfillment of mandatory requirements.
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Table 3.1: Requirements for privacy in VANETs – Overview

General VANET Requirements

Requirement Description Priority

Infrastructure-less operation Operation without constant infrastructure access mandatory

Broadcast and unicast support Support of broadcast and unicast communication mandatory

Robustness High availability and fault tolerance mandatory

Scalability Algorithms scale with number of vehicles mandatory

Efficiency

Processing efficiency Efficient signature generation and verification mandatory

Communication efficiency Low communication and message overhead mandatory

Storage efficiency Low storage requirements for key material mandatory

Pseudonym Requirements

Requirement Description Priority

Genuineness

Unforgeability Infeasible to forge credentials mandatory

Security of secret key Secret key not easy to compromise mandatory

No credential sharing Users should not be able to share pseudonyms mandatory

Controllable usage

Limited validity Pseudonyms only valid for certain time period mandatory

Multiple usage Pseudonyms usable for subsequent messages mandatory

Limited parallel usage Small number of pseudonyms to be used in parallel optional

Unlinkability

Sender anonymity Sender’s identity not linkable to sent message mandatory

Untraceability Subsequent pseudonyms cannot be linked mandatory

Resolvability

Identity resolution Authorities can obtain identity from pseudonym mandatory

Perfect forward privacy Previous pseudonyms remain unlinkable optional

Distributed resolution authority Authorities have to cooperate to resolve an identity optional

Authentication Requirements

Requirement Description Priority

Message authentication

Sender authentication Legitimacy of sender can be verified mandatory

Message integrity Message cannot be modified in transit mandatory

Accountability

Non-repudiation Sender cannot deny sending of message mandatory

Property authentication Support for access control and privileges optional

Credential revocation Revocation of pseudonyms in case of misuse optional
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Research on vehicular ad hoc networks is a relatively new field, and the accompanying privacy

implications outlined in Section 2.2.3 only became apparent in recent years. Seen in a broader

perspective however, protection of user privacy is not a novel idea and has been a design requirement

in several other domains for quite some time. This chapter examines domains with strong privacy

requirements and their approaches for achieving user privacy. The presented survey of privacy

mechanisms is quite extensive, but can obviously not cover approaches of each and every domain.

The presented domains have rather been selected with the aim of providing a thorough overview of

available techniques for privacy protection with potential relevance for conditional pseudonymity

in VANETs. The discussion focuses on techniques that support identity resolution while solutions

providing full anonymity are only discussed when they contribute essential concepts to the overall

solution.

For each domain, the specific privacy requirements and objectives are outlined first, based on

representative application scenarios. The domain introduction is followed by a discussion of the

general principles and typical cryptographic algorithms employed to achieve the privacy objectives

in the application scenarios. Eventually, the presented approaches will be scrutinized for their

applicability to VANETs, based on the requirements from Chapter 3.

The chapter begins with an analysis of privacy mechanisms in the health care sector in Section 4.1.

The continuing digitization of medical information poses interesting privacy problems in dealing

with electronic health records and electronic prescriptions. Another domain with strong privacy

requirements is e-government—an umbrella term for providing citizens with services for digital

participation in governance processes. The realization of electronic voting systems is of particular

interest, and will be discussed in Section 4.2. Electronic commerce, also called e-commerce (Sec. 4.3),

is also susceptible to privacy threats, and extensive research has been undertaken in that field.

Electronic cash is an e-commerce application that aims to digitally recreate the anonymity and

unlinkability of physical coins. Pseudonymous transaction systems provide users with means

to control their privacy against transaction partners. The Internet and its underlying protocols

(Sec. 4.4) were not designed with privacy in mind and facilitate tracing of individual users, additional

systems aim to provide anonymous access, as well as revocable anonymous access, to the Internet.

Ad hoc networks (Sec. 4.5) facilitate communication between self-organizing nodes, made possible

by extensive information exchange between nodes. Achieving privacy for individual nodes is an

interesting problem, especially in the case of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), a class of networks

that is closely related to vehicular ad hoc networks.

Unfortunately, not every domain with privacy requirements can be presented in this chapter

due to lack of space and time. Domains that could have been of interest but are not presented

here include electronic ID cards and passports, cellular communication systems, RFID privacy,

privacy-preserving data mining, information dissemination in wireless sensor networks, and user

privacy in ubiquitous computing environments.
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4.1 Health Care

Receiving medical care is a highly personal and private issue. The release of a patient’s health

status can have profound implications on a patient’s life depending on who has access to the released

data. For example, a medical history of psychiatric care or an infection with a serious disease,

e.g. HIV, could significantly limit a patient’s chances of obtaining a job, obtaining insurance, and

access to travel, as well as profound social implications. Therefore, patients must be able to trust

their doctors and treating practitioners to keep their medical history confidential.

The necessity for privacy, as an essential prerequisite for establishing a trust relationship between

patient and doctor, was recognized very early by the medical community and found its manifestation

in the Hippocratic Oath, which binds practitioners to professional secrecy. Nowadays, the privacy

of the patient-practitioner relationship is regulated by the American HIPAA1 or similar European

regulations. Electronic health records and electronic prescriptions are examined in the following as

specific health care applications with privacy requirements.

4.1.1 Electronic health records

The requirement for privacy naturally includes the protection and secrecy of medical records. In

the past, privacy of medical records has been guaranteed mainly by restricting physical access to

patient records to authorized personnel. Nowadays, more and more institutions are beginning to

store patient records electronically to reduce storage costs, enable collaboration and information

exchange, and ease access to data [4]. But the introduction of electronic health records (EHRs)

also introduces several new privacy threats. EHRs can be copied and distributed considerably

easier than paper-based records, which increases the risk of disclosure of private information.

If a patient’s medical records kept by various institutions were consolidated under one unique EHR

identifier, the damage to a patient resulting from data leakage would be significant, because EHRs

could contain the complete lifelong medical history of an individual [79]. In addition to mundane

information like name, address, and date of birth, EHRs may also contain sensitive information

about fertility status, abortions, sexually transmitted diseases, HIV status, drug abuse, psychiatric

care, or genetic predispositions for diseases [127]. Despite causing social embarrassment or prejudice,

disclosure of sensitive health information can also affect insurability and limit employment options.

Disclosure of health information can result from unauthorized access from outside, deliberate

subordination, insider curiosity, or happen accidentally [127].

Electronic health records ease information exchange between institutions, but may also facilitate

the creation of extensive health databases for secondary use. Such culmination of health data could

support medical and pharmaceutical research by providing statistics about the efficacy of new

treatments, or help in discovering side effects. However, that data could also be misused by health

insurance companies and pharmaceutical companies for data mining—with potentially harmful

consequences for patients.

Privacy of electronic health records is an issue that needs to be addressed accordingly. Legislation

and internal policies can provide the legal protection for privacy and render privacy breaches

criminal offenses. Technological safeguards can help to enforce the policies, as well as provide

evidence in the case of privacy breaches. Ateniese and de Medeiros [4] state that privacy policies

can only render privacy breaches improper while technological solutions can render them impossible.

Hodge et al. [79] argue further that electronic health record systems with proper safeguards in

place can benefit all stakeholders by enhancing privacy, as well as the quality and reliability of

1Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
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medical data. The rest of this section discusses approaches for privacy protection of electronic

health records.

Traditional safeguards

Most recommendations and system proposals for privacy-preserving EHR systems [44, 75, 79, 127,

134] employ security measures known from traditional information systems to ensure security and

privacy of patient data.

The American Computer Science and Telecommunications Board [44] published a survey on

potential security measures for EHRs focusing on strong authentication, access control, encryption,

audit trails, and conditional linkability. It is proposed to use two factor authentication, e.g.

passwords in combination with smart card tokens or biometric authentication, to protect access

to critical subsystems. Access control, specifying who can access what data, can be realized with

access control lists (ACLs) that specify either individual or role-based access rights. EHRs should

be stored in encrypted form, and depending on the access rights of the authenticated users, either

the entire record or just parts would be decrypted and made available. Audit trails record access

to records as well as access times and information about the accessing user. Audit trails have to

be stored immediately when a record is accessed, and in a safe location to prevent circumvention

of the auditing system. Audit logs can be automatically monitored to detect abuse. To enhance

privacy, patients or patient records should be assigned anonymous identifiers for internal use.

These identifiers could function like pseudonyms, and be different for each institution accessing

a patient’s data. Only special authorized parties would be able to link records with real-world

identifiers to retrieve personal data, like contact information. Further recommendations include

authentication, authorization, and recording data access for secondary use, to prevent misuse and

achieve something similar to digital rights management (DRM).

Rindfleisch [127] proposes a similar approach and also provides a categorization of the employed

technological interventions. Deterrents, obstacles, and system management precautions are dis-

tinguished. Deterrents, like audit trails and automated alerts, are very effective in lowering the

motivation for system abuse, because the system records any user activity. Obstacles have to

be overcome to gain unauthorized access to a system. Typical obstacles are authentication, au-

thorization, digital signatures for non-repudiation and message integrity, encryption, and rights

management. Finally, system management precautions include software management and system

vulnerability analysis to enhance security of the system.

Essentially, the main approach to achieve data protection for EHRs in this category is strict

monitoring based on non-repudiation, audit trails, and automated alerts. Furthermore, different

access levels restrict access to information necessary for users on the corresponding level.

VANET relevance. EHR systems with traditional safeguards are strongly reliant on infrastruc-

ture services for authentication, authorization, and auditing. This strong infrastructure dependence

renders this approach unsuitable for VANETs in its entirety. Audit trails of the same extent could

especially not be realized in VANETs. However, logging received messages in a tamper-resistant

event data recorder (EDR) in the vehicle is a form of auditing. Other parts of the approach can

also be utilized, like digital signatures for non-repudiation, or encryption to achieve confidentiality.

Nevertheless, these technologies did not originate from EHRs but are merely utilized in this context.

Dynamic access negotiation

To mitigate privacy threats against EHRs and to prevent misuse, Mandl et al. [106] propose that

patients should have full control over their data and corresponding access permissions. Information
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disclosure should adhere to individual privacy preferences, which specify different access rights

either for classes of health care providers or individual providers. In that scenario, it would be the

patient’s responsibility to strike a compromise between the desired level of privacy and the degree of

informed help the patient wants to receive. Especially in emergency situations, information about

a patient’s health condition and known reactions to certain medication can support paramedics in

making faster and more accurate decisions while strong access restrictions may delay help or may

even endanger the patient, because vital information is inaccessible. Therefore, Mandl et al. [106]

suggest a confidentiality override for emergency situations.

A similar idea is put forward by DeCew [52], based on the notion of informed consent. Access to

patient records is strictly limited and practitioners have to request permission from a patient each

time they need to access the patient’s data. Such a system would prevent unauthorized access

and reduce the risk of data collection. It would, however, also restrict practitioners in the care of

their patients. Practitioners would be forced to contact patients each time they want to browse a

file, perhaps because they thought of a detail they wish to cross-check with the patient’s medical

history. To alleviate that problem patient’s could decide to give some doctors full access to their

record.

VANET relevance. Both works fail to mention technological or cryptographic means to realize

dynamic access negotiation or policy-based access, and are therefore of little use for the problem of

conditional pseudonymity in the vehicular communication context.

De-identification

De-identification techniques aim to anonymize electronic health records for secondary use. Sec-

ondary use includes medical research, epidemics research, statistics on market penetration of

new medications, and other purposes where high data volumes are valued. The problem with

de-identification is that only removing a patient’s name from a record is not sufficient to achieve

anonymity. Even without a patient’s name it may be possible to significantly narrow the anonymity

set to a point where linking to real identities is possible, e.g. by cross-correlating contextual data

like gender and residency information. De-identification or data sanitation algorithms [58, 110],

therefore utilize heuristics and data aggregation to achieve adequate privacy while preserving as

much detailed information as possible.

VANET relevance. Although an interesting research area in its own right, data de-identification

is of low relevance to pseudonymous communication, because it tackles the privacy problem from

the opposite direction. In VANETs, pseudonyms can be randomly chosen as long as they can

be somehow resolved to identities if necessary, but de-identification techniques start out with

real-world data sets and try to anonymize them.

4.1.2 Electronic prescriptions

In the traditional paper-based prescription process, a patient receives a medical prescription from

a practitioner in form of a signed paper slip and can take that prescription to any pharmacy in

the country to obtain the prescribed medication. In this process the patient has full control over

privacy, because the patient can decide when to use the prescription and at which pharmacy, while

the prescribing practitioner does not learn the chosen pharmacy and the pharmacist does not learn

the reason for the prescription.

In several countries, e.g. the United Kingdom [6], motions are under way to replace paper-based

prescriptions with electronic transfer of prescriptions (ETP) systems. Electronic prescriptions

raise privacy concerns, because, unlike practitioners and health institutions, pharmacies are not
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necessarily bound to privacy policies in all countries. For example, formerly in the United States,

the aforementioned HIPAA did not directly apply to pharmacies [4]. Additionally, most patients

are not aware of the differing regulations and assume the same level of confidentiality applies

to doctors and pharmacists. The potential privacy threats of electronic prescriptions are similar

to the ones of electronic health records. Prescriptions of certain medication could be linked to

specific diseases, resulting in information that could be misused for employment-related decisions

by individuals or companies gaining access to the data [4].

Doctors have an interest in privacy-preserving electronic prescriptions as well. Profiles of a doctor’s

yearly prescriptions could be used by health institutions or insurance companies for comparison

with prescription patterns of other doctors. As a result, doctors that frequently prescribe certain

medications may be forced to prescribe cost-efficient medication [4], thus limiting their professional

freedom.

Therefore, electronic prescriptions should provide adequate privacy. Anonymous prescriptions are

not desirable, because they would enable wide spread misuse [4, 6]. Ateniese and de Medeiros

[4] propose requirements for electronic prescriptions accordingly. Patient confidentiality could

be ensured by employing different levels of identification. Personal identification details should

only be use for health plan enrollment, medical records should be assigned pseudonyms, and

whenever possible anonymous authentication should be used. For example, queries about health

plan coverage for certain medications could be role-based instead of identity-based. Furthermore,

electronic prescriptions should provide non-repudiation of actions to prevent potential fraud. If

fraud is detected, linkability and anonymity revocation are required to achieve accountability.

Smart cards

Electronic prescriptions should be stored and transferred under control of the user. A reasonable

solution is therefore to store prescriptions on smart cards [4, 6, 147]. Patients already carry health

insurance cards that could be replaced with more sophisticated equipment to enable secure storage

of sensitive information. Besides prescriptions, the smart cards could further store pseudonyms and

cryptographic key material [4], and be utilized to perform cryptographic operations like signature

generation [147].

VANET relevance. Smart cards provide functionality similar to trusted computing modules or

tamper-resistant devices, which are already envisioned to be integrated in vehicular communication

systems. Therefore, the integration of smart cards is superfluous in vehicular communication

systems.

Symmetric encryption

The so called Salford model [6] uses symmetric encryption to protect electronic prescriptions.

A symmetric key is randomly generated and used to encrypt the prescription, afterwards a

representation of the symmetric key is printed as a 1D barcode on a paper prescription. The

encrypted prescription is stored in a central storage server and a second 1D barcode is printed that

points to the location of the encrypted prescription. When a patient provides such a prescription

slip to a pharmacist the key barcode and the location barcode can be scanned. The system then

queries central storage for the encrypted prescription and decrypts it with the symmetric key

reconstructed from the barcode.

An advantage of this scheme is that the responsibility for privacy remains with the patient, because

the patient has control over the barcode representation of the symmetric key. At the same time,

end-to-end encryption can be achieved and the central storage entity can detect fraud, such as
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repetitive use of a prescription. Furthermore, the paper representation of the prescription provides

robustness and eases the transition to the proposed model. Some people might otherwise be

confused, or forget to obtain their medication, if prescriptions were not be printed on paper

anymore.

VANET relevance. The Sanford model is a suitable solution for electronic prescriptions, but

paper-based encryption methods can obviously not be utilized in VANETs. Furthermore, centralized

storage or communication solutions relying on constant infrastructure access present a bottleneck

for scalability.

Group signatures

Group signatures were first introduced by Chaum and van Heyst [38]. Group signatures are a

special kind of digital signatures that provides anonymity for the signer but still supports signature

verification. Users are organized in a group with one group public key for the whole group, and

individual private signing keys— usually provided by a group manager—for the members. A group

member uses his or her private key to sign a message, and a verifier can verify the signature with

the group public key. The verifier learns that the signature has been performed by a member of

the group but not by whom. The signer is anonymous in the group, i.e. the signer’s anonymity set

is defined by the group. However in case of a dispute, the group manager would be able to open a

signature and determine the identity of the group member that performed the signature.

Group signatures can be used to ensure privacy of patients and health care professionals in ETP

systems [4, 12]. The PrivRX system [4] is outlined in the following, which uses group signatures to

provide privacy for the issuer of prescriptions. Thereby, doctors of the same provider organization

form a group, with the organization’s privacy officer acting as the group manager. The PrivRX v1

system is based on the group signature scheme by Ateniese et al. [5] that provides constant size

for the group public key and signatures respectively. Each group member receives a membership

certificate from the group manager and anonymously signs messages by proving possession of the

membership certificate in a signature of knowledge (SK) zero-knowledge proof without revealing

the certificate. A receiver can verify the correctness of the signature of knowledge by checking for

equality of two discrete logarithms based on the SK and the group public key. The PrivRX v1 group

signature scheme is, however, restricted to static groups—each time a doctor leaves or joins the

group the group public key has to be recalculated and distributed in order to revoke membership

certificates of former group members.

Therefore, Ateniese and de Medeiros [4] also propose PrivRX v2 as an extension for dynamic

groups based on an online group signature scheme, as opposed to the offline group signatures

outlined above. Online group signatures rely on the group manager to compute signatures on

behalf of the group members. As a result, online group signature schemes can employ simpler

signature schemes than their offline counterparts, because group signature functionality can be

provided with a single asymmetric key pair which is only known to the group manager. But due

to the communication overhead incurred by remote signature generation, online group signatures

should only be utilized in situations with dynamically changing groups where efficient and instant

revocation is required. Essentially, in an online group signature scheme only the group manager

GM possesses the secret key that corresponds to the group public key. To join the group, a new

group member Mi computes a self-signed membership certificate containing identifying information

and the public key of Mi. GM verifies the certificate and stores it in its database for identity

resolution purposes. If Mi requires a group signature on a message m, it computes a commitment

c for message m and signs it. The signed commitment is send to GM together with an encryption

of the message with the public key of verifier V , i.e. the destination of a message. GM verifies the

signature on the commitment c, if correct, GM encrypts information about the signature together
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with two random keys. These random keys have been previously encrypted with GM ’s master

key G only known to GM . Therefore, only GM is able to open signatures in case of disputes and

determine the originator of a message. Finally, GM creates a group signature with its secret key

over c, the encrypted random keys, and the encrypted original signature. The new signature and

the encrypted original message are forwarded to verifier V .

In case Mi cannot contact the group manager directly, an indirect online group signature scheme

can be used in which Mi encrypts its signature and identifying information under GM ’s public

key. Mi sends message m and the encrypted signature to verifier V . V forwards the encrypted

signature to GM and receives a signature as described above. Yang et al. [147] present a similar

approach, called proxy signatures, that also focuses on signature delegation.

VANET relevance. Conventional group signatures can provide anonymity for individual group

members while supporting identity resolution through the group manager. Transferred to the

vehicular communications scenario, dynamic groups, control over group membership, and key

revocation become issues. Although online group signatures simplify some of the issues, they

cannot be considered for VANETs because of the infrastructure reliance for signature generation.

The applicability of group signatures in vehicular communication scenarios has been studied and

we will elaborate further on the topic in Section 5.3.

4.2 E-Government

E-government encompasses all electronic services provided to citizens for participation in a demo-

cratic governance system. E-government services can ease small and simple tasks, e.g. allowing

citizens to change their residential and personal details over the Internet, as well as improve more

complicated and sensitive tasks such as submitting annual tax declarations online. E-government

is not restricted to Internet-based services, the integration of RFID chips and biometric features in

passports and national ID-cards for identification purposes is also a part of e-government.

E-government services have strong privacy requirements due to the often sensitive nature of ex-

changed information, and solutions for many problems have been devised. This section concentrates

on the electronic equivalent of one of the corner stones of any democracy—voting. Electronic

voting can enhance efficiency of the voting process, but also poses immanent privacy threats and

may influence the outcome of elections if not properly secured.

4.2.1 Electronic voting

Electronic voting aims to ease the voting process by making it more transparent, efficient, and

accurate. As Rössler [129] points out, electronic voting can be realized either with electronic voting

machines placed in election offices or polling sites, or remotely via telephone or over Internet.

Regardless of which medium is used for voting, it must be guaranteed that the election process is at

least as secure and reliable as paper-based elections. This section mainly concentrates on electronic

voting over the Internet, because the concept poses strong security and privacy requirements due

to the open nature of the Internet. Furthermore, research on electronic voting over the Internet is

extensive, although it has not yet been used for large-scale elections.

Rössler [129] outlines three phases in the electronic voting process, based on the system model

specified by the OASIS2 as part of the Election Markup Language (EML) [112]. The pre-voting phase

consists of the candidate nomination process, which results in a list of all candidates that accepted

their nominations, and the voter registration process, which yields an election list containing all

2Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards, website: http://www.oasis-open.org/
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persons allowed to vote. The second phase is the actual voting phase. Voters are first authenticated

as eligible voters based on the election list and can then cast their votes. The post-voting phase

includes the counting of votes, as well as the production of election statistics. The result of the

post-voting phase is the final result of the election. All phases must be accompanied with audit

mechanisms to provide the ability to prove the correctness of the process at any step, and thus

ensure the authenticity of the election outcome. Audit mechanisms have to respect the secrecy of

individual votes at the same time.

E-voting systems all share similar requirements [129]. An e-voting system should work accurately,

thus render it impossible to alter cast votes, eliminate valid votes, or get invalid votes counted.

Furthermore, only eligible voters should be able to vote and no voter should be able to vote twice.

At the same time, no one not even election authorities should be able to link cast ballots to voters.

This privacy requirement is further strengthened by demanding that voters should not be able to

prove how they voted, to prevent vote buying and extortion. This requirement is sometimes also

referred to as receipt-freeness [109]. A requirement that ensures accuracy of the voting process is

verifiability. It allows each voter to independently verify that their vote has been counted correctly

so that discrepancies can be reported and proved to election officials or independent election

observers.

Thus, the common problems of e-voting systems are proper identification of voters, guaranteeing

voter anonymity, and prevention of double voting [77]. Although voter authentication and voter

anonymity are seemingly contradicting requirements, they can be achieved by decoupling authenti-

cation from the voting process. For example, a voter could be authenticated as an eligible voter

and receive an anonymous credential that can be used in the voting system to cast one vote, then

the credential is invalidated after being used once to prevent double spending. The rest of this

Section presents different cryptographic approaches that fulfill the listed requirements.

Homomorphic encryption and threshold cryptography

The main idea behind homomorphic encryption schemes is to collect all ballots in encrypted form

and to sum them up while still being encrypted. The sum of all encrypted votes can then be

decrypted to obtain the accumulated votes for each candidate and thus the outcome of the election.

This can be achieved by utilizing encryption operations with homomorphic properties.

A homomorphic function f : A→ B is defined as a mapping from space A to space B that preserves

the operations of A. For example, if ◦ is an operation on A and ? is an operation on B, then

∀x, y ∈ A : f(x ◦ y) = f(x) ? f(y) (f : A→ B)

So if E(·) is the encryption function of a homomorphic encryption scheme, e.g. ElGamal, and the

operation is denoted as addition, then summing up encrypted votes is equivalent to summing up

all plaintext votes and encrypting them afterwards. Thus, individual votes vi can be encrypted

with a public key PK of an election authority, and all n encrypted votes EPK(vi) can be summed

up so that decryption yields the accumulated result of the election.∑
i

EPK(vi) = EPK(
∑
i

vi) (i ∈ [1, n])

Homomorphic encryption alone is not sufficient to prevent a corrupted election authority from

decrypting individual votes. Therefore, homomorphic encryption is often combined with threshold

cryptography [7, 8, 129]. Threshold cryptography is a special form of secret sharing [138] where

a message, in our case the vote, is encrypted in a way that at least t of m authorities have to

cooperate for decryption.
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Threshold cryptography can be utilized for electronic voting by letting voters split their votes into

m parts and encrypts each part with the public key of one of the m authorities. Each authority

collects all partial votes encrypted against its public key, and sums them up as outlined before,

with the difference that after decryption only a component of the election result is obtained.

Only by combining t components from t distinct authorities the threshold is reached that enables

reconstruction of the final result. How the components are combined to reconstruct the secret

depends on the utilized secret sharing scheme. The general approach in schemes based on Shamir’s

original work [136] is Lagrange interpolation of a polynomial. t points of a polynomial are required

to reconstruct a polynomial of degree t − 1. It is possible to distribute m > t points without

reducing security of the threshold scheme, e.g. the threshold t remains the same. The components

of the election result obtained by each election authority can be understood as points of the

polynomial, and the combination of t of them suffices to reconstruct the polynomial, i.e. the result

of the election.

The advantage of combining homomorphic encryption with threshold cryptography is that it is

impossible for a single authority to decrypt single votes or the final result. As long as the number

of adversaries is below threshold t, the secrecy of individual votes is guaranteed. A disadvantage of

homomorphic encryption is that the complexity of schemes grows significantly with the number

of choices on a ballot, therefore decreasing the usability of homomorphic encryption for real

elections [129].

VANET relevance. Threshold cryptography and homomorphic encryption could be applied to

VANETs to achieve a distribution of resolution authority. Several distinct authorities could be

forced with threshold cryptography to cooperate to obtain the real identity behind a pseudonym.

Threshold cryptography is a useful approach that deserves further attention and will be discussed

later on.

Mix networks

The concept of mix networks, or mixes, was first introduced by Chaum [34]. A mixing device takes

some messages as input and returns a random permutation of the messages as output. Hence,

messages are decoupled from their senders by permuting the order of messages. Only the mix node

has knowledge of the relationship between input and output, so only the mix node would be able

to link messages and senders again. By combining several mix nodes into a cascade and routing

messages through the mix cascade, the secrecy of the relationship between input and output can be

guaranteed as long as at least one mix node does not disclose its internal input-output relationship.

According to Rössler [129], mix networks can be employed to decouple votes from voters in electronic

voting schemes in two ways. Either all incoming votes from various voters are mixed, or all possible

choices a voter could make are encrypted and mixed, and the voter points to her choice using

a trusted channel. The e-voting scheme proposed by Hirt and Sako [78] makes use of mixing as

well as homomorphic encryption. Encrypted versions of all possible choices are made publicly

available as a set. When a voter wants to vote, the set is shuffled by a number of mixing authorities,

each re-randomizing the single set entries and re-ordering the whole set. Each mixing authority

informs the voter over a secure channel of the relationship between previous and current order of

the votes, so that the voter can keep track of them accordingly. After the set has been shuffled by

all authorities, the voter can indicate her vote by pointing to the set entry that corresponds to it,

because the voter can link the original set of votes to the resulting permutation. The votes are

summed up homomorphically and the final result can be decrypted by authorities.

The advantage of this approach is receipt-freeness. A voter indicates a vote on the mixed and

encrypted choices rather than selecting a plaintext value, hence the actual choice cannot be derived

from the encrypted vote. Disclosure of the mix relationships is not sufficient to prove a vote because
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their correctness cannot be verified. Therefore, the encrypted vote can be used for receipt-free vote

verification, i.e. to verify that the vote has been counted.

Schweisgut [133] proposes a scheme based on the concept of mixing all cast votes. Voters encrypt

their individual votes vi with a public key PK of which the corresponding secret key SK is shared

by n authorities in a threshold secret sharing scheme. The voter proves in a zero-knowledge proof

of knowledge (ZKPK) that a valid choice has been encrypted, i.e. without revealing the actual

selection. The voter then uses a mix cascade to anonymously publish her ballot, the corresponding

ZKPK, and an anonymous voting credential on a public bulletin board. The anonymous credential

has been obtained in a previous authentication phase and is only valid for one vote. Votes without

valid proofs or votes with the same credentials are discarded from the public bulletin board before

tallying.

Once all votes have been published, decryption of the votes is done with a mix cascade that outputs

a randomly permuted list of vote-credential pairs. Thus, each plaintext vote is listed with a valid

credential and is therefore valid as well. Each vote must have been cast by an authorized voter,

but it is impossible to trace a vote back to a specific voter due to the arbitrary pairings. At the

same time, voters can verify that their individual votes have been counted by checking that their

credentials has been published on the public bulletin board. Election observers can verify that only

valid votes were regarded in the tallying, and can also be notified of omission of votes by voters

whose credentials do not appear on the public bulletin board.

Chaum et al. [40] present Scantegrity as an extension to the Punchscan system [65]. Scantegrity

simplifies the voting process by omitting encryption of votes altogether, with the argument that

votes are not unique and that only the link between voter identity and vote selection has to be

broken to achieve anonymity. Instead of using a mix network, the markable regions on a ballot,

represented by random code letters, are randomly permuted. The code letters are bound to actual

candidates by a secret switchboard. The switchboard thereby anonymizes votes and becomes the

critical part in the voting system. A secure bit-commitment scheme is devised which can be used

to prove the integrity of the switchboard before and after the vote.

VANET relevance. Mix networks can achieve privacy and anonymity for a group of similar

senders by decoupling messages from the sender, but privacy still depends on a small number

of mix nodes that have to be trusted not to collude [109]. Mix nodes also introduce delay and

therefore interfere with real-time requirements for safety-critical messages in VANETs. While that

renders mix networks unsuitable for direct use in V2V communication, the mix approach could be

used to increase the effectiveness of pseudonym changes.

Blind signatures

Blind signatures were originally devised by Chaum [34, 35] to ensure anonymity in electronic cash

schemes, but also find application in electronic voting schemes. In a blind signature scheme, a user

can obtain a valid digital signature on a message m from a signing authority without revealing m

to the authority.

In an electronic voting scheme with blind signatures, a voter would like to obtain a signature

on her vote from an authority without revealing the vote. The signature on the vote serves as

a verification that the vote has been cast by an eligible voter. To achieve this, the voter blinds

her vote v with a random blinding value b yielding x = vb. An authority A verifies the voter’s

voting eligibility and performs a signature σA(·) on x with the authority’s secret key SKA, without

learning the contained vote. Eventually, the voter can unblind the signed vote by applying b−1 to

it:

σA(x)b
−1

= σA
(
vb
)b−1

=
((
vb
)SKA

)b−1

= vbSKAb−1

= vSKA = σA(v)
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Figure 4.1: Three ballot voting [128]. The voter is voting for Bob by marking him on ballots A and B.

Alice and Dave are each only marked once on ballots C and B respectively.

The result is a valid signature of the authority on the vote, thus the validity of the vote can be

verified. The valid vote is published on a public bulletin board over an anonymous channel to

prevent linking of the ballot to the voter.

In the tallying process, the signature on each vote ensures that the vote has been cast by an

authenticated and authorized voter. Double voting is also prevented because the signing authority

would not issue a signature twice for the same voter. A disadvantage of electronic voting schemes

with blind signatures is the necessity of an anonymous channel to cast votes [109], but this issue

can be solved by combining the approach with mix networks.

Several e-voting schemes make use of blind signatures. The VOTESCRIPT system [77] implements

the signer as a software module on a JavaCard3 held by each voter. The card is used to blindly

sign the voter’s choice and also stores an encrypted voting receipt on the card, which can only be

opened by election authorities in case of a dispute.

Costa et al. [45] outline an implementation of the three ballot voting system from Rivest and Smith

[128] that is solely based on standard public key cryptography. In the original three ballot voting

system, a single vote is represented by three ballots, with each ballot listing the same candidates.

The voter first marks her candidate of choice on two of the three ballots, and then marks all other

candidates in such a way that each candidate not voted for is only selected once on all three ballots

in total. Figure 4.1 depicts the concept of voting with three ballots. The three marked ballots are

then sent to three distinct vote repositories. For tallying all votes are combined and summed up,

the number of voters n has to be subtracted from total values for each candidate to obtain the

final election result.

VANET relevance. Blind signatures are an interesting approach for authenticated, yet anony-

mous, communication. They will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.1 in context of their

original application—electronic cash.

4.3 E-Commerce

More and more commercial transactions are performed electronically, not just large-scale business

transactions but also smaller scale personal transactions. In the private sector, people engage in a

large number of commercial transactions with online retailers and service providers. But shopping

on site in retail outlets also entails electronic transactions, when payments are made with credit

cards or bank cards. E-commerce systems often lack privacy protection for the buyer. Transactions

are accompanied with verbose data, and companies engage happily in customer profiling. They

trace shopping and spending habits for market research, for targeted advertising campaigns, and

for information resale [25]. So called loyalty programs also deceive customers into freely disclosing

3A JavaCard is a smart card that supports the execution of Java applications: http://java.sun.com/javacard/
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their purchase patterns in return for virtual value points. The verbosity of personal information in

electronic transactions also increases the risk of large scale identity theft, if sensitive information

like credit card details or social security numbers are distributed indiscriminately to commerce

partners. Credit card fraud, especially, is an increasing issue [39]. Available data may also be

used by government agencies to automatically compile blacklists while the accuracy of that data is

questionable such as in the infamous no-fly list of the U.S. government [25].

Suitable e-commerce privacy solutions are therefore much sought-after. Electronic cash and

pseudonymous transaction systems are presented in the following as two concepts aiming for

privacy-preserving e-commerce. Solutions mainly concerned with anonymous access to online

systems on the Internet will be discussed later in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Electronic cash

The notion of electronic cash was introduced by Chaum [35] and has been extensively studied.

Electronic cash is sometimes also referred to as e-cash or electronic coins. Electronic cash aims to

digitally recreate the anonymity of real cash. Cash payments cannot be linked to the payee and are

almost untraceable, except for marked note numbers in special cases [39]. Thus cash transactions

provide a level of anonymity lacking from electronic payments.

Electronic coins are cryptographic tokens, representing coins with fixed denominations, and provide

the following features. They are unconditionally untraceable, so third parties are not able to

determine the payer, the time of spending, or the total amount of a transaction. Individuals can

provide proof of payment in case of disputes, because the identity of a payer can be determined under

certain circumstances by the bank, with or without cooperation of the individual. Additionally,

revocation of electronic coins should be possible to invalidate coins that have been reported as

stolen. Most importantly, illegitimate double-spending of coins has to be prevented. The security

and privacy of electronic cash is traditionally based on blind signatures or extensions thereof.

Electronic cash could be used in online transactions to provide the payee with a level of privacy

superior to credit card payments, but usage in offline transactions has also been envisioned. In the

offline scenario, the electronic coins would be stored in an e-wallet, which could be an add-on to a

regular wallet in form of a smart card or a similar device.

Blind signatures

The concept of electronic cash and blind signatures is best described with Chaum’s carbon paper

lined envelope analogy [35, 36] depicted in Figure 4.2. A user seals a paper slip in an envelope

lined with carbon paper (1). The sealed envelope is then sent to the user’s bank (2). The bank

deducts an amount previously agreed on, e.g. one dollar, from the individual’s account, and

stamps the envelope with the corresponding denomination (3), which is equivalent to performing a

bank signature on the envelope with a key pair dedicated for that denomination. The individual

receives the unopened envelope and checks that the shown denomination corresponds to the amount

deducted from her account (4). The envelope can then be opened (5) to retrieve the paper slip that

also contains the denomination and bank signature, because of the carbon paper in the envelope

(6). Subsequently, the slip can be presented to a merchant in a transaction (7). The merchant

would verify the bank’s signature before accepting the paper slip as payment. Later the merchant

presents the paper slip to the issuing bank for deposit (8). The bank verifies its own signature and

deposits the amount to the merchants account before destroying the paper slip.

The advantage of this concept is unconditional anonymity. The bank needs to know the individual’s

identity in order to deduct the amount from a corresponding account, but the bank does not know
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Figure 4.2: Carbon paper-lined envelope analogy. The process of obtaining untraceable electronic coins

with blind signatures can be compared to a bank signing a carbon paper-lined envelope with a

paper slip in it. The signature is transferred onto the paper slip, and can be used for payment

without a merchant or the bank being able to trace it back to the individual [36].

anything about the paper slip it is signing and can, therefore, not link it to a user when it is later

submitted by a merchant for deposit. Furthermore, the user can remain anonymous during the

transaction with the merchant, and the merchant is still able to verify the authenticity of the

presented paper slip.

In a cryptographic sense, blind signatures are realized by combining the message to be signed with

a random number b only known to the individual. After signing, the message can be unblinded by

applying the inverse b−1 to the signed token and the signature remains intact [35].

So far, the presented solution does not prevent multiple usage of electronic coins. A malicious

individual could simply copy the e-coin and use it several times for payment in transactions with

different merchants. Invalidation of stolen e-coins is not supported as well so far. Both issues can

be solved by introducing note numbers. The individual would print a random number on the paper

slip in the analogy, or blind a random number respectively. These random note numbers would be

included in the blind signature and would serve to distinguish notes. In case of theft, an individual

can report the note numbers of affected e-coins to the bank as stolen. The bank could then trace

stolen e-coins to the accounts they were deposited to, thus effectively preventing theft [36]. The

bank would also maintain a list of accepted note numbers to prevent multiple usage [35]. Before

accepting electronic cash, a merchant would query these lists to verify that the presented coins

have not been used before. The task of clearing e-coins could also be performed by dedicated

clearinghouses to relieve banks from additional workload.

Keeping lists of used note numbers effectively prevents double-spending of e-coins but also requires

an online communication channel between merchant and clearinghouse—a problematic issue for

offline transactions. Therefore, Chaum et al. [39] also proposed a commitment scheme that preserves

privacy if coins are only used once, but makes coins traceable in case of reuse. In the scheme, the

user’s account number u is used as input for generation of the note number. The user computes

k blinded candidates, which contain a random value ai and u⊕ ai as hash values xi = h(ai) and

yi = h(u⊕ ai). The blinded candidates are sent to the bank. The bank randomly chooses a subset

of l ≥ k/2 blinded candidates and demands the blinding values and ai for these candidates from the

user. The user sends the corresponding values, and the bank can verify that the l selected blinded

candidates contain the correct account number u. If the user would include wrong information in
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the blinded candidates, the probability of detection is sufficiently high. Therefore, the bank can

safely assume the correctness of the remaining k− l blinded candidates if the disclosed l candidates

were correct. The bank signs each blinded candidate, deducts $1 from the user’s account u and

returns them to the user. The user unblinds the signed candidates, the resulting e-coin C consists

of the k − l unblinded signed candidates.

To pay with the obtained e-coin, the user sends the e-coin C to a merchant. The merchant randomly

chooses a bit string z1z2 . . . zk/2 and sends it as a challenge to the user. Each value zi has to be

answered by the user with information about the corresponding candidate. If zi = 1, ai is returned.

If zi = 0, u ⊕ ai is returned. The merchant can verify the proper form of C and correctness of

the user’s response by computing the hash values of the disclosed values and compare them to

their counterparts contained in the candidates. If all is correct, the merchant accepts the e-coin for

payment. Later the coin C and the user’s response are sent to the bank for deposit.

In case a user would use the same coin more than once, at least one bit z′i of the second challenge

would deviate from zi in the first challenge with high probability. The bank would have knowledge

of ai and u⊕ ai, and could trace the user by extracting the account number u. Double-spending

prevention and traceability can be achieved that way without having to rely on a centralized

clearinghouse, but at the price of larger e-coin size and communication overhead when compared

to the online clearinghouse approach.

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [24] propose CL signatures. They are similar to blind signatures,

but with the difference that signatures are performed on message commitments instead of blinded

messages. CL signatures can be utilized for electronic cash in the following way [26]. Each user

has a public key PKU and a corresponding secret key SKU . An electronic coin is represented by a

bank signature on the triple of the user’s secret key, a random coin serial number s, and a random

blinding factor t.

For spending, a user computes a commitment C to such a coin, as well as a non-interactive proof

P1 that the coin has been signed by the bank, and sends both to a merchant. The merchant

verifies P1 and returns a random value R to the user. The user reveals the serial number s and a

double spending equation T = SKU +R · t, and further computes a second proof P2 that s and T

correspond to the commitment C. After the transaction has been completed, the merchant submits

(s,R, T, P1, P2) to a bank for deposit. If a coin serial number s has been presented twice, the bank

can trace the perpetrator based on the double spending equation T . A single equation T reveals

nothing about SKU because of the random value t, but two equations are sufficient to solve for

SKU and recover the user’s secret key and identity.

The scheme has been further developed into a compact e-cash scheme [26] to reduce the storage

complexity of multiple coins. Hereby s and t are utilized to define pseudo random serial numbers

Si and blinding factors Bi with 0 ≤ i ≤ 2l − 1, whereas 2l is a fixed number of coins defined during

the withdrawal process. A detailed description of the extension can be found in the original paper.

Other extensions of the outlined scheme include bounded anonymity and endorsed e-cash.

In the case of bounded anonymity, a user’s anonymity is guaranteed as long as a usage limited is not

exceeded [28], for example when each merchant has a publicly known spending limit for anonymous

coins. If a user attempts to exceed the limit and the presented e-coins are later deposited to the

bank, the identity of the user can be recovered. Another application for bounded anonymity could

be entry passes with usage limitations. For example, an amusement park may sell passes that

allow multiple entry up to four times. Visitors would not have to reveal how often and when they

previously visited the park as they enter the park as long as they do not exceed the limit of the

pass.

Endorsed e-cash [30] addresses the issue of aborted transactions. Once an e-coin has been transferred,

the user loses the money regardless if the transaction has been successfully completed or not.
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Reclaiming the money or reusing such a lost e-coin could jeopardize the user’s privacy. The

proposed scheme allows users to distribute an unlimited number of unlinkable promises of a coin.

Each promise has a corresponding endorsement kept by the user until the transaction has been

successfully completed. Endorsed e-cash reduces the exchange of e-coins to a fair exchange of

lightweight endorsements, which can be solved with fair exchange protocols.

VANET relevance. Blind signatures do not have direct relevance to vehicle-to-vehicle com-

munication, but could be used to obtain CA signatures on pseudonyms without revealing the

pseudonyms to the issuing authority. Blind signatures alone would not be sufficient to fulfill the

requirement of identity resolution. Therefore, they would have to be combined with conditional

tracing mechanisms.

4.3.2 Pseudonymous transaction systems

Pseudonymous transaction systems, also called pseudonym systems or anonymous transaction

systems, provide privacy protection for users in e-commerce transactions. Transactions should not

be linkable to an individual, but users do need to be able to authenticate themselves as legitimate

users of the system and prove that they are authorized to perform the transaction at hand. Almost

all existing pseudonymous transaction systems are based on David Chaum’s landmark paper from

1985 [36] in which he coined the term digital pseudonyms. Chaum proposed that a user should

be known to organizations only by means of unlinkable pseudonyms, with a different pseudonym

for each organization. At the same time, users would be able to be held accountable based on

their pseudonyms in cases of abuse. A user should be able to use credentials obtained from one

organization O1 in transactions with another organization O2, without revealing the pseudonym

used in communication with O1 by proving possession of the credential to O2.

The original proposal relies on digital signatures for authentication. But standards for public

key infrastructures (PKIs), like X.509, and corresponding PKI implementations are usually de-

signed and built without privacy in mind. Thus, the systems presented in the following are often

positioned as privacy-enhancing extensions to traditional PKI solutions or as replacements for

X.509-based systems. Most pseudonymous transaction systems are based on similar cryptographic

approaches, e.g. knowledge proofs and commitment schemes. These, however, are usually cus-

tomized and combined with an eclectic mix of other cryptographic methods, thus making it difficult

to meaningfully differentiate them along cryptographic approaches. Therefore, we deviate from

the normal structure of the other sections in this chapter and describe a number of representative

pseudonymous transaction systems directly without further categorization in order to maintain

clarity of presentation.

PRIME

PRIME4 stands for Privacy and Identity Management for Europe and is an EU-funded project.

PRIME’s vision [25] is to let users keep full control over their personal data, including who has

access to what piece of personal information and for which purpose. Several system properties are

proposed to achieve this goal. Users can define privacy policies that specify how their data should

be handled. These policies are used in transactions to dynamically negotiate an adequate level of

privacy. The resulting policy agreement can also serve as a legal contract about a guaranteed level

of privacy protection. The exposure of personal data should be minimized as much as possible in

transactions, for example in the case of age verification it is sufficient to prove that a user’s age is

within a certain range or above a certain limit, instead of disclosing the actual age. Users should

4PRIME website: https://www.prime-project.eu/
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also be able to define individual detail levels for various transaction partners, as well as being able

to revoke access to data later on.

The PRIME solution aims to support a spectrum of anonymity levels depending on user and

application requirements. Total anonymity, is envisioned for Web browsing and similar activities

that do not require user identification. Non-cryptographic pseudonyms can be used to link online

and offline parts of a transaction. For example, movie seat reservations over the Internet would result

in a random ID which can be used to pick up the real tickets at the movie theater. Cryptographic

pseudonyms, on the other hand, provide accountability while preserving users anonymity in online

transactions. Finally, cryptographic credentials issued by third parties are used to authenticate

user attributes such as a birth date or an address. Accountability is also an important feature to

prevent or to punish both misuse and cheating in anonymous transactions. It is proposed that

service providers could request a certain credential from users, which contains certified identity

information but is encrypted with a public key of a mutually trusted third party. The encryption

should be verifiable so that the service provider could verify that a certified identity is included

without learning it.

The key components of the PRIME solution are an anonymous credential system, attribute-based

access control, policy-based negotiation and orchestration, and an automated reasoning system. In

the following, only the anonymous credential system is outlined because the other components are

not relevant for providing conditional pseudonymity.

PRIME utilizes the Idemix anonymous credential system [22], which is based on the work of

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [23, 104]. Idemix provides privacy-preserving cryptographic protocols

for pseudonyms, for credentials, and for proof of ownership of credentials. The basic idea of

an anonymous credential protocol is that a user can obtain a cryptographic credential from one

organization and show it to another organization, with the second organization learning nothing

more about the user than provided in the credential. Thus, users can reveal only the level of

information required for a transaction by presenting corresponding credentials for each piece of

information, while any other information not required for the particular transaction would be

omitted.

In the basic credential protocol [22, 23], a user obtains a cryptographic credential c from an issuing

organization OI which certifies a certain attribute, or list of attributes, of the user, for example the

user’s verified birth date. To prevent sharing of credentials between users and provide accountability

in cases of misuse, the credential c is cryptographically bound to the pseudonym Pi under which

the user is known to OI . Credentials are kept private and are not explicitly revealed to other

organizations. Instead, possession of a credential, i.e. possession of a valid signature from OI on an

attribute, is proven with a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPK) to a verifying organization

OV . The ZKPK ensures unlinkability between the credential c and the pseudonym Pi it was

issued for, as well as unlinkability between different showings of the same credential. The latter,

combined with attribute based access control, effectively prevents OV from profiling users because

relations between credential showings cannot be established. Furthermore, the proposed ZKPK

protocol enables users to selectively prove parts of a credential during credential showing. As an

example, when access to a service is restricted to persons above the age of 18 the user can prove,

by computing a corresponding ZKPK, that the user’s age is above the limit without revealing the

actual age.

Accountability can be achieved in the proposed scheme by requiring the transfer of an encrypted

credential in transactions that have accountability requirements. The credential has to contain

some identifying information, such as a credit card number certified by a bank. The user verifiably

encrypts the credential with the public key of a trusted third party and computes a corresponding

proof. Verifiable encryption enables the transaction partner to verify, based on the provided proof,

that the encrypted item contains a valid credential certified by the bank, but without revealing the
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content. The decryption of the item could be further tied to a threshold cryptography scheme to

prevent abuse of decryption authority by single entities.

Camenisch et al. [29] later extended the outlined approach to a general certification framework

for data minimization, which can be integrated with X.509-based PKIs. In the proposed privacy-

enhancing PKI, users can obtain attribute certificates from CAs without the issuing CAs learning

all data being certified. This is accomplished by using efficient signature schemes [24] that allow

signatures being issued on messages based on a commitment to the message. Authentication of

certificates can also be achieved without disclosing the actual certificate by computing knowledge

proofs for it, similar to the above outlined credential approach.

VANET relevance. Anonymous credentials, as proposed by Camenisch et al. and in the PRIME

project, could be used to achieve conditional pseudonymity in VANETs. However, the outlined

approach relies extensively on zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge which are often computationally

expensive and may require multi-round protocols for verification. AS a result, the proposed

anonymous credential system is only suitable for scenarios with reasonably reliable communication

links, such as the Internet or personal electronics, but it is not suitable for the high network

dynamics expected in VANETs. Furthermore, multi-round protocols for signature verification are

unsuitable for safety-related applications with real-time constraints.

U-Prove

The U-Prove system [49] is a pseudonymous transaction system based on the work of Brands [16].

It has been developed as a commercial product by his company Credentica5 which has recently

been acquired by Microsoft.

The core of the U-Prove system is the ID Token technology. An ID Token is a container of

identity-related information that is cryptographically protected with a signature. Similar to the

credential system in the previous section, a user acquires ID Tokens from an issuing organization

through an issuing protocol, and can present ID Tokens to a verifier via a presentation protocol.

Besides data and the issuer’s signature over the whole content, an ID Token also contains a

token-specific public key. The corresponding secret key is only known to the user, and the user can

prove knowledge of the secret key, and thus ownership of the ID Token, by signing a nonce with it

during the presentation protocol.

Each ID Token is identified by a unique ID, to allow recognition of returning visitors, but ID Tokens

are not linkable to each other. Two types of ID Tokens are distinguished. Transient ID Tokens

are only valid for the current session and have to be obtained on demand from the issuer while

interacting with a verifier. Long-lived ID Tokens are stored by the user and can be used multiple

times until they expire or are revoked. Transient tokens are comparable to temporary session keys,

while long-lived ID Tokens are pseudonyms similar to pseudonymous public key certificates. ID

Tokens are privacy-preserving in such a way that the issuing organization does not learn the ID

Token public key it is signing. The issuer is essentially performing a blind signature on the public

key.

It is also possible for the issuer to encode application-specific attributes into the ID Token, by

encoding it in a so called embedded info field. The user can further elect to disclose or hide the

information in the embedded info field during presentation. Even if the embedded info field is

blinded, the user still has to prove knowledge of its contents to be able to use the ID Token. By

including sensitive user information, such as a credit card number, the incentive of sharing ID

tokens can be lowered. The knowledge proofs introduced by Brands [16] result in signatures, which

prove knowledge of the secret key of an ID Token and that the contained attributes satisfy an

5Credentica website: http://www.credentica.com
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attribute property posed by the verifier. Thus, a user can achieve minimal information disclosure

by only selectively proving knowledge sufficient to fulfill the attribute property, for example that

a user’s age is above a certain limit without revealing the actual age. Verifiers can also process

transactions more efficiently, because signature verification also implies verification of the proof of

knowledge.

As an additional feature, users can also add attribute information to ID tokens during issuance

without the issuer learning the content. Once added, such information cannot be hidden from

presentation anymore. This property can be useful for transient tokens that may have to contain

transaction specific information, e.g. a certain user name, a cryptographic session key, or just a

nonce to ensure freshness of the token. It is desirable to hide such information from the issuer,

because it is of no relevance to the issuer and might present a security risk for the transaction.

Reuse of ID Tokens can also be limited, either by verifiers locally tracking how often an ID

Token has been presented, by verifiers performing real-time lookup in centralized databases, or by

cryptographically limiting reuse. In the latter case, unauthorized reuse enables recovery of hidden

data in the embedded info field once a certain threshold is reached. The approach is similar to the

double-spending prevention in offline e-cash scenarios discussed in Section 4.3.1 where the account

number can be retrieved if an e-coin has been used more than once.

The presented system has also been extended to support privacy-preserving single sign-on [17].

The proposed solution relies on a central identity server distributing digital pseudonyms to

users. Pseudonyms are unlinkable and can be used as authentication tokens with participating

organizations. To achieve global revocation of pseudonyms, all pseudonyms of a user are invisibly

chained by encoding a set of random numbers, unique to that user, in each pseudonym. A user has

to disclose one of these numbers to use a pseudonym with a service provider, but by disclosing

a different number each time the unlinkability of pseudonyms is maintained. A service provider

can deny access to a user under all her pseudonyms by putting the received number on a blacklist,

because users prove that they are not on the blacklist with a ZKPK which fails if one or more of

their secret numbers is listed.

VANET relevance. The presented approach is mainly designed for use in systems with contin-

uous network connections, but may be adaptable to VANETs. But the underlying cryptographic

mechanisms are covered by several patents [49], and use of patented work in a public application

of the envisioned scale of VANETs is probably not wise, due to inevitable licensing issues.

SPARTA

The Secure Pseudonym Architecture with Real Time Accounting (SPARTA) has been developed as

part of the EU-funded IST DISCREET project6. One component of SPARTA is a pseudonymous

authorization system [10, 61] with reduced reliance on third parties for revocation. The infrastruc-

ture for pseudonym issuance and revocation is distributed and follows a user centered approach.

Users have full control over which and how many entities take part in the generation of the user’s

pseudonyms. As an inherent advantage no single entity is able to trace a user, a number of entities

have to cooperate in order to resolve a pseudonym instead.

In the proposed system, a user first obtains an identity certificate U from a service provider SP as

a representation of the user’s real identity. The service provider further provides a token certificate

T0 which is not linkable to U , except for a mapping stored by SP . T0 serves as a first indirection

for the user’s real identity. The user can utilize T0 to obtain pseudonyms from other entities acting

as certification authorities. The other entities, called identity repositories IR [10], accept a valid

6IST DISCREET project website: http://www.ist-discreet.org/
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token certificate Ti together with a random public key as input and return a valid token certificate

Tj for the presented public key. Each IR also keeps a mapping Tj → Ti for accountability reasons.

Thus, to obtain a pseudonym a user presents T0 and public key PK1 of a generated key pair to IR1.

IR1 verifies T0, challenges the user for proof of possession of SK1, e.g. in form of a signature on a

nonce, and creates a new token certificate T1 by signing PK1. The user can repeat the procedure

several times by providing the resulting certificate Ti together with a new public key to another

IR. Eventually, the user keeps Tn and the corresponding key pair as a pseudonym and discards all

other token certificates and key pairs in the chain. The participating IRs form something like a

Mix cascade, because all have to cooperate to trace a pseudonym back to a user. Therefore, user

privacy is guaranteed as long as at least one IR keeps the Tj → Ti mapping secret. It is notable

that the users can obtain multiple pseudonyms in parallel by submitting T0 to a number of IRs

simultaneously. Pseudonym generation only relies on traditional PKI operations, but all IRs have

to establish mutual trust relationships to be able to verify validity of presented token certificates.

In order to use pseudonyms with a service provider SP , a user registers for a service in an offline

registration phase with the identity certificate U as authentication. SP verifies U and signs one or

more blinded pseudonyms with a key pair specific to the service access is granted to. The result

is an authorization certificate over a user pseudonym for a specific service. SP cannot verify the

validity of the provided pseudonym certificates. It is in the user’s interest to provide valid ones,

because invalid ones would be rejected later on when the user attempts to access the service.

However, a user could present a pseudonym of a different user to obtain authorization for that

other user, Bianchi et al. [10] call this pseudonym hijacking and propose marked blind signatures

as a solution. An unforgeable random value R is thereby jointly computed by the user and SP

as a mark. The user then proves possession of the pseudonym secret key during registration by

performing a signature over R and the pseudonym P . This signature is included in the blinded

message to be signed by SP . While SP does not learn R, the user can compute R after the blind

signature and obtain the authorization certificate that way. To actually access the service, the

user presents the pseudonym P verified by SP , as well as R and the authorization certificate for

delayed pseudonym certificate verification. SP can verify that R corresponds to the authorization

certificate and the public key of pseudonym P .

VANET relevance. The outlined approach enables users to obtain pseudonyms that cannot be

linked to a user’s identity by a single entity. A pseudonym can only be fully resolved if all IRs of

the cascade cooperate. A disadvantage of the proposed solution is that a user has to generate a

key pair for each intermediate token certificate and communicate with multiple IRs to achieve a

certain level of privacy. Thus, there is a trade-off between processing and communication overhead

and the desired level of privacy. The marked blind signature scheme is also an interesting approach

to verify ownership of blinded key material, but applications in VANETs are not apparent.

4.4 Internet

At the time the Internet and its underlying protocols were developed, all connected nodes were

assumed to be trustworthy. This was due to their small number and the Internet’s origin in

the research community. Thus, the design of Internet protocols focused on enabling seamless

communication across different communication media, hardware platforms, and operating systems.

Privacy was not addressed, because no one could predict the exponential growth of the Internet

nor the current number of personal computers connected to it. As a result, the Internet usage and

the Web browsing behavior of individuals can be easily tracked based on IP addresses, cookies, or

other metadata.
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A user’s IP address can be either static or change dynamically each time a connection to the

Internet is established. But dynamic IP addresses limit tracking abilities only marginally, because

they usually originate from a certain IP range of the user’s Internet service provider (ISP). Cookies

are key-value pairs a website can store in the user’s Web browser which are subsequently transferred

with each HTTP request to that website. By storing a unique ID in a cookie, a website provider

can easily track how individual visitors navigate through the website.

Reasons for user tracking are manifold. Website providers are interested in usage patterns or

individual search habits, often with the intention to provide targeted advertising. Tracking of

Internet users is also used to identify criminals, or individuals sharing copyrighted material.

However, in countries that restrict free speech, groups and individuals violating those speech

restrictions could be tracked and identified based on IP addresses, often with serious consequences.

Thus, privacy-preserving or anonymous Internet access is desirable for many applications ranging

from Web browsing and email communication to peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing and censorship-

resistant communication. The need for privacy-preserving access mechanisms for the Internet has

been recognized by many researches and resulted in several approaches for anonymized Web access.

Most approaches are based on cryptography, while others focus on obfuscation or privacy policies.

Obfuscation techniques, aim to hide a user’s actual browsing behavior or Web searches by generating

additional page requests and search queries as decoys [80]. However, obfuscation does not hide

a user’s IP address in any way, thus still enabling identification. The take of the World Wide

Web Consortium7 (W3C) on privacy is based on privacy policies and called Platform for Privacy

Preferences8 (P3P). P3P [48] enables websites to publish their privacy practices and users to

specify their privacy preferences. If a user visits a website with mismatching policies, the browser

can warn the user about the discrepancy. Although P3P takes away the need for users to actually

read complicated legal privacy policy statements, the user must still trust websites to operate in

accordance with the stated policies [102] because P3P lacks any kind of enforcement of the specified

policies.

Therefore, the rest of this section focuses on approaches that actually enforce privacy protection

with cryptographic means. First, we discuss several approaches which provide unconditional

anonymous access to the Internet, and afterwards approaches for conditional anonymous Internet

access are presented. The later category is gaining importance because of new regulations and data

retention policies introduced by the EU and other countries.

4.4.1 Anonymous access

Systems for anonymous Internet access provide unconditional anonymity to senders and receivers,

and ensure unlinkability between them as well as exchanged messages. Thus, it should not be

possible to determine the origin or the final destination of a given message, except for the destined

receiver.

Approaches for anonymous Internet access based on mix nets, crowds, and onion routing are

outlined in the following. All three approaches achieve anonymity by routing messages through a

network of anonymization nodes. Furthermore, messages are usually encrypted to keep the message

content confidential. Some approaches employ several layers of encryption, as is the case with

onion routing.

7W3C website: http://www.w3.org/
8W3C P3P website: http://www.w3.org/P3P/
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Mix networks

Mix networks have already been introduced in Section 4.2.1 as part of the discussion of electronic

voting systems, but anonymization of Internet traffic, or more specifically untraceable emails, has

been the original application of mix nets [34, 36]. Mix networks represent the basis for most

Web anonymization services, they achieve anonymity by forwarding messages from node to node,

whereby each intermediate mix node withholds messages until a certain number of messages has

been received. Once enough messages are cached, i.e. the anonymity set is large enough, all

messages are mixed and forwarded together [42]. Mix networks can hide who a participant is

communicating with and also provide anonymity between sender and receiver.

In the original proposal [34], a sender S creates a message for recipient R and encrypts it with

R’s public key. Further, S appends R’s address to the message and encrypts the whole message

with the public key of a mix node M . The mix node M decrypts the message with its secret

key to obtain the receiver address. Once enough messages are cached, the inner cipher texts are

simultaneously forwarded to their respective recipients. Sender S stays anonymous, as long as M

does not disclose the relationship between input and output messages. However, R has to be able

to address S somehow to send an answer to the message. In case S does not want to reveal the

address to R, S can create an untraceable return address. An untraceable return address consists

of S’s address and a a random key K, both encrypted with the mix node’s public key, the result

can be included in the original message. A receiver R encrypts the response with S’s public key

and sends the cipher text and the encrypted return address to the mix node M . M decrypts the

return address, uses the included key K to re-encrypt the message, and sends the result to S. S

can remove both layers of encryption because it generated the used keys in the first place.

Utilization of a cascade of mix nodes has the advantage that a user does not need to trust a single

entity to guard his or her privacy [34]. As long as at least one node in the mix cascade keeps

the relationship between input and output messages secret, the integrity of the whole cascade is

ensured. Sending messages through a mix cascade functions similar to a single mix node, except

that sender S adds an encryption layer for each node in the cascade. Each layer contains an inner

cipher text and the address of the next mix node and is encrypted with the public key of the

current mix node. Thus, each mix node peals of a layer of encryption and forwards the remaining

message to the next hop until the innermost cipher text is received by R. Nodes participating in a

mix cascade cannot infer the size of the cascade or the order, the only available information are

the addresses of the previous and the next node in the sequence.

A proxy server can also be regarded as a simplified mix server. A users sends messages, e.g. HTTP

requests, to a proxy server that forwards them to the specified destination. Reply messages also

have to pass through the proxy server because the destination host does not learn the user’s IP

address. In general, proxy servers do not employ encryption or delay messages to enlarge the

anonymity set. Therefore, an adversary with the ability to monitor a proxy’s input and output can

easily link incoming and outgoing messages. A proxy server achieves a level of indirection rather

than anonymity.

VANET relevance. As already discussed in Section 4.2.1, mix networks cannot be used for V2V

communication directly. One of the basic ideas of mix networks is to delay messages to achieve

better anonymity due to a larger anonymity set. This conflicts with the real-time requirements of

envisioned safety-critical applications in VANETs, e.g. cooperative collision avoidance. Furthermore,

re-routing of messages between mix nodes would consume considerable bandwidth if other vehicles

would act as mix nodes, or require continuous infrastructure access if infrastructure nodes would

act as mix nodes.
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Figure 4.3: Layer structure of an onion for onion routing. A layer is encrypted with the public key PKi of

the current CORi and contains the address of the next CORi+1 and an inner onion encrypted

with PKi+1.

Onion routing

Goldschlag et al. [72] introduced the concept of onion routing as a system for anonymous connections

over public networks based on mix networks. With onion routing, messages are randomly routed

through mix nodes called Core Onion Routers (CORs), whereby public keys of all CORs have to be

known to users. The random route through the network is determined by the user with an onion.

An onion is a layered data structure containing routing information, encryption information, and

the actual message. The plaintext message is encrypted with the destination’s public key and

comprises the core of the onion. Each subsequent layer adds routing information about the next

hop and is encrypted with the public key of the corresponding COR on the routing path. Figure 4.3

depicts the different layers of a typical onion.

When a COR receives an onion, it peels of a layer by decrypting the onion with its secret key. In

that process the identity of the next hop is revealed together with an inner onion to be forwarded

to the next node. Messages are padded before they are forwarded to maintain a fixed message size.

As a result each COR only gains information about the next hop in the routing chain. However,

the first COR may know the message source, and the last COR knows the destination node.

The problem can be mitigated if users function as CORs themselves. The first hop COR could

not differentiate if a received onion has been forwarded or originated from the user COR. The

same argument holds for destination nodes participating as CORs—the forwarding COR cannot

determine if the receiver is just another hop or the destination.

Public key encryption is only used during connection establishment, i.e. the first request-reply

cycle [72]. The user includes a distinct symmetric key in each layer of the first onion, and uses

these keys to encrypt subsequent onions. CORs extract the shared key from their layer of the

onion during connection establishment and store them to be able to decrypt subsequent messages.

The utilization of symmetric encryption for data exchange reduces delays for onion encryption by

the user and decryption at intermediate CORs significantly.

Onion routing is considered an effective solution for Internet anonymity, and many anonymizing

systems are implementations of the onion routing protocol. Tor (The Onion Router) is an onion

routing system developed by the Tor project9. Tor makes use of onion routing to provide anonymity

on the transport layer [42]. Dingledine et al. [53] give an conceptual overview of the Tor system and

state the design goal as a low-latency system for anonymization of interactive network traffic. In

the Tor network, all CORs maintain TLS10 connections with each other to prevent eavesdropping.

Routing paths, called circuits, are established with onions, similar to the process described for the

general protocol above. A circuit is utilized for multiple TCP streams by multiplexing them to

improve communication efficiency. Anonymity is improved by periodically adding new circuits

and invalidating used ones, because messages send over different circuits are unlinkable. Tor

implements the SOCKS proxy interface to support a wide range of TCP applications, but plugins

9Tor project website: http://www.torproject.org/
10Transport Layer Security
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for modern browsers are also available which route HTTP traffic or search queries [130] through

the Tor network.

I2P11 is another anonymizing system providing a network layer for anonymous communication.

I2P extends the onion routing concept to garlic routing [42]. Garlic routing allows the inclusion

of more than one encrypted message in the equivalent of an onion. Thus, a user can encrypt

several messages for different users and include them all in one garlic bulb. Furthermore, the user

can specify which intermediate node should forward which messages based on how the layers are

structured—all messages could either be in the inner most layer or dispersed throughout the layers.

Additionally, intermediate nodes can inject further hops in the chosen route before forwarding a

message. I2P is mostly used to anonymize P2P file sharing traffic, but can also be used for other

applications, like anonymous Web browsing.

VANET relevance. Onion routing works well in infrastructure-based networks, but suffers the

same drawbacks for utilization in VANETs as general mix networks. Although, most onion routing

systems utilize symmetric encryption for the actual data transport, routing messages over several

hops is not an option for safety-critical applications with real-time requirements in VANETs.

Crowds

Crowds [126] is a protocol for anonymous web transactions based on the anonymity of large groups.

The main idea [42] is that a group of users forms a crowd and messages are then randomly routed

through the crowd, until eventually a crowd member decides to pass it on to the destination server.

Users can hide their actions by blending into the crowd [126]. On receiving a message, each crowd

member decides probabilistically to either submit the message to the destination server or forward

the message to another randomly selected crowd member. As a result, messages are submitted by

random crowd members and neither the destination server nor intermediate nodes can determine

the message origin.

In the actual protocol [126], the first message sent by a user establishes a path to the destination

server through the crowd, which will be used for subsequent messages. Return messages are also

routed back over the same path in reverse, therefore each crowd member labels messages with a

random path identifier before forwarding them, and also stores a mapping between incoming and

outgoing path identifiers.

Connections between crowd members are encrypted but no additional encryption is applied to

messages. Thus, crowds has a lower encryption overhead than mix networks or onion routing,

but each crowd member on a message’s path also learns the identity of the destination. As a

disadvantage, users have no control over the routing path, and therefore cannot be sure that a

message reached its destination.

A rogue crowd member could also perform a denial of service attack by dropping messages instead

of forwarding them. Furthermore, because all crowd members also act as intermediate nodes and

submit messages for others, they may be incorrectly suspected to be the originator of messages

with illegal content. Although the availability of the crowd may offer some degree of deniability

for submitted messages [126], it is questionable if that would be accepted as an excuse by law

enforcement agencies.

VANET relevance. The applicability of crowds for VANETs is limited due to the same reasons

outlined for mix networks and onion routing.

11I2P website: http://www.i2p2.de/
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4.4.2 Revocable anonymous access

The approaches discussed in the previous section all provide unconditional anonymity for the

originator of a message. New data retention policies are currently created in the EU and other

countries. These regulations apply foremost to ISPs, but also to providers of anonymization

services operating in the EU or countries with corresponding regulations. These providers are

required to retain both IP addresses and connection details for a certain time period. Therefore,

means of deanonymization have to be integrated in anonymity systems to comply with the new

regulations [98]. In the following, some approaches for anonymous Internet access with conditional

anonymity are discussed.

Identity escrow

The term identity escrow originates from the paper with the same title by Kilian and Petrank [95].

Identity escrow is based on a two-tier approach. The first tier provides anonymity to a user, while

the second tier contains detailed information about a user’s identity. In normal communication, a

user only reveals first-tier information. Only in the case of misuse or legal offense can the second-tier

information be accessed through a trusted third party, the disclosure authority. To achieve first-tier

anonymity a user has to provide second-tier information to a certificate authority which verifies the

identity of a user and issues second-tier escrow certificates. The certificate authority also retains a

mapping between first-tier and second-tier information.

Taniguchi et al. [142] present an extended model of identity escrow with an additional second

authentication tier and decentralized disclosure authority. The first authentication is similar to the

one outlined above. A user is authenticated by a certificate issuer and receives an escrow certificate.

A fair blind signature scheme is used to produce the escrow certificate. This prevents the issuing

authority from learning the signed public key in the certificate.

The difference between a fair blind signature scheme and a normal blind signature scheme is that

in the fair blind signature scheme the signer can reconstruct what information has been signed,

based on certain information provided by a third party and a transcript of the issuance interaction.

As a result of the interaction, the user obtains an escrow certificate providing pseudonymity. The

escrow certificate is then used to authenticate with a proxy service. The proxy service can either

be a single proxy server, a mix network, or an onion routing network, depending on the required

level of anonymity.

The proxy service authenticates the user based on the escrow certificate and encrypts the transcript

of the authentication interaction with a public key of a pseudonym disclosure authority. The

encrypted transcript is transferred to the service provider the user wants to communicate with as

a receipt against misuse. All further communication between the user and the service provider

is anonymized by the proxy service. As a result, the user maintains pseudonymity against proxy

services and anonymity with service providers.

Identity resolution requires two steps. First from anonymity to pseudonymity through a pseudonym

disclosure authority, and then from pseudonymity to identity through an identity disclosure

authority. Both steps require the participation of several entities because of separate (k, n)-

threshold schemes, in place to avoid abuse of disclosure authority. Pseudonym disclosure is

straightforward, k pseudonym disclosure authorities decrypt the transcript together and obtain the

corresponding escrow certificate.

Blacklisting the escrow certificate and thus preventing the user from accessing the service in the

future is usually sufficient. If however the user’s real identity has to be obtained for assigning

liability, k identity disclosure authorities have to cooperate to deliver the escrow certificate issuer
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with the necessary unblinding information of the fair blind signature scheme. Based on that

information and the authentication interaction transcript, the certificate issuer can retrieve the real

identity. However, the authors do not outline the actual disclosure process of a fair blind signature

scheme or how identification disclosure authorities obtain the necessary unblinding information in

the first place.

VANET relevance. The general idea of identity escrow is not new to vehicular communication.

The general process described above is similar to the simple approach for conditional pseudonymity

outlined in Section 2.3. Use of blind signatures and threshold schemes provides better user privacy

and it also limits chances for abuse of identity resolution authority, and has potential to be applied

to the identity resolution process in VANETs.

Threshold proxy re-encryption

Köpsell et al. [98] propose a general de-anonymization scheme independent of the underlying

anonymization system. The approach utilizes several threshold cryptography schemes to allow

deanonymization without weakening the trust model of the underlying anonymity service. At the

same time, it ensures that the service offers unconditional anonymity as long as not more than

k − 1 of n anonymization servers collude.

In the proposed system model, any message is signed pseudonymously, and all messages pass

through a verifier V between the last anonymizer and recipients. The verifier V checks if messages

are signed and drops any unsigned messages. Suspicious messages can be stored for later identity

resolution. The pseudonymous signatures performed by users are actually threshold group signatures.

Threshold group signatures can be used like normal group signatures, for example, a user joins the

group, obtains an individual secret key to perform signatures, and all signatures can be verified

with a common group public key. The difference to normal group signatures is that the group

manager is distributed between all n anonymization nodes. At least k nodes have to cooperate to

reveal the identity behind a signature.

The proposed system makes further use of threshold proxy re-encryption to ensure that, in the

case of identity resolution, the user’s identity will only be revealed to a law enforcement agency

L, while the user’s anonymity is preserved against all other entities, such as the anonymization

nodes. Threshold atomic proxy re-encryption is a scheme with a (k, n)-threshold that enables k

of n entities to jointly re-encrypt a message previously encrypted under a common public key.

Thereby the message is encrypted under a different public key without revealing the message, but

with proof of equality of the contained plaintexts.

The use of the outlined techniques is best described in the following protocol overview. In an initial

setup phase, all anonymization nodes jointly generate a public key yC for a threshold re-encryption

scheme, as well as a group public key yGM for the threshold group signature scheme. Before a user

U can send messages through the anonymization network, U has to create a self-signed identity

certificate, containing the current IP address as an attribute. Then the user randomly chooses

a pseudonym P , and encrypts it together with the signed IP address against the public key of

the threshold proxy re-encryption scheme. A third party I is contacted anonymously to request a

blind signature on P and the encrypted IP address. The user proves to I that the encryption to be

signed corresponds to the user’s IP address. The result is unblinded by the user yielding certificate

cert. This cert can be used to join the group signature scheme by contacting the group manager

GM and obtaining an individual secret key. Communication with either the group manager or the

entities comprising the group manager has to be anonymous so that GM does not learn the user’s

IP address. How the user achieves anonymity at this stage is not discussed by the authors. Once a

secret group key has been obtained the user can start using the anonymization service with the

only additional requirement of signing each message with the user’s secret group key.
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Anonymity revocation, or identity resolution, is achieved by interplay of several entities. First, a

judge has to issue a court order O containing both a list of suspicious messages for revocation

and the public key of a law enforcement agency L. The verifier V presents the court order O

and a recorded signature of a suspicious message Sig(m) to the group manager GM . k group

manager nodes jointly reveal the pseudonym certificate of the user who performed the signature.

The certificate links a pseudonym P to the encrypted IP address of the user. Then the verifier

presents the certificate, the signature, a proof that the signature corresponds to pseudonym P , and

the law enforcement public key to k anonymizers. The k anonymizers jointly proxy re-encrypt the

IP address with the law enforcement agency’s public key. Again, the process of proxy re-encryption

prevents any of the anonymizers from learning the user’s IP address. Finally, the re-encrypted IP

address and a proof of equality of the two encryptions are presented to L, and L can decrypt the

IP address.

VANET relevance. Threshold proxy re-encryption is an interesting approach for preserving

user privacy even during identity resolution. No parties except the law enforcement agency L

learn the user’s identity, a feature also desirable for identity resolution in VANETs. Nevertheless,

anonymity revocation in the proposed scheme relies excessively on proper behavior of the verifier

node. If the verifier node is compromised or hijacked, it cannot be guaranteed that all messages

are checked for signatures and that suspicious messages are gathered. In a VANET scenario, the

problem could be easily mitigated by letting vehicles act as verifiers. That functionality would

not even incur overhead because vehicles are assumed to verify message signatures and store most

recent messages in an EDR anyway.

Fair blind signatures

Claessens et al. [43] present a system for revocable anonymous access to Internet services based

on fair blind signatures. A user creates tickets, which are signed blindly by a management entity.

The tickets are similar to pseudonyms and can be used as access credentials, when connecting

to an anonymization service. Anonymization services report used tickets to the management

entity. Anonymity revocation is only possible if the management entity and another trusted party

cooperatively open the fair blind signature of a recorded ticket. The trusted party should be an

entity not further involved in the signing process, such as a judge.

The concept of fair blind signatures has been devised by Stadler et al. [139] as a blind signature

scheme that allows revocation. The issuer of a blind signature retains a transcript of the signing

process for revocation purposes. The transcript and message-signature pairs are unlinkable for the

issuer, unless a trusted party provides information that enables the issuer to link a message-signature

pair to a signing transcript and to thus trace the user. During the signing process, the user provides

several encryptions of a previously agreed session ID together with random strings, encrypted

with the trusted party’s public key. The user further convinces the signer of the authenticity of

the encrypted data in a commitment scheme, and the encrypted information becomes part of the

signer’s signature. For revocation, a signature-message pair is presented to the trusted party that

returns the session ID after decrypting the corresponding part of the signature.

In the approach of Claessens et al. [43] a user obtains a ticket by generating a random key pair,

with the resulting public key being used as the access ticket or pseudonym, and is denoted as T .

T is blinded by the user according to a fair signature scheme, and submitted to a management

entity for signing. The management entity authenticates the user, blindly signs T , and keeps a

transcript of the process together with the authenticated identity. The signed ticket Tfbs, and the

corresponding secret key, can be stored for later use or immediately used by the user.

To establish an anonymous connection, the user submits the ticket to an anonymization server

together with a destination address and a proof of possession of the ticket’s secret key. The
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anonymization server verifies Tfbs with the management entities public key, and signs Tfbs and the

destination address before sending the record to the management entity. Then the anonymization

service establishes the desired anonymous connection for the user, and all communication with the

destination goes through that channel. Anonymity resolution works as outlined above. In case

of suspicious messages the management entity contacts the trusted party with the corresponding

recorded ticket, the trusted party provides information which allows the management entity to link

the ticket to a signing transcript and thus to the user’s identity.

The ticketing and anonymity revocation process is independent of the used anonymization service,

except that contact servers have to verify access tickets and forward them to the management

entity. The authors present schemes for single mix servers, distributed mix entities like onion

routers, and a crowd-like anonymization system. A disadvantage of the presented approach is that

a user is required to obtain a new ticket for each new transaction to achieve unlinkability between

transactions [98].

VANET relevance. Fair blind signatures, as well as regular blind signatures, could be useful to

provide privacy for pseudonym issuance. However, fair blind signature schemes result in larger

signatures, due to the additional information contained in encrypted form.

4.5 Ad Hoc Networks

Ad hoc networks are self-organizing wireless networks. Communication is usually short-range

and network nodes are often small and potentially mobile units. Due to the lack of supporting

infrastructure, nodes have to establish network connections between each other through the

exchange of control messages and neighbor information. Routing protocols in ad hoc networks are

often based on on-demand establishment of routes through the network. Route requests are flooded

through the network resulting in a route reply, once the request has reached the destination [19].

The combination of wireless communication, the ad hoc nature, and a significant number of

control messages enable an adversary to invade the privacy of network nodes. A basic privacy

threat is passive eavesdropping. End-to-end encryption can shield communication content from

eavesdropping, but an adversary could still deduce who is communicating with whom and thus

track communication or even track movement patterns of nodes [150]. Tracking of individual nodes

is undesirable as has been discussed in Section 2.2.3 with a focus on VANETs. In some domains,

it can also pose a lethal threat, such as military communication in war zones that use ad hoc

communication. Traceability of nodes could allow enemies to locate command posts or identify

VIP nodes as potential targets [150]. Therefore, hiding of relationships between communicating

nodes is a major goal of privacy-preserving technologies for ad hoc networks.

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are ad hoc networks of compact and mobile nodes with

constantly changing network topology due to node movements. In the following, privacy approaches

for mobile ad hoc networks are outlined. MANETs are closely related to VANETs and are, therefore,

of particular interest. In fact, VANETs can be understood as a subcategory of MANETs.

Other categories of ad hoc networks not discussed in detail here are mesh networks and wireless

sensor networks (WSNs). In mesh networks, fixed base stations provide multi-hop access to

infrastructure services for mobile clients. A typical scenario is the sharing of Internet access

between several buildings, whereby each building has a fixed wireless access point, but only one of

these base stations is connected to the Internet. Because client nodes usually communicate through

a base station instead of directly with each other, privacy approaches draw from techniques used

in fixed infrastructure approaches, such as end-to-end encryption.
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Wireless sensor networks are composed of very small sensor units consisting of some sensors, a

communication radio, and a battery. Efficient data processing and data aggregation are important

approaches in WSNs to minimize communication and save energy. Communication in WSNs is

usually oriented towards a small number of data sinks that collect sensor information from the

whole network. The orientation towards single destinations is often combined with dynamic estab-

lishment of hierarchical communication structures. Therefore, approaches for privacy-preserving

communication in WSNs are often based on hierarchical communication models and anonymous

data collection and aggregation.

4.5.1 Mobile ad hoc networks

In self-organizing mobile ad hoc networks, nodes have to exchange control messages to establish a

view of the network topology [19]. Especially routing requests, which contain information about

the source and the destination of a route, pose privacy issues and enable adversaries to passively

eavesdrop and analyze traffic patterns [150].

The following approaches focus on anonymous authentication, especially in the context of anonymous

routing protocols. Approaches based on onion routing, symmetric encryption, and node location

are presented.

Onion routing

Buttyán and Hubaux [19] outline a näıve approach for privacy preserving routing, which is ineffective

but is a good introduction to the topic. The approach is based on flooding of route requests, but

does not reveal information about the source or destination. Each node possesses an asymmetric

key pair. The source node knows the public key of the destination node. To establish a route to

the destination D, source S floods the network with a route request as follows.

First, S randomly generates an asymmetric key pair (SKR, PKR) which will be used to establish

symmetric keys with each intermediate hop. The source encrypts its source identifier Sid, the

destination identifier Did, and the generated secret key SKR with the destination’s public key

PKD. The generated public key PKR is attached, as well as a symmetric key k0 and a nonce n0
both encrypted with PKR. Each intermediate node attempts to decrypt EPKD

(Sid, Did, SKR) to

check if it is the destination, otherwise the node forwards the request. Prior to forwarding, the

node generates a symmetric key k1 and a nonce n1 which are appended to EPKR
(k0, n0) and again

encrypted with PKR. Each intermediate node Ni proceeds the same way, resulting in an onion-like

structure containing symmetric keys for each link of the route.

Once the destination receives the route request, it broadcasts a dummy request to obscure the

fact that it is the true receiver. Destination D can decrypt EPKD
(Sid, Did, SKR) and retrieve the

secret key SKR to decrypt the onion-like structure and obtain the secret keys ki and nonces ni
of all forwarding nodes. D then creates a route reply with a layer for each intermediate node Ni

encrypted with ki. Each layer contains the nonce ni, two symmetric keys ki and ki−1, and an inner

encryption for the next node on the reply route. The key ki−1 was originally created by node Ni

and is used to decrypt further messages from Ni−1 and thus protect the link between Ni−1 and Ni,

the key ki is used to encrypt outgoing messages and protects the link between Ni and Ni+1. All

intermediate nodes store both keys and forward the inner encryption part.

When the source S receives the route, it can start sending data by encrypting it with the first

symmetric key k0. Each receiving node attempts to decrypt the message with their incoming key.

Only the node that has knowledge of k0 succeeds and re-encrypts the message with its outgoing

key k1. All intermediate nodes proceed similarly and the messages is eventually received by D. If
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the message is encrypted with PKD, no one learns the message content or the actual source and

destination of a message, because S and D would also forward other messages at the same time.

The proposed solution is effective in providing anonymity for source and destination but is highly

inefficient. Each node has to try to decrypt every incoming message to determine whether or

not it is the destination of the message. Although data messages are encrypted with symmetric

keys, the computational effort grows with the volume of messages in the network. Furthermore,

routing requests are encrypted with asymmetric cryptography, thus requiring expensive asymmetric

decryption.

An more efficient approach is anonymous on-demand routing (ANODR) [97]. Instead of requiring

each node to decrypt a route request with asymmetric operations, ANODR relies on one-way

functions with trapdoors. Cryptographic trapdoor functions are one-way functions that can only

be reversed if some trapdoor information is known. The protocol also relies on broadcasts, because

broadcasting inherently provides receiver anonymity. Node anonymity is achieved by associating

each hop on a route with a pseudonym. Pseudonyms are unlinkable so it is not possible to infer

whether or not two pseudonyms belong to the same route.

ANODR utilizes so called boomerang onions which employ symmetric key encryption, rather than

encrypting route information with the destination’s public key. A route request message consists of

a trapdoor, that can only be opened by the destination, and a boomerang onion. The boomerang

onion contains the source pseudonym in the inner most layer, encrypted with a random symmetric

key only known to the source. Each intermediate node tries to open the trapdoor and otherwise

appends its pseudonym, and the pseudonym of the previous hop, to the boomerang onion, which

is than re-encrypted with a random symmetric key. The destination can open the trapdoor and

create a route reply that contains a proof of having opened the trapdoor, a route pseudonym

N , and the onion. Nodes receiving the route reply try to decrypt the onion with the previously

generated symmetric key. If they can strip off an onion layer they obtain the next hop. The node

selects a new route pseudonym N ′ and stores a mapping N ↔ N ′ in it’s forwarding table. In the

route reply N is replaced with N ′ and the former onion with the inner onion before the request is

forwarded to the next hop.

As a result, each hop in the route has an unlinkable pseudonym, and each node knows only two

consecutive pseudonyms on any route. Messages can be send over the route by using the pseudonym

of the next hop as an address. Further decryption and re-encryption operations are not necessary

because the hop pseudonyms are already unlinkable. Thus, ANODR avoids public key encryption

completely and only relies on symmetric key encryption during route discovery. Still, all nodes

need to attempt to open the trapdoor of each received route request.

VANET relevance. On-demand route discovery in MANETs can be effectively anonymized with

onion routing, but by requiring each node to attempt decryption of incoming route requests, nodes

are frequently occupied with computations on messages not related to them. Symmetric encryption

schemes, like the outlined boomerang onion approach [97], ease the computation requirements but

cannot remove them completely. The higher velocity of vehicles could also hinder the performance

of the protocols because routes would be more volatile than in the case of general MANETs, and

would therefore require more route maintenance. In addition, the outlined approaches do not

support identity resolution. Thus, onion routing does not present itself as a suitable solution for

conditional pseudonymity in VANETs.

Pairwise shared symmetric keys

Symmetric encryption can ensure communication confidentiality, but sharing a symmetric key

globally, between all network members, is problematic. If a single node becomes compromised,
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all network communication becomes vulnerable to eavesdropping [150]. A better approach is

the establishment of pairwise shared keys between nodes. This requires key establishment and

management on the node level.

Capkun et al. [31] propose a privacy preserving key management scheme for hybrid ad hoc networks.

Hybrid ad hoc networks consist of multiple ad hoc networks which are interconnected through wired

base stations. The approach is based on nodes periodically changing pseudonyms with corresponding

public key pairs, which are then used to establish symmetric keys between neighboring nodes.

Node pseudonyms function as network identifiers of nodes. Each node has a unique identifier ID

and shares a symmetric key Ks with the network operator. Pseudonyms are generated for a time

slot t with a keyed hash function as P (t) = HMACKs
(ID, t). This allows fixed base stations of the

network operator to calculate pseudonyms for nodes on a certain route for a time slot t, without

requiring nodes to advertise their current pseudonyms to base stations.

When changing pseudonyms, nodes also change the public key pair they are using. Public keys

have to be certified by a central authority prior to usage so that other nodes can verify that a node

is a legitimate network member. Nodes use their public key pairs to establish symmetric keys with

their neighbors. Every time a node changes its pseudonym it also has to establish new shared keys

with its neighbors. The shared keys are then used for message forwarding.

Message forwarding is realized as a distance vector protocol. A node keeps track of pseudonyms

and positions of other nodes in its neighbor table, and forwards a message to the node closest to

its destination after encrypting it with the symmetric key shared with that neighbor. The process

continues until a message reaches the destination.

As mentioned before, base stations have the advantage of being able to compute the current

pseudonyms of all nodes on a certain route and can therefore specify the complete route a priori.

Forwarding nodes then only have to strip off their own pseudonym from a message and forward it

to the next hop listed.

The scheme achieves anonymity without broadcasting of route requests, thus reducing communica-

tion overhead, as well as computation overhead at individual nodes. To improve location privacy it

is further suggested to utilize mix zones for pseudonym changes. While in a mix zone a node would

not advertise its position and change its pseudonym so that the node appears under a different

identity when it leaves the mix zone again. Unlinkability between pseudonyms thereby depends on

the number of nodes in a mix zone, and thus the size of the anonymity set.

To improve performance it is further suggested to make use of TESLA keys instead of public key

cryptography. TESLA [118] is a broadcast authentication protocol solely based on symmetric

cryptographic functions that emulates asymmetric properties. Shortly summarized, the main idea

of TESLA is that a sender attaches a message authentication code (MAC) computed with a secret

key k to a message. A receiver has to buffer incoming messages without being able to authenticate

them instantly. Authentication is only possible when the sender discloses k after switching to the

next key. The keys are thereby organized in a one-way key chain, a one-way hash chain of keys,

which allows reconstruction of any previous key based on later ones. Thus, if a sender discloses a

key ki and the disclosure message gets lost, a receiver can still verify messages under ki when it

receives a subsequent key ki+j . Sender and receiver have to be loosely time synchronized in order

for the receiver to decide if a message has to be buffered.

Another approach based on the use of public keys to establish shared symmetric keys is anonymous

secure routing (ASR) [151]. Similar to the trapdoor approach in the previous section, source and

destination have to share a secret. A routing request is broadcasted and contains a part consisting

of the destination ID, a session key Ks and a random number U0, all encrypted with the shared

secret KT . The request also contains a sequence number and an END marker encrypted with the
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session key Ks, as well as in unencrypted form the sequence number, a counter Ui, and the public

key PKi−1 of the previous forwarding node.

Each receiving node attempts to decrypt the first part of the request. If decryption fails, the node

stores the second encrypted part of the request together with the public key of the previous node

and the sequence number. The node then computes a new Ui, and replaces the public key in the

requests with its own before forwarding the message. Nodes generate new public key pairs for each

route request to maintain unlinkability.

Once a request reaches the destination node D, the first part of the message can be decrypted

to obtain the session key ks required for decryption of the second part. Based on U0 and Ui the

destination node can determine the length of the route, and pick the shortest route if the route

request is received multiple times. Additionally, all nodes on a route have knowledge of the previous

node’s public key.

The route reply contains a proof that the second part of the request has been opened, and a random

symmetric key encrypted with the public key of the next hop on the reverse route. Thus, for each

link on the route a distinct shared symmetric key is established, or put differently, each forwarding

node shares one key with the previous node and another key with the following node.

After the route has been established, data is transferred anonymously by adding a tag to the

message. The tag consists of a number N , which is increased for each packet passing on that route

through the forwarding node, and a keyed MAC formed with N and the key shared with the next

hop. Messages are broadcast and receivers attempt to decrypt the MAC to determine if they are a

forwarding node. On success, the tag is exchanged with a new one, formed with the key shared

with the next hop, and the message is re-broadcasted.

The approach achieves anonymity for all participating nodes. The only identity used in the protocol

is the destination ID, which is only accessible to source and destination. Improved processing

efficiency is assumed due to reduction of decryption by each node to a short MAC. Nevertheless,

each node still has to attempt decryption of all incoming route requests and data messages.

MASK [150] is an anonymous communication protocol for MANETs which uses dynamically

changing pseudonyms and pairwise shared link identifiers, called linkIDs, for anonymous neighbor

authentication and anonymous route discovery, respectively. Anonymous neighbor authentication

is based on the concept of identity-based encryption on bilinear maps also known as pairings [13].

A bilinear map is a function f : G1 ×G1 → G2, with G1 and G2 being two cyclic groups of same

prime order q, and f being a bilinear, non-degenerant12, and efficiently computable function.

Pseudonyms can be randomly chosen strings that can be mapped to points in G1 with a hash

function H1. Another hash function H2 is used later to map strings of arbitrary length to a

fixed-length output. Each node has a set of pseudonyms. A trusted authority, in possession of a

system master key g, provides a corresponding secret point Si for each pseudonym Pi to users by

computing Si = gH1(Pi) ∈ G1. An adversary would not be able to deduce g from the process, thus

only the trusted authority is able to compute valid secrets. With the resulting pseudonyms two

neighbors can establish that they belong to the same party, i.e. the group of legitimate network

members, without revealing their identity or information about what party they belong to.

To achieve this, a node A broadcasts its current pseudonym PA together with a random nonce

n1. Another node B responds with its own pseudonym PB, a nonce n2, and an authenticator

V0 = H2(KBA ‖ n1 ‖ n2 ‖ 0). KBA is thereby being a master session key computed from the

function f as KBA = f(SB , H1(PA)). Based on the reply, A also computes a master session key

as KAB = f(H1(PB), SA), and returns an authenticator V1 = H2(KAB ‖ n1 ‖ n2 ‖ 1). Due to

12∀Q ∈ G1 : f(P,Q) = 1 =⇒ P is identity element of G1
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the properties of f , KBA is equivalent to KAB if, and only if, A and B belong to the same group.

Thus, A and B can authenticate each other by verifying the provided authenticators respectively.

After authentication, A and B can compute session keys and corresponding link IDs from the

shared master key KAB, the nonces n1,n2, and a counter γ. The link IDs are used to address

messages to the other node, and session keys protect and authenticate message content.

Anonymous route discovery is realized in an on-demand fashion by broadcasting route requests,

containing the unique identifier of the destination and the current pseudonym of the source. Each

node in the network, including the destination node, is required to broadcast the request once after

replacing the sender pseudonym with its own. As a result, an adversary can derive that a route is

being established to the specified destination, but is unable to determine which node corresponds

to the destination ID, or which nodes are part of the route. The route reply message can then

be unicasted on the reverse route by each forwarding node addressing the route reply to the link

IDs previously established with the next node on the reverse route. The destination ID and other

remaining content of the route reply are thereby encrypted with the corresponding, previously

established session keys.

Once the route is established, data is transferred by addressing messages to the link ID established

with the next node en route. Each forwarding node selects a link ID for the next hop from the

forwarding table corresponding to the destination ID. While in transit, the destination ID is

encrypted with the pairwise session keys to prevent tracking. Message payload could further be

end-to-end encrypted in order to maintain confidentiality against intermediate nodes.

VANET relevance. The presented approaches all rely on an authentication phase to establish

pairwise symmetric keys between neighbors before data can be exchanged anonymously. Once

the symmetric keys are established for a route, data forwarding is efficient. Relying on a key

establishment phase is a problematic solution for most VANET scenarios because of their high

dynamics. Nevertheless, establishment of pairwise symmetric keys could be utilized in highway or

freeway scenarios, where a number of vehicles travel in the same direction and with roughly the

same speed. So called platooning applications could achieve node anonymity this way. Furthermore,

the presented approaches do not support identity resolution per se, and would need to be extended

accordingly to achieve the resolvability requirement.

Location-based pseudonyms

A quite different approach, in comparison to the previous ones, is the usage of location information

as pseudonyms to achieve anonymity. The ARCPO13 protocol [145] is based on the difficulty of

matching a node’s position to an identity. Node positions double as pseudonyms for destination

nodes in location-aware MANETs, with the effect that location changes and node movements imply

pseudonym changes.

A number of trusted position servers manage node pseudonyms, i.e. locations, and issue pseudonym

certificates which can be verified with a well-known public key. When a node moves beyond certain

distance threshold, a pseudonym change is triggered and the node sends an encrypted position

update to the server. If a node wants to communicate with another node it has to contact a

position server to obtain a certified location as pseudonym for the destination. Position requests

have to be signed with the requester’s real identity to prevent misuse of the positioning service, e.g.

tracking of individual nodes by frequent position requests.

The destination’s certified position is used as message address for greedy geographic routing, i.e.

the message is broadcast and only the nodes closest to the destination forward it by re-broadcasting.

13Anonymous Receiver-Contention POsitioning routing
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In ARCPO, the forwarding node is determined with a receiver contention scheme. A receiving

node assigns itself to a priority class based on its own position, the destination position, and the

distance between the previous node and the destination. Nodes closer to the destination receive a

higher priority and gain a higher chance of winning the contention period. As soon as one node

re-broadcasts the message all other contending nodes discard it.

As a result, short paths are established between source and destination without requiring flooding.

Intermediate nodes do not reveal any information, except their distance to the destination. There

is also no need for senders to know positions of neighbors, thus periodic beaconing of position

information is unnecessary. At the same time, legitimacy of the source is guaranteed, because only

legitimate network members can obtain certified destination positions from positioning servers.

Frequently moving nodes have to continuously send position updates to the servers, and also inform

communication partners about pseudonym changes so that they can obtain a certified version of

new pseudonyms. Additionally, destination node’s gain only a low level of privacy in the ARCPO

approach. There location is exposed throughout the network, and an eavesdropper could track

nodes by correlating destination locations from intercepted messages with estimated movement

trajectories for nodes previously perceived in the destination’s vicinity.

VANET relevance. Nodes in VANETs continuously broadcast positioning information to alert

others of their presence. If position information could also be utilized for pseudonyms, message size

could be reduced by omitting the transfer of additional pseudonymous identifiers. It is impractical

to let centralized entities manage position information, because the high velocity of vehicles would

require a constant stream of position updates.

Furthermore, it is more important in VANETs that vehicles advertise their own position rather than

addressing certain nodes specifically. Thus, vehicles would have to obtain position certificates from

position servers themselves and include them in periodic beacons. In case of vehicles driving at high

speed, the location, and thus the pseudonym, would change from beacon to beacon—requiring a two

way transaction with a position server for every beacon. This example underlines the impracticality

of location-based pseudonyms in VANETs.

4.6 Summary

A diverse range of domains with privacy requirements has been covered in this chapter providing a

comprehensive overview of technical and cryptographic approaches for anonymity in communication

systems. What should be apparent after studying this chapter is that a relatively small number

of cryptographic concepts are prevalent in privacy preserving systems throughout most domains.

Specific approaches often represent variations, extensions, or combinations of these concepts with the

motive of adapting them to the domain at hand and improving efficiency or the level of provided

privacy. Thus, instead of re-iterating the presented domains an overview of the fundamental

concepts and their properties is given in the following.

• Traditional public key cryptography. Public key pairs with certified public keys are a straight-

forward way of achieving authentication. If certificates are stripped of any identifying

information, pseudonymity can be realized with traditional public key cryptography. A draw-

back is the need to store identity-pseudonym mappings to support resolvability. User privacy

cannot be guaranteed, if the party holding these mappings is compromised. Furthermore,

signature generation and verification is less efficient than symmetric encryption.

• Symmetric cryptography. Messages authenticated with symmetric techniques, e.g. keyed

message authentication codes (HMACs), can be verified efficiently. However, all involved

parties have to share a key to be able to perform the verification. Symmetric key systems
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like TESLA aim to emulate properties of asymmetric cryptosystems, but often at the

expense of delayed message authentication. Pairwise shared keys enable communication

partners to communicate confidentially, but require an establishment phase—usually based

on authentication with public key pairs and corresponding certificates.

• Commitment schemes. Communication partners exchange (zero-knowledge) proofs of knowl-

edge rather than revealing full certificates or credentials. They thereby commit to the subject

of the proof, i.e. message content, and respond to challenges in order to prove knowledge of

the content. Commitment schemes provide perfect anonymity but often involve expensive

computations, and either several passes or proofs of considerable size.

• Blind signatures. Users can blind messages before presenting them to a signer and unblind

them after the singing process, yielding a valid signature on a message unknown to the

signer. Blind signatures provide unlinkability between a signing transaction and the signed

message. However, some effort is required to prevent misuse of blind signatures. The user

can either prove correctness of the message content with a commitment scheme to the signer,

or extensions like marked blind signatures can be used. Fair blind signatures present a way

for the signer to determine a user’s identity in case of misuse.

• Group signatures. All group members share a common public key, but sign messages with

individual secret keys. A receiver can verify that the message was signed by a group member

but is unable to determine the message’s originator. Only the group manager can determine

the identity of a signer of a message from a given signature. Users cannot create their own

secret keys, but are provided with individual secret keys by the group manager. Therefore,

a malicious or corrupted group manager could theoretically impersonate group members.

Revocation of group membership often requires issuance of a new group public key or new

member secret keys, thus most group signature schemes do not scale well with increasing

group size and are unsuitable for highly dynamic groups.

• Threshold cryptography. Threshold schemes require the cooperation of at least k of n entities

to decrypt a message encrypted against a common public key. Each of the entities holds

a partial secret, and as long as the number of corrupt entities is less than threshold k the

message content is not disclosed. Threshold cryptography or secret sharing schemes can be

combined with homomorphic encryption to prevent any entity from learning the master secret.

The homomorphic property enables entities to apply their partial secret to an encrypted

message without revealing it. By passing the encrypted message between k entities it can be

successfully decrypted. Threshold proxy re-encryption on the other hand allows k parties to

re-encrypt a message with the public key of another entity without learning the message in

the process.

• Mix networks. Mix nodes are anonymization servers that shuffle messages in a way that

prevents linking of incoming and outgoing messages. Organizing several mixes in a cascade,

i.e. the output of one mix is the input of another, ensures that anonymity is maintained as

long as at least one mix server keeps its input-output relationship secret.

• Onion routing. Each router in an onion network publishes a public key so that a user can

pick a route through the network and create a corresponding onion. An onion contains the

actual message at its core surrounded by several encryption layers. Each layer is encrypted

with the public key of a certain router and contains the address of the next router and an

inner onion encrypted with the next router’s public key.

Despite the different concepts, almost all presented approaches have the common feature of

distinguishing between an authentication phase and a phase of anonymous communication. The

authentication phase includes verification of some form of user identity and results in some kind of
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anonymized identifier or token. In the second phase, the user utilizes the result of the authentication

phase to anonymously access a service or participate in network communication.

Use of identifying information is strictly limited to the first phase, while the second phase relies solely

on anonymous authentication with pseudonyms or other tokens. Depending on the application,

several authentication levels with decreasing detail can be supported. On the highest level a user has

to authenticate with a real identity, an intermediate level can provide accountability by requiring

authentication with individual pseudonyms, while the lowest level can provide unconditional

anonymity either by requiring anonymous access tokens or no authentication at all. Communication

in vehicular networks requires resolvability, thus distinguishing between an identity authentication

level and a pseudonym authentication level is sufficient.
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5 Research on Privacy in VANETs

The previous chapter outlined several approaches for privacy protection and anonymity in domains

other than vehicular ad hoc networks. This chapter complements the presented overview with a

survey of state-of-the-art research on privacy-preserving communication in VANETs.

A number of recent projects address the issue of privacy. The SeVeCom1 project focuses on

secure vehicular communication and privacy protection in that context. The PRECIOSA2 project,

which started in spring 2008, has the development of a privacy aware architecture for co-operative

transportation systems as its goal. The Car-2-Car Communications Consortium3 (C2C-CC) also

lists anonymity as a technical prerequisite for vehicle-to-vehicle communication in its manifesto [32].

As a result of the increased attention and the realization that privacy is a key requirement for the

success of vehicular networks, several publications have addressed the issue in recent years.

Most protocols and solutions that have been proposed so far can be assigned to one of four major

categories: traditional public key schemes (Sec. 5.1), symmetric schemes (Sec. 5.2), group signature

schemes (Sec. 5.3), and identity-based cryptography schemes (Sec. 5.4). In the remainder of

the Chapter, each category and corresponding approaches are outlined in detail, together with

a discussion of their advantages, disadvantages, and how well they match the requirements of

Chapter 3. Some approaches do not fit into any of the named categories and are, therefore,

described separately in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter by summarizing the main

approaches and comparing them to each other.

5.1 Public Key Cryptography

Privacy-preserving communication can be achieved with traditional public key schemes by equipping

vehicles with a set of public key certificates and corresponding key pairs. The public key certificates

function as unlinkable pseudonyms and thus cannot contain any identifying information. Vehicles

sign messages with the secret key of the currently active pseudonym and attach the signature, as

well as the corresponding pseudonym certificate, to the message. Receivers can verify a message

signature based on the pseudonym certificate, but are unable to determine the sender’s identity.

Because all messages sent under the same pseudonym are linkable, vehicles have to change their

pseudonyms periodically to prevent tracking. Previously used pseudonyms should not be reused in

order to maintain unlinkability between pseudonyms. In case a user or vehicle loses its legibility

to participate in network communications, it has to be excluded from the network by revoking

pseudonym certificates or its long-term identity. Pseudonym renewal and certificate revocation

pose scalability issues that have to be addressed by PKI-based solutions as well.

Due to the large number of approaches based on public key cryptography, basic approaches are

discussed first, followed by cryptographically more advanced approaches. Pseudonym changes and

corresponding improvements are discussed separately afterwards.

1SeVeCom project website: http://www.sevecom.org/
2PRECIOSA project website: http://www.preciosa-project.org/
3C2C-CC website: http://www.car-to-car.org/

http://www.sevecom.org/
http://www.preciosa-project.org/
http://www.car-to-car.org/
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5.1.1 Basic approaches

Hubaux et al. [82] first proposed the use of a set of public key pairs and certificates as changing

pseudonyms for pseudonymous communication in VANETs. They also introduced an electronic

license plate (ELP) as a unique vehicle identifier, which can be used for authentication in cases

requiring a unique identity. As outlined in their following work [121, 122, 125], pseudonym issuing

authorities authenticate vehicles with their ELP and store a mapping between pseudonyms and

ELPs for liability reasons. It is pointed out that only regional or national authorities should have

access to these mappings. To prevent abuse disclosure capability should also be distributed with

secret sharing techniques. It is further proposed that the necessary PKI could be implemented

either by government transportation agencies, in addition to the issuance of physical number plates,

or by vehicle manufacturers.

Utilization of a PKI also implies that vehicles have to store and manage CA certificates to be able

to verify each others certificates. It is proposed to preload a set of CA certificates and provide

updates through infrastructure services. Secret keys and other sensitive material should be stored

in a tamper-proof device (TPD), which is assumed to be present in future vehicles, to protect them

adequately. Pseudonyms have to be renewed in regular intervals, because reuse of previously used

pseudonyms could weaken unlinkability.

Instead of relying on certificate revocation lists (CRLs), which scale badly with an increasing number

of vehicles and revoked pseudonyms, certificate revocation is achieved indirectly by only issuing

pseudonyms with short lifetimes. These effectively revoke their corresponding key pairs when their

lifetime expires. Nevertheless, improvements for CRL-based revocation are also proposed [124],

including a revocation protocol with compressed revocation lists, a protocol that enables CAs to

communicate with a vehicle’s TPD and cause it to erase all its keys, and another protocol that

supports vehicles in accumulating accusations against a misbehaving vehicle.

The outlined approach is developed further in the SeVeCom project [115, 116]. Thereby, the PKI

is assumed to be a hierarchical CA structure with cross certifications between separate PKIs. This

way two countries could have their own independent PKI structures but the corresponding root

CAs could extend them by mutually certifying each other. As a result, verification of certificates

from both countries would be enabled.

The additional role of a pseudonym provider is introduced to distinguish between CAs, which

manage long-term identities of vehicles, and pseudonym providers, which periodically issue short-

lived pseudonyms. In the issuance process, a vehicle contacts a pseudonym provider over a secure

channel and presents a set of public keys from randomly generated key pairs for signing. The

pseudonym provider authenticates the vehicle based on its long-term identity and issues a certificate

for each public key by signing it together with the pseudonym provider’s identifier and a pseudonym

expiration date. Misuse of pseudonyms can be limited by conferring pseudonym management

capabilities completely to the TPD, and only allowing one pseudonym to be used for signing at

any given time. Once a pseudonym has been changed, no more messages can be signed with it, but

messages addressed to older pseudonyms could still be received.

Identity resolution in the SeVeCom solution is performed by pseudonymity resolution authorities,

which either keep mappings between long-term identity and pseudonyms or have access to such

mappings kept by pseudonym providers or CAs. Provided with a pseudonym, a resolution authority

can identify the authority that issued the pseudonym, based on the included identifier, and contact

it to obtain an identity mapping. It is also pointed out that the inclusion of the issuer identifier

in pseudonyms limits the anonymity set to the group of vehicles with pseudonyms from the

same issuer [116]. This could allow tracking in situations where there are no other vehicles with

pseudonyms from the same pseudonym provider, e.g. when visiting a different country. Therefore,
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it is proposed that local CAs provide foreigner certificates to vehicles from different regions when

entering the region of responsibility.

Certificate revocation is limited to revocation of the long-term identity [115] to achieve better

efficiency. A vehicle is required to authenticate with its long-term identity when requesting new

pseudonyms. If the long-term identity has been revoked, no new pseudonyms could be obtained.

As an advantage, CRLs only have to be distributed to pseudonym providers. A revoked vehicle,

one the other hand, would still be able to participate pseudonymously in the network until all its

pseudonyms have expired. Therefore, systems relying on such kind of passive revocation have to

trade off simplified revocation with frequent pseudonym refills in order to minimize the time period

in which a revoked user is still able to communicate pseudonymously.

Ma et al. [105] propose a pseudonym scheme that makes use of pseudonyms with very short lifetimes.

The basic idea is to issue only a small number of pseudonyms for each pseudonym request and

let them expire quickly. Thus, vehicles are required to obtain pseudonyms when they need them.

This results in more frequent communication with pseudonym providers, but also ensures that

pseudonyms are always freshly issued, directly used, and expired shortly after. Shorter refresh

periods allow better estimations of the number of required pseudonyms, and short lifetimes ensure

that vehicles are not able to communicate much longer after their long-term identity has been

revoked.

Vehicles are supposed to hold a long-term identity and two sets of pseudonyms. The long-term

identity would be used to obtain long-term pseudonyms (LTPs) from a pseudonym provider. LTPs

are valid for a longer time period, perhaps weeks or months, and can be used to acquire the

short-term pseudonyms (STPs) outlined above. STPs would be issued by road-side units and would

only be valid for a very short time period, for example less than an hour. If a user’s long-term

identity is revoked, all its LTPs are also revoked and are published on CRLs. RSUs check these

CRLs before issuing STPs to ensure that only legitimate users receive new short-term pseudonyms.

STPs should be issued in such a way that they can be verified with a common public key of

the road authority. The road authority, or issuing RSUs, have to store STP-LTP mappings for

assigning liability. Pseudonym providers would store LTP-identity mappings accordingly. It is

further proposed to divide roads into geographical regions and limit pseudonym validity to the

region under control of an issuing RSU. Vehicles would only accept messages signed with STPs

valid in the current region. The scheme’s security is thus enhanced and wormhole attacks can be

prevented.

A similar but more basic concept has also been proposed by Parno and Perrig [117] as a public

key based anonymization service for highway scenarios. The idea is that every vehicle has to pass

toll booths when entering the highway and that these could function as authentication servers for

the anonymization service. Vehicles would authenticate themselves to the anonymization service

with a unique identifier, and receive a temporary pseudonym with corresponding key pair in

return. Re-anonymizers along the road would provide new pseudonyms to vehicles already using a

pseudonym of the same anonymization service, and all vehicles would change their pseudonyms at

the same time. Additionally, pseudonym lifetime could be adapted to the time it takes to reach

the next re-anonymizer so that pseudonyms expire shortly after passing it. However, it is not

mentioned how vehicles would maintain anonymity when caught in a road congestion between two

re-anonymizers.

Another PKI-based solution is described by Dötzer [57], it also assumes the presence of a TPD or a

TPM to store secret key material and to act as a secure computing platform. It is further assumed

that one trusted authority A exists under special legislative protection that stores mappings

between real-world identities and pseudonyms. A would only reveal these mappings in exactly

specified situations, and A has to be trusted by all parties, i.e. users, car manufacturers, and law
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enforcement agencies alike. The TPD has a unique immutable identifier that would be used to

request pseudonyms from A, over a secure channel.

Pseudonyms are generated by A from the identifier and returned to the vehicle. Pseudonyms can

then be used to subscribe to services provided by different organizations, resulting in cryptographic

credentials that can be presented together with pseudonyms to prove certain rights. The credentials

would be bound to specific pseudonyms, thus requiring a vehicle to either use always the same

pseudonym to access a service, or acquire credentials for several pseudonyms.

In the Network on Wheels4 (NoW) project [62, 66, 70] pseudonyms certify not only a public key

pair but also a corresponding MAC address encoded in the pseudonym ID. This allows a cross-layer

addressing concept based on pseudonyms [66], whereby the pseudonym specifies the MAC address

and also enables derivation of addresses for higher communication layers. Thus, by changing

pseudonyms all other addresses or identifiers would seamlessly be changed as well, preventing

tracking due to asynchronous address changes between layers.

Furthermore, a pseudonymity-enhanced packet forwarding scheme is proposed [66]. A node only

forwards messages under the current pseudonym, but also accepts messages addressed to a number

of cached previous pseudonyms. By accepting and reacting on messages for previous pseudonyms

the probability of linking pseudonyms is also increased.

5.1.2 Advanced approaches

A problem with approaches in the previous section is that vehicles have to acquire new certified

pseudonyms periodically. Armknecht et al. [2] present an approach that enables vehicles to generate

CA-certified pseudonyms themselves. PKI+ [148], a pseudonymous PKI solution for ubiquitous

computing environments, is utilized to achieve this. The PKI+ scheme is based on bilinear mappings

on elliptic curves. The general idea of bilinear mappings has already been outlined in Section 4.5.1

as part of the discussion of the MASK protocol.

In the PKI+ scheme, a user first proves its identity and knowledge of a user secret key x to a CA.

The CA computes a master key, as well as a master certificate, and returns both to the user. The

user can then generate pseudonyms based on the master key, master certificate, and the CA public

key. A pseudonym public key is computed from the master certificate, the secret key x, and a

random integer r. A corresponding pseudonym certificate is computed as a signature of knowledge

proof s over the pseudonym public key and the master public key, which is verifiable with the CA

public key. A pseudonym certificate further includes the version number V er of the CA public key

for revocation purposes.

A signature on a message m is performed by computing a signature of knowledge proof ms on m.

Neither the CA nor others can impersonate a user, because the signing secret x is only known to

the user. A verifier checks with the CA public key of version V er that s is a valid signature of

knowledge proof and hence the validity of the pseudonym certificate. Then ms is verified with the

pseudonym public key.

If a user has to be revoked, only the CA can reconstruct the owner of a pseudonym certificate. The

CA publishes new version information V er′, which has to be used by all users to update their keys.

V er′ is chosen so that it is incompatible with the master key and certificate of the revoked user. As

an advantage of the scheme, vehicles are not required to contact a CA or pseudonym provider to

obtain new pseudonyms. The incentive for mounting Sybil attacks is also somewhat lowered because

pseudonyms can be linked to identities once an attack has been detected. However, Sybil attacks

based on unlinkable pseudonyms are hard to detect, and with the proposed scheme authorities

4Network on Wheels project website: http://network-on-wheels.de/
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have no means of controlling the amount of generated pseudonyms, which could otherwise reduce

the scale of Sybil attacks. Additionally, the proposed revocation mechanism does not scale well

with a large user base.

Calandriello et al. [21] present a similar approach to reduce the overhead of key and pseudonym

management. They propose a hybrid scheme that utilizes traditional public key cryptography

and group signatures. Every node is participating in a group signature scheme and possesses

an individual secret key. Users generate random public key pairs to be used for pseudonymous

communication. The public keys are signed with the secret key of the group signature scheme,

yielding a pseudonym certificate that can be verified with the group public key. A receiver of a

pseudonymous message can verify with the group public key that the pseudonym was created by a

legitimate group member, without learning the nodes identity. The group manager, however, is able

to open group signatures and retrieve the signer’s identity if necessary. The scheme obviates the

need to acquire new pseudonyms periodically, but revocation of group membership is a scalability

issue nevertheless.

An approach in a different direction is proposed by Fischer et al. [64]. They introduce a pseudonym

issuance protocol that makes use of blind signatures and secret sharing to ensure that several

authorities are required to cooperate in order to resolve a pseudonym.

In the pseudonym issuance process, a user blinds the public key to be signed and presents shares

of it to a number of certification authorities. Each authority holds a partial secret of a secret key,

which is shared between all servers in a secret sharing scheme. Each authority performs a signature

with its partial secret key on the presented blinded key part, returns it to the user, and stores a

corresponding partial resolution tag in a database. The user can unblind and combine the received

results, yielding a certificate which can be verified with a public key common to all authorities.

The certificate is only valid if k of n servers participated in the issuance process, because otherwise

the threshold of the secret sharing scheme is not reached, thus resulting in an incomplete signature.

All partial resolution tags stored by the certification authorities can be combined for pseudonym

resolution. To resolve a pseudonym, more than t servers have to cooperate in a second secret

sharing scheme in order to link a pseudonym certificate to a tag in the database. They compute a

joint tag for the presented pseudonym which then has to be compared to all tags in the database.

Although the approach effectively prevents misuse of resolution authority, it also incurs considerable

overhead by requiring a number of servers to take part in the certification of a single pseudonym.

Furthermore, pseudonym resolution requires comparisons with all tags stored in the revocation

database, and therefore, does not scale well with the number of users.

5.1.3 Pseudonym changes

Pseudonyms have to be changed periodically because vehicles that always use the same pseudonym

can be easily tracked. Pseudonym changes can only be effective if previous and new pseudonym

are unlinkable. If the anonymity set of similar vehicles is too small, pseudonym changes are

ineffective because pseudonyms could be linked due to vehicle properties. A global eavesdropper

could also estimate motion trajectories for a vehicle, based on position and speed, and correlate the

estimate with positioning information from received messages in order to track vehicles throughout

pseudonym changes [19, 20].

A global eavesdropper is a very strong assumption. It is more likely that an adversary is only

able to install some listening devices in the road network, leaving unobserved zones in between. If

vehicles change their pseudonyms frequently, it is likely that some changes occur in the unobserved

zones. These zones have an anonymizing effect similar to Chaum’s mix servers (see Sections 4.2.1,

and 4.4.1) and are therefore called mix zones. Vehicles leaving a mix zone cannot be trivially
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linked to vehicles that previously entered it. The number of a mix zone’s entry and exit points

also influences the probability of an adversary successfully linking entering and emerging vehicles.

Buttyán et al. [20] define a metric for the effectiveness of pseudonym changes based on the concept

of mix zones, by calculating the success probability of an adversary.

The concept of mix contexts [69, 70] supports vehicles to identify suitable situations for pseudonym

changes based on context information, such as the number of vehicles in the vicinity. Each vehicle

can assess the context and calculate the level of anonymity that could be achieved with a pseudonym

change. If the value exceeds a certain threshold, a pseudonym change is triggered. Other vehicles

are expected to behave similarly to achieve the desired effect. As a result of the mix context

approach, pseudonyms can be used more efficiently.

Li et al. [100] propose a similar protocol in which vehicles assess the context, and loosely coordinate

pseudonym changes with each other. After changing pseudonyms, vehicles remain silent for a

random time period. It is also proposed that vehicles use the coordination phase to exchange their

actual pseudonymous identifiers and switch to these rather than using new pseudonyms. However,

silent periods may break applications that require a high beacon frequency.

In locations that provide a good mix context, e.g. road intersections, virtual mix zones can be set

up cryptographically. In the CMIX protocol [67], a road-side unit distributes a symmetric mix key

to vehicles approaching a virtual mix zone. The key is thereby encrypted with the public key of

the approaching vehicle. Inside the mix zone, all communication is encrypted with the mix key

and vehicles can change pseudonyms without an outside attacker being able to link pseudonyms.

Virtual mix zones can also enhance pseudonym changes in highway scenarios by letting each RSU

administer a mix zone following its position [105].

The CARAVAN protocol [131] combines silent periods with group communication. Vehicles moving

in the same direction dynamically form groups. A group leader distributes a symmetric key for

group communication. Group members encrypt communication between each other, and remain

silent otherwise. All communication with infrastructure services is routed through the group leader,

which functions as a mix device for the group members. The group communication approach saves

pseudonyms and enhances privacy.

5.1.4 Discussion

PKI-based systems meet most requirements of Chapter 3, and have the advantage of being based on

scrutinized security concepts. However, almost all presented approaches require vehicles to either

store a large amount of key material and certificates, or frequently request new pseudonyms from a

pseudonym provider. Therefore, these schemes may incur storage and communication overhead.

Secure and tamper-proof storage space for key material is also expensive and corresponding

requirements should therefore be kept low. Additional communication overhead is introduced

by attaching public key certificates to each message to enable verification. Certificates increase

message size significantly, especially in case of otherwise lightweight messages like beacons.

Self-generation of pseudonyms omits the need for frequent pseudonym updates, at the price of losing

control over pseudonym usage. Supporters of self-generated pseudonyms argue that incentives for

Sybil attacks are low because authorities are able to identify a pseudonym’s origin. That view

presumes that Sybil attacks are detected, but skilled adversaries may be able to stay unnoticed.

With infrastructure provided pseudonyms, on the other hand, the scale of Sybil attacks can be

limited in advance by only distributing a controlled number of pseudonyms, or pseudonyms with

short lifetimes, to vehicles.

Another issue of significance in PKI systems is certificate revocation and the corresponding

distribution of certificate revocation information. CRLs grow in size considerably with an increasing
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number of network members, especially if pseudonyms have to be listed in CRLs as well. Most

presented revocation solutions scale badly with network size. Reverting to passive revocation by

shortening pseudonym lifetimes is a feasible solution, but also allows revoked nodes to continue

using the network until their pseudonyms are expired.

Some of the presented approaches [67, 105, 117] also rely heavily on road-side units and infrastructure

access, and are therefore not suitable solutions for early VANET deployment phases. Protocols

not operating under real-time constraints could, however, revert to other technologies, like cellular

networks, to access infrastructure services.

5.2 Symmetric Cryptography

Symmetric cryptography schemes require less computational effort than asymmetric operations, but

usually lack the ability to verify who signed, or encrypted, a message. Therefore, authentication

solutions based on symmetric encryption have to somehow emulate asymmetric properties.

Choi et al. [41] propose a symmetric key scheme for VANETs based on anonymous routing and

identity escrow. Short-term pseudonyms are used to achieve privacy against peers. Privacy against

authorities is achieved by distinguishing between front end authorities that provide pseudonyms,

and back end authorities that are able to resolve pseudonyms.

A vehicle first has to register with a back end authority, called ombudsman OM . The OM assigns

a unique identifier ID to the vehicle, and computes a number of distinct handles HDi for the

vehicle by hashing the ID, a seed value SD, and a counter T . Mappings between handles and ID

are stored for resolution purposes. The handles can then be used by vehicles as a set of long-term

pseudonymous identifiers.

When a node associates with a new base station BS, for example when entering the vicinity of a

RSU, it encrypts its current handle with the public key of the BS and sends it to BS. BS computes

a series of values Oi by hashing the presented handle HDk with a time value t. The amount of

computed values should correspond to the number of pseudonyms expected to be required by

the vehicle in the current region. The first part of each Oi functions as a pseudonym identifier

PSi
k, and the remainder functions as a corresponding session key KSi

k. The base station retains a

mapping of these values to the handle, and the node can create keyed MACs with a pseudonym

session key KSi
k for outgoing messages.

Receiving nodes are not able to verify MACs because only the sending node and the base station

have knowledge of the session keys, thus if a receiver needs to verify a message, it has to forward it

to the base station. Pseudonyms can be resolved by a two step process. Presented with a MAC,

the base station that issued the pseudonym first determines the handle HDk of the user, in a

second step the ombudsman OM performs an identity lookup for the given handle in its database.

The proposed scheme is highly efficient because it is solely based on one-way functions. Furthermore,

it is sufficient to return seed and timer values to the user as results of handle and pseudonym

issuance, because users can calculate the actual handle and pseudonym values themselves. Thus,

communication overhead for pseudonym issuance is kept at a minimum. Nevertheless, the system

has a significant drawback in limiting MAC verification to base stations and thereby rendering

other nodes incapable of directly authenticating received messages.

Hu and Laberteaux [81] adapt the TESLA broadcast authentication protocol [118] to the VANET

scenario. As outlined shortly in Section 4.5.1, TESLA utilizes time to create asymmetric properties

similar to public key cryptography. A user computes a key chain and releases keys subsequently in

fixed time intervals. Each message is authenticated with a key that has not been released yet, and
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receivers have to buffer messages until the corresponding key is released and the message can be

verified. The authenticity of a message can be verified with any key higher up in the chain.

The VANET adaption of TESLA [81] is based on the idea that TESLA keys would have only very

short lifetimes, for example 100 ms, and could therefore be shorter in length than public keys or

general symmetric keys. To achieve better trust, each vehicle also has a set of public keys and

corresponding pseudonym certificates signed by a CA. Pseudonyms are only used to sign anchors

of the key chains, i.e. key k0.

When two vehicles enter each others reception range, they exchange certificates once to obtain

each others TESLA anchors, and only use symmetric TESLA keys subsequently to authenticate

messages. Keys belonging to the same key chain as the presented anchor can be traced back to it

and thus verified. Keys are disclosed by integrating them in periodic messages, without incurring

much overhead due to the small key size.

The proposed scheme provides efficient authentication while reducing certificate exchanges to

a minimum. Authentication is delayed, however, and could pose a problem for time-critical

applications. Additionally, TESLA keys are unsuitable for multi-hop forwarding because the keys

expire too quickly, and also because actual receivers might not receive disclosed keys.

Another secure anonymous broadcast protocol based symmetric encryption is proposed by Lauren-

deau and Barbeau [99]. Vehicles are issued a unique identifier IDi by their home CA, together

with a secret key SKi shared between CA and vehicle. Shared network authorization keys AKl

are used in local regions to authenticate messages. These authorization keys are managed by local

CAs to achieve better scalability. A vehicle entering a new local region has to contact the local CA

to obtain the current authorization key. In the key request message, as well as all other messages,

the identifier of the vehicle’s home CA is included together with an encryption of the vehicle’s

identifier IDi and a message hash under the key SKi. The local CA can present the encrypted

part to the specified home CA in order to verify that the vehicle is still allowed to communicate.

Once the current key AKl is obtained, vehicles use it to compute HMACs with it, which can be

verified by all other vehicles in the same region. Local authorization keys have to be renewed in

certain time intervals to ensure that revoked vehicles cannot create valid HMACs anymore. The

approach has to rely on an in-car TPM to compute the identifier encryptions, otherwise users could

obtain AKl with an encryption of a valid ID, and afterwards include wrong identifiers in all other

messages to effectively evade identity resolution.

Xi et al. [146] propose an authentication protocol for V2I communication based on symmetric

random key sets. A vehicle is provided with a pre-installed set of symmetric keys drawn at random

from a shared key pool. Depending on the size of the key pool, several vehicles will share the

same keys, thus forming an anonymity set. Key sets would be renewed at annual inspections or

registration renewals. The whole key pool would also be known to infrastructure nodes so that

they are able to verify authenticated messages, but without learning the identity of the vehicle. In

scenarios where authentication with unique identities is required, a vehicle can use its whole key set

for authentication, under the assumption that the characteristics of a vehicle’s key set can perform

as a fingerprint. The approach lacks scalability, because compromised keys cannot be easily revoked.

Furthermore, the fact that infrastructure nodes have to have access to the whole key pool for

verification is undesirable, and increases the likelihood of key compromise or impersonation attacks.

The latter would, however, not harm vehicles or drivers, because resolvability is not supported.

5.2.1 Discussion

Symmetric encryption schemes are highly efficient for message authentication and message processing

in general. But symmetric key solutions lack the asymmetric properties of public key systems,
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and therefore have to compromise to be able to provide non-repudiation. Some approaches limit

verification ability to RSUs or trusted entities, others delay verification by releasing used keys

in certain time intervals. Both approaches debrief message receivers from the ability to verify

signatures in real-time.

Key management and distribution in symmetric schemes is also challenging and often does not scale

well in large networks. Most approaches introduce complicated revocation schemes to somehow

maintain control over shared key material. A considerable number of solutions also include public

key pairs and certificates into their schemes to alleviate the absence of asymmetric properties.

5.3 Group Signatures

Group signatures [38] provide conditional anonymity to the members of a group. Each group

member can create signatures which can be verified with a common group public key, hence a

verifier can determine that a message originated from a valid group member but not from whom.

Only the group manager is able to determine the identity of a signer, because it assigned either

individual secret keys or membership certificates to the group members. Thus, group signatures

provide accountability without requiring every node to attach a public key certificate to each

message.

Zhang et al. [149] introduce an authentication scheme for VANETs based on short group signa-

tures [14, 15]. A trusted authority functions as the group manager and generates a group public

key, as well as secret keys and revocation tokens for all group members. Group members sign

messages with their individual secret keys, and receivers verify signatures with the group public

key. The proposed group signature scheme is based on bilinear maps and signatures are realized as

signature of knowledge proofs about the ownership of a secret.

The scheme also supports revocation in form of revocation tokens Bij , which can be used to revoke

group member Mi at time interval j and can be published on revocation lists. As an advantage,

all messages signed by Mi before j remain unlinkable and their signatures valid. Revocation lists

have to be distributed and may not be up to date at every node, but unlike other schemes it is not

necessary to change the group public key after exclusion of a group member. A user’s identity can

be resolved by presenting a signature to the group manger for opening.

A similar approach that also utilizes short group signatures [15] is proposed by Lin et al. [101].

Group signatures are utilized in V2V communication with a CA acting as group manager. The CA

computes individual secret keys from unique identifiers of vehicles so that storing the identifier

and a part of the secret key is sufficient to determine the identity of a group member. That way,

accountability is achieved while at the same time impersonation attacks are prevented.

Revocation is realized by distributing revocation lists, also termed verifier-local revocation (VLR).

A difference to other scheme is that revocation lists are only allowed to grow to a threshold t to

avoid increasing verification times. As soon as t vehicles have been revoked the group public key

and individual secret keys are updated. However, the issue of timely distribution of revocation

information persists.

Guo et al. [76] extend the group signature concept to a hierarchical multi-level authentication

framework with role-based access control. Groups are hierarchically organized according to

geographic units, e.g. a country group is subdivided into state groups, which are further divided

into regions. In a region several groups would exist to represent different vehicle categories, e.g.

personal vehicles, emergency vehicles, public transportation vehicles, and so forth. Regional CAs

would act as group managers and assign individual group signing keys to vehicles depending on

their vehicle category. The number of groups, or vehicle categories, in a region would be relatively
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small so that the public keys of all groups could be preloaded onto vehicles registered in that region.

Therefore obviating the need for vehicles to distribute public key certificates on their own.

Foreigners could request regional public keys from base stations, when entering a new region.

Because groups would match vehicle categories, group membership can be utilized for role-based

access control, e.g. warnings about approaching emergency vehicles would only be accepted from

vehicles belonging to the emergency vehicle group. The authors further propose to provide vehicles

with secret keys for each hierarchy level, so that a vehicle can switch to a higher hierarchy level

when entering a different region. Thus, vehicles would gain a larger anonymity set but enjoy fewer

access rights because their roles could not be determined when using region or state keys. It is

obvious that the proposed scheme would require extensive key management, but assigning roles to

vehicles is, nonetheless, an elegant solution to govern usage of certain applications.

Rabadi and Mahmud [120] employ a group signature scheme to let vehicles sign self-generated

pseudonym certificates. A CA functions as group manager and distributes secret keys to all

members. Vehicles then generate random public key pairs and create a corresponding public key

certificate by signing it with the individual group key. As a result, the CA is not required to certify

pseudonyms because user-generated pseudonym certificates can be verified with the group public

key. Identity resolution is supported, as well as revocation. Revocation requires the group manager

to communicate with a TPM in the vehicle and trigger it to erase the secret key, to prevent further

pseudonym generation. For resolution purposes, CAs are required to store individual private keys

in an accessible way, which rises concerns about potential abuse.

A quite different scheme for V2I communication is outlined by Sha et al. [135]. The proposed

scheme emulates properties of group signatures with general public key cryptography. Vehicles are

organized in groups. Each group member knows the group identifier GID, the group version VG,

its own private key and the public keys of all other group members. The public keys are stored in

an ordered list, and a binary tree is computed over the list with the public keys as leaves, and each

intermediate node identifying a sub-tree.

When a vehicle sends a request to a RSU, it encrypts it with the public key of the RSU and

includes GID, VG, a random session key, a timestamp, and the ID of a sub-tree that includes its

public key. Depending on the depth of the selected sub-tree, the user can achieve different levels of

privacy, e.g. a shallow sub-tree will provide less privacy than a large sub-tree. The receiver checks

that it has the same group version VG, and returns a challenge to verify that the vehicle’s public

key is in the selected sub-tree. The challenge consists of a random value x individually encrypted

with all public keys from the sub-key. The vehicle decrypts the part encrypted with its public

key and returns x as a response to the challenge. As a result, the RSU verified the vehicles group

membership successfully. The scheme does not support resolvability, and is highly inefficient due

to its multi-round nature and the communication overhead introduced by it.

5.3.1 Discussion

Group signature schemes achieve authentication similar to public key schemes, but without requiring

pseudonym changes. Individual nodes are not traceable because they are only identified as group

members, but not as individual entities. Certificates do not need to be attached to every message,

because the number of group public keys is small enough to distribute the corresponding group

public key certificates through infrastructure nodes, or other distribution methods not involving

vehicles.

However, the computation of group signatures is computational expensive and incurs processing

overhead [76]. Another issue is the generation of individual secret keys by the group manager.

Users receive their secret key from the group manager, and therefore, have to give up autonomous
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control of their secret key material. Some approaches also require the group manager to store

secret user keys and actively use them for identity resolution. This gives rise to potential abuse

and also turns group managers into interesting targets for attackers.

Revocation of group membership is also an issue, especially in very dynamic groups. Most

approaches employ verifier-local revocation and distribute revocation lists with user specific

revocation tokens that have to be checked on verification.

5.4 Identity-Based Cryptography

Identity-based cryptography (IBC) is based on the idea of deriving public keys from identifiers.

Presented with a signature, a verifier can check its validity merely by knowing the sender’s identifier.

Public keys or additional certificates are not required, because authenticity is implicitly guaranteed

due to the fact that only authorized entities receive a secret key corresponding to an identifier.

The secret keys have to be generated and assigned by a centralized trusted authority to prevent

that anyone with knowledge of an identifier can derive a corresponding private key.

Kamat et al. [92] propose an identity-based authentication framework for VANETs which employs

the identity-based encryption scheme of Boneh and Franklin [13] on bilinear maps. Vehicles

are equipped with unique identifiers, an ordinary public key pair, and a corresponding identity

certificate. Identity-based cryptography is used for short-lived pseudonyms which are generated by

RSUs for vehicles. A central trusted authority issues unique identifiers IDV to vehicles, and also

computes the system parameters and master secret s for the IBC scheme. The system parameters

are publicly published for all network members. Each RSU receives the system parameters, as well

as the master secret s, and an individual symmetric key SKi.

A vehicle request pseudonyms from a RSU by sending its identifier, and the corresponding certificate,

encrypted with the RSU’s public key. The RSU authenticates the vehicle based on the certificate,

and checks that the identity certificate has not been revoked. After the vehicle has been successfully

authenticated, the RSU creates a pseudonym by encrypting the vehicle identifier and a timestamp

TS with SKi, and concatenating the result with the RSU identifier IDRSU , TS, and a string

denoting the pseudonym holder as a vehicle.

PIDi = (vehicle ‖ ESKi(IDV , TS) ‖ IDRSU ‖ TS)

A corresponding pseudonym private key PSKi is than extracted from the pseudonym identifier

PIDi and the master secret s with the extract operation of the IBC scheme [13]. The pseudonym

key pair (PIDi, PSKi) is then encrypted with the vehicle’s public key and send to the vehicle.

Afterwards, the vehicle can engage in pseudonymous communication by using PIDi as sender

address and signing messages with PSKi. Receivers can verify the signature based on PIDi and

the published system parameters.

Identity resolution can be performed by the trusted authority by looking up the secret key SKi

of the RSU, specified in the PIDi, in a secret key database. The vehicles identity can then be

decrypted with SKi. A problem of the scheme is the reliance on symmetric keys shared between

trusted authority and RSUs—a user is not protected against abuse of the authority conferred to

RSUs. Furthermore, a centralised secret key database is a worthwhile target for adversaries.

Sun et al. [141] take a similar approach and also utilize an IBC scheme to omit pseudonym certificates.

In the proposed scheme, pseudonym identifiers consist of a pseudonym ID, an expiration date,

and a home region identifier. Pseudonym identifiers and corresponding private keys are issued by

regional trust authorities, which publish region specific system parameters and retain mappings

between unique vehicle identities and issued pseudonyms.
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Vehicles registered in the same region can verify each others signatures based on the published

system parameters and their pseudonym identifiers. When a vehicle enters a different region, it uses

its current pseudonym to request a set of pseudonyms from the trusted authority of that region, to be

able to take part in the local IBC scheme. The responsible authority retains a pseudonym-pseudonym

mapping for accountability reasons. Vehicles have to request new pseudonyms periodically, similar

to public key schemes discussed in Section 5.1.1, but less storage space is required because only the

pseudonym identifier and the corresponding secret key have to be stored rather than an additional

public key certificate. When a vehicle requests new pseudonyms it authenticates itself with a

unique identifier, and before generating pseudonyms the issuing authority checks that the vehicle

is not listed on a certificate revocation list.

Identity resolution is coupled to a threshold signature scheme. k of n authorities, e.g. law

enforcement agencies and judges, have to perform partial signatures on a message to be resolved.

The signature on the message is thereby only valid, if k or more authorities cooperated, and hence

support the identity resolution. The regional trust authority that issued a pseudonym can be

identified by the home region ID, which is part of the pseudonym identifier, and the threshold-signed

message is submitted to it. If the signature is valid, the authority retrieves the pseudonym-identity

mapping from its database and returns the identity. Although the threshold signature scheme

prevents unjustified identity resolution requests, it does not protect against compromise of the

trusted authority.

AnonySign [96] is also based on IBC on bilinear maps but enables signature verification without

the need to disclose the signer’s identifier. A trusted authority assigns unique identifiers IDi to

vehicles, and computes corresponding private keys (Di, Si). A vehicle A computes a signature on a

message m with DA and SA. A receiver B only needs its own identity IDB , as well as secret keys

DB and SB , to verify that the signature originated from someone with valid private keys from the

same IBC scheme. This is possible due to properties of bilinear mappings, whereby two expressions

constructed from DB, SB, and the signature components hold true if, and only if, all involved

private keys have been created under the same secret system parameter t. Therefore, the scheme

does not require periodic pseudonym changes, because no identifying information is included in any

signatures. Identity resolution can only be performed by the trusted authority with knowledge of t,

but requires computations with the secret keys of each registered user until an equality is fulfilled.

Lu et al. [103] propose a scheme that utilizes identity-based cryptography [13] and group signatures.

A trusted authority TA sets up an IBC scheme and publishes corresponding system parameters.

Vehicles have a unique identity, which is used to authenticate with the TA to obtain a pseudonym.

TA generates a pseudonym, or better pseudo identifier, by encrypting the vehicle identifier with its

public key and extracting a corresponding private key from it. The vehicle can use the resulting

key pair as a pseudonym in authentication processes with RSUs under control of TA. These

transactions are anonymous but linkable, because only one pseudonym is issued per vehicle.

When a vehicle enters the vicinity of a RSU, it receives information messages from it, and requests

a short-time anonymous key certificate to take part in a local group signature scheme. The group

identifier thereby doubles as the group public key. The RSU checks that the presented pseudonym

is not listed on a CRL, and issues a group membership certificate, valid only for a short period of

time. The RSU further retains a mapping between group membership certificate and pseudonym.

Afterwards, the vehicle can perform group signatures on messages by proving possession of a

membership certificate, and therefore communicate anonymously with other vehicles.

Identity resolution is realized by the TA opening the group signature of a message, and retrieving

the identifier of the RSU that issued the group membership certificate. The RSU can then be

contacted and returns the pseudonym corresponding to the presented membership certificate. In

the last step, the TA decrypts the pseudonym with the symmetric key, used for encryption in the

beginning, yielding the real vehicle identifier.
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Another scheme [68] combines identity-based cryptography with ring signatures. Ring signatures are

similar to group signatures but do not require a group manager, instead a signer can spontaneously

join a group by including public keys of other group managers in the signing process. The authors

propose to use ELPs as unique identifiers and as public keys for vehicles. A trusted authority

computes private keys for vehicles corresponding to a hashed version of their ELP.

To sign a message in the ring signature scheme, a vehicle gathers identifiers, i.e. public keys, of

surrounding vehicles resulting in a set L = {ID1, ID2, . . . , IDn, } with IDs being its own identifier.

The set L is included in the signature generation process resulting in a signature (σ, L) on message

m. The proposed ring signature scheme is based on bilinear mappings so that signature verification

is achieved by checking an equality which proves that a signature has been generated by one

identity in L, but does not reveal which one.

If identity resolution is required, all identities in L have to be contacted to prove that they did

not perform the signature. The proof is based on computing an inequality that only holds, if the

prover did not perform the original signature. Thus, all vehicles whose identifiers were used in L

have to cooperate otherwise the signer cannot be determined.

5.4.1 Discussion

Identity-based cryptography schemes have the advantage of not relying on public key certificates

to prove authenticity of public keys. Instead, identifiers are used as public keys with implied

authenticity, because only the entity corresponding to the identifier would be able to obtain a

private key from the key generating authority. As a result, communication is more efficient because

no public keys and certificates have to be attached to messages. The identifier of a sender is

sufficient to verify a message signature. Additionally, IBC schemes are storage efficient because of

the same reasons.

A disadvantage of IBC schemes is the reliance on a centralized trusted authority for key generation.

Due to their centralization, they pose a logical target for adversaries with devastating effects in

case of successful attacks—a compromised authority could impersonate any user and also resolve

arbitrary pseudonymous messages to sender identities.

In almost all presented schemes identity resolution is a computationally expensive process, which

becomes quickly inefficient with an increasing number of users. The authority of identity resolution

is further concentrated in one entity, thus facilitating abuse. Only the solution of Sun et al. [141]

requires a threshold signature scheme for identity resolution, which, however, does not prevent

abuse by the trusted authority itself.

Signature verification is also an expensive process due to costly operations on bilinear maps. The

performance issue is down played in most schemes, e.g. Lu et al. [103] argue for the feasibility

of their proposal by providing execution time measurements for cryptographic operations based

on tests performed on desktop computers with Pentium 4 3 GHz processors, which are hardly

comparable in performance to embedded low-power computing platforms envisioned for vehicle

integration.

5.5 Other Approaches

Although most approaches for conditional pseudonymity in VANETs are covered by the previous

sections, some do not fit into these categories because of radically differing ideas. Two of these

approaches are discussed in the remainder of this section.
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5.5.1 Privacy with crowds

VIPER [33] is a vehicle-to-infrastructure communication protocol that utilizes the crowds concept,

described in Section 4.4.1, to protect sender privacy. Instead of sending messages directly to a

RSU, vehicles first forward messages between each other before a random node passes it on to the

RSU. The sender encrypts messages with the public key of the destination RSU and an individual

encryption factor in a universal re-encryption scheme. Relay nodes re-encrypt messages with their

own encryption factor without learning the message content. Only the destination RSU is able

decrypt the full message with its private key.

Each relay node flips a biased coin to decide if a message should be forwarded to another node or

passed on to the RSU. Furthermore, time is slotted, and vehicles are required to send a batch of

message at the end of each time slot to prevent tracking of incoming and outgoing messages. If the

RSU wants to reply to a message, it computes a HMAC for the reply with a symmetric key shared

between RSU and vehicle, and broadcasts the message. Each node can test if it is the destination

by computing a HMAC with its shared key and checking for equality.

Discussion

The proposed scheme successfully adapts the crowds concept to vehicular ad hoc networks, but

suffers some drawbacks. Due to the delay caused by the re-routing in the crowd, the communication

scheme can only be employed for non-critical applications without time constraints. A more serious

disadvantage is the communication overhead incurred by requiring each vehicle to forward several

messages in fixed time intervals. Depending on chosen time intervals, these messages could saturate

the medium completely, so that other applications, possibly even safety-critical ones, could be

affected as well.

5.5.2 Privacy policies

Duri et al. [55, 56] introduce a policy-based data protection framework which aims to provide data

confidentiality and integrity for data collection applications in road scenarios. Privacy policies

govern the release of data, based on requester information and other context-sensitive constraints,

without user assistance.

As an example application scenario, the authors outline a pay-for-use car insurance application,

where insurance costs are based on the actual usage of the vehicle. After a driver subscribed to such

a service with a service provider, the vehicle has to transmit collected sensor data to the service

provider for billing purposes. Data could be either provided as aggregated information or single

sensor values, and the release of data should be defined by user service agreements and privacy

policies. In-car data management has to be performed by a hardware or software component that

is trusted to adhere to the defined policies by both, driver and service provider.

The proposed policies are based on P3P [48], and enable detailed specification about who can

access what data, for which purpose, and under what constraints. Constraints can be event-based,

e.g. the air bag has been deployed thus an emergency can be assumed. Other constraints could

be geographical or temporal, e.g. limited to certain regions or limited to daytime hours. Data

retention policies can be also specified, i.e. how long data can be retained and to whom it can be

distributed, but compliance to such policy parts is not enforced technically. Policies can also be

composed in hierarchies to support the specification of complex policy systems that still facilitate

flexible and dynamic decisions with a rules engine.
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Discussion

Although data protection and controlled data release is not directly relevant for conditional

pseudonymity in IVC systems it is of importance in the general context of deployment and

commercialization of VANET technology. Privacy policies alone are not a sufficient solution for

privacy protection, because compliance with user defined data usage, data retention, and data

distribution policies is not technologically enforced on service provider side. Although policies

can act as binding contracts between users and service providers, enforcement of compliance with

technical, i.e. cryptographical, means is desirable.

5.6 Summary

This chapter surveyed existing research on privacy in vehicular ad hoc networks, and outlined

the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches. In the following, the main approaches

are shortly summarized and compared to each other. The crowds approach and the policy-based

solution are thereby excluded, because they only cover certain communication scenarios and are

not applicable to privacy-preserving communication in general, and are therefore not directly

comparable to the other categories.

Privacy approaches based on public key cryptography equip vehicles with a set of random public key

pairs and corresponding certificates as pseudonyms. Although signature generation and verification

are straightforward, they are less efficient than comparable symmetric operations. Furthermore,

public key certificates have to be attached to messages to enable verification, thus incurring

communication overhead. Users also have to change pseudonyms periodically to avoid tracking,

and therefore have to obtain new pseudonym sets in regular intervals as well. Both properties

incur considerable communication overhead in comparison to group signature or identity-based

authentication schemes. Some approaches support pseudonym self-generation, but at the price

of losing control over pseudonym usage. Network membership is usually revoked by distributing

CRLs listing unique identifiers of revoked vehicles in order to deny acquisition of new pseudonyms.

Identity resolution is supported by all approaches based on public keys, but distribution of resolution

authority is not necessarily enforced. Instead, CAs or pseudonym providers store easily accessible

pseudonym-identity mappings. In general, public key schemes incur some communication and

storage overhead, but are also based on established cryptographic operations with significant

industry penetration.

Schemes based on symmetric cryptography are desirable, because symmetric operations are highly

efficient and considerably faster than any of the other approaches. However, symmetric schemes

require signer and verifier to share a key, thus posing impersonation and accountability issues. The

outlined symmetric schemes go considerable lengths to emulate asymmetric properties of public

key systems—often introducing other issues and limitations. Message receivers are often prevented

from instantly verifying signatures, because of delayed key disclosure or infrastructure reliance

for verification. Thus, symmetric schemes lose their efficiency advantage over public key schemes,

due to the effort required to achieve non-repudiation and accountability. Key management poses

an even greater challenge than certificate revocation in public key systems. As a result, many

symmetric schemes utilize public key cryptography for some protocol parts. The comparison with

public key cryptography also holds true for group signatures and IBC because they share similar

properties.

Group signature schemes provide anonymity for a user within all members of a group. Each group

member has an individual secret key for signing or, more correctly, a membership certificate the

user proves possession of in a signature of knowledge proof. Group signatures can be verified with
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a group public key, so that receivers can verify that a message originated from a group member,

without learning the sender’s identity. Group signatures have the advantage over public key and

symmetric schemes that it is not required to periodically change pseudonyms and keys, but network

identifiers should still be changed periodically to prevent tracking based on them. Group signature

schemes do not require the attachment of certificates to messages. The number of group public

keys is determined by the number of groups which is usually low, thus group public key certificates

can be distributed more efficiently. Despite all the advantages, group signature generation and

verification incur more processing overhead than asymmetric or symmetric schemes. Furthermore,

secret keys have to be assigned by a trusted authority acting as group manager. In some solutions,

the group manager retains secret keys for accountability purposes, while other schemes require

group managers to jointly generate secret keys with the users. The latter provides better user

privacy but also incurs additional communication overhead because of multi-pass protocols for

key establishment. Another issue is the revocation of group membership, which is often solved by

distributing revocation lists that have to be checked by verifiers. Verifying that the originator of

a group signature has not been revoked is computationally more expensive than CRL checks in

public key schemes.

Identity-based cryptography further reduces communication overhead by utilizing a sender’s

identifier as the public key. Corresponding secret keys have to be issued by a trusted party in

possession of the scheme’s master secret, because otherwise anybody could generate secret keys

corresponding to arbitrary identifiers. Identity-based schemes also obviate public key certificates,

because authenticity of a user is already implied by possessing the secret key for an identifier.

Thus IBC schemes have significantly reduced communication and storage overhead in comparison

to the other approaches. Nevertheless, verification of identity-based signatures is more expensive

than symmetric and asymmetric operations, yet similar in effort to group signatures because

both are based on bilinear mappings. Identifiers also have to be changed periodically similar to

asymmetric and symmetric schemes. IBC schemes have to rely on a trusted authority for secret key

generation, similar to group signature schemes and some symmetric schemes. Identity resolution

for identity-based schemes, as well as group signatures, is also less efficient than asymmetric or

symmetric approaches.

Summarized, public key schemes inherently support efficient accountability but incur processing and

communication overhead. Symmetric schemes reduce both, but struggle to provide non-repudiation

properties with complex key schemes. Group signatures and identity-based approaches significantly

reduce communication and storage overhead while still providing accountability, but at the expense

of increased processing overhead.
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Chapter 5 provided a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art research on privacy in VANETs.

Five critical components can be identified, which are common to all outlined approaches. Pseudonym

issuance is the first component required in pseudonymous communication systems, i.e. vehicles

have to obtain pseudonyms somehow. Pseudonym usage has to address the issue of limiting the

number of pseudonyms that can be used in parallel, to prevent Sybil attacks. Message receivers are

concerned with pseudonym and signature verification, the process has to be highly efficient in order

to support applications with real-time requirements. In case of legal offenses, pseudonym resolution

has to be performed, possibly followed by credential or certificate revocation. All steps somehow

affect each other. Pseudonym issuance has to take pseudonym resolution and certificate revocation

into account, e.g. by storing mappings between pseudonyms and unique vehicle identifiers. Effective

control and limitation of pseudonym usage depends on how pseudonyms are distributed and used.

Pseudonym resolution and credential revocation inherently depend on the measures taken in the

pseudonym issuance process.

In the approaches of Chapter 5, pseudonyms are either issued by trusted authorities or self-generated

by vehicles. The latter has the advantage of reduced communication overhead when compared to

periodic pseudonym refills, but also prevents effective control of pseudonym usage because the

amount of available pseudonyms in the network cannot be pre-defined. Pseudonym issuance by

trusted authorities does not prevent parallel usage, but can limit the extent of potential Sybil attacks

to the pseudonym set currently held by the attacker. Short pseudonym lifetimes restrict the extent

of Sybil attacks further, but also require vehicles to contact authorities more frequently. Limiting

parallel usage is a hard problem in general, due to the unlinkability property of pseudonyms, unless

all cryptographic operations are solely performed by a TPM. Shifting all cryptographic operations

to the TPM is a workable solution, but it requires more capable, and thus more expensive, TPMs

than required for secure key storage alone. Thus, a more cost-effective approach is preferred.

Therefore, the framework presented in the following is based on issued pseudonyms, rather than

self-generated ones, due to better usage control abilities. Pseudonym verification and message

signature verification has to be as efficient as possible. Group signatures and identity-based

cryptography are, therefore, problematic choices despite their favorable characteristics in terms of

anonymity and communication efficiency. Symmetric operations are more efficient than asymmetric

ones, but introduce a level of complexity for verification and key distribution, in order to emulate

asymmetric properties, that neutralizes the efficiency advantage, especially in comparison with

efficient digital signature schemes on elliptic curves like ECDSA [91]. As a result from the listed

points and the maturity of asymmetric cryptography, a public key approach is adopted in the

proposed solution.

Several PKI-based privacy solutions have been discussed in Section 5.1 that enable privacy-

preserving V2V/V2I communication. However, with the exception of the work of Fischer et al. [64],

all approaches fail to provide adequate user privacy against authorities. Authorities store direct

mappings between pseudonyms and vehicle identifiers for resolution purposes, but without any

guarantee that information is stored securely. Users have to trust authorities that these mappings

are not misused or abused, and that access to the sensitive data is only granted to law enforcement

agencies in well-defined situations, e.g. with a warrant from a judge. These limitations only exist

as policies, but are not enforced technologically in any way, thus abuse by single or colluding
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authorities cannot be prevented. Perfect forward privacy—the privacy pendant to perfect forward

secrecy defined in Section 3.3.4—is also not enforced. In theory, an authority with access to the

mapping database could uncover and link all pseudonyms of a user. Only Fischer et al. [64] utilize

a blind signature scheme in the pseudonym issuance process to enforce privacy protection in face

of authorities. A secret sharing scheme is also employed to prevent abuse of pseudonym-identity

mappings. However, the proposed solution is overly complex in requiring several authorities to

cooperate in the issuance of a pseudonym certificate. Furthermore, resolution tags have to be

generated and managed by each authority for pseudonym resolution purposes.

This Chapter introduces the new concept of pseudonyms with embedded identities and provides

a corresponding framework for conditional pseudonymity in VANETs. The proposed solution

does not only provide conditional pseudonymity for V2V/V2I communications and user privacy

against authorities, but also removes the necessity for authorities to store pseudonym-identity

mappings while still supporting pseudonym resolution. Section 6.1 outlines the general concept of

pseudonyms with embedded identities. In Section 6.2, a privacy-preserving pseudonym issuance

protocol is defined based on the new concept. Section 6.3 defines a corresponding pseudonym

resolution protocol that enforces distributed resolution authority and also provides perfect forward

privacy. Table 6.1 summarizes the notation employed throughout the chapter.

6.1 Pseudonyms with Embedded Identities

In public key-based pseudonymous communication systems, a pseudonym is usually a certificate

issued by a CA on the public key of a random key pair. The public key pair is generated by the

user, and only the public key is presented to the CA for signing, while the corresponding private

key is kept secret. Pseudonym certificates are stripped of any identifying information and only

contain a random pseudonym ID and information about the issuing authority to allow verification.

In the proposed scheme, a vehicle V is registered under a long-term vehicle identifier idV with a

trusted certification authority CA in its home region. The vehicle registration authority of that

region could take on this responsibility, thus consequentially consolidating authority over electronic

license plates (ELP) with authority over physical license plates. To enable privacy-preserving

communication, a vehicle V obtains pseudonyms Pi from a pseudonym provider PP . Pseudonym

providers should be independent of CAs dealing with unique identifiers, so that vehicles can obtain

pseudonyms from one or more arbitrary pseudonym providers. The ability to resolve pseudonyms

to identities is restricted to a number of resolution authorities RAk. Resolution authority can

be conferred to law enforcement agencies, judges, pseudonym providers, or other institutions in

accordance with regional, national, or international regulations and laws.

The main idea of the new scheme, inspired by electronic voting protocols and electronic cash

schemes, is to embed a vehicle’s unique identifier idV in a pseudonym certificate as a V-token.

A V-token contains idV and idCA, and is encrypted with the shared public key PKRA of the

resolution authorities. As a result, a V-token can only be decrypted by RAi with access to the

corresponding secret key SKRA. V-tokens have to be unlinkable to prevent linking of pseudonyms

based on them. Therefore, additional randomness is introduced to the encryption process to ensure

that V-tokens are distinct and unlinkable, i.e. presented with two V-tokens should not be possible

to determine if they refer to the same or different vehicles.

Once vehicles have obtained pseudonyms with embedded identities, they can utilize them to secure

V2V/V2I communication in the same way as would be the case with pseudonyms of other basic

PKI-based approaches outlined in Section 5.1.1. A message m is signed with the secret key SKPi

corresponding to the certified pseudonym public key PKPi
. The resulting signature σPi

(m), and

the pseudonym certificate Pi are attached to the message m before sending.
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Table 6.1: Notation overview.

Symbol Description

V Vehicle

CA Certificate authority managing V ’s long-term identity

PP Pseudonym provider issuing pseudonyms to vehicles

RAk Resolution authority k

L Law enforcement agency

J Judge or juridical institution

CHC Centralized clearinghouse

idX Long-term identifier of entity X

Vi i-th encrypted V-token

Pi i-th pseudonym, i.e. pseudonym certificate

Pn Pseudonym set with n pseudonyms

UPP Set of users with pseudonyms from PP

Ei Abstract evidence set

PKX Public key of entity X

SKX Secret key of entity X

SKk
X Partial secret held by entity Xk

m Message

|m| Size of m

m1 ‖ m2 Concatenation of m1 and m2

A ∪B Union of A and B

A→ B A sends to B

A
∗→ B A sends to B over anonymous channel

H(m) Hash value of m

σX(m) Signature on message m by entity X

σX(◦) Signature on whole message by entity X

EPK(·) Encryption with public key PK

Ek
PK(·) Encryption with public key PK and random factor k

DSK(·) Decryption operation with secret key SK

(·)b Blinding operation with blinding factor b

(·)b
−1

Unblinding operation with unblinding factor b−1

Ci Commitment i

Ir Set of random indices

A receiver can verify the validity of certificate Pi with the CA certificate of the issuing pseudonym

provider PP , and verify σPi
(m) with PKPi

. A receiver would be unable to access the contents of

the V-token, because only RAs are able to decrypt V-tokens. But the receiver can check that Pi

contains a V-token and reject pseudonym certificates without V-tokens Authenticity of V-tokens

is implied by a pseudonym provider’s signature on the pseudonym certificate, i.e. users cannot

modify or remove a V-token without invalidating the certificate.

Identity resolution is straightforward for a given pseudonym with embedded V-token. The

pseudonym certificate P , obtained from a suspicious message, can be presented to a resolu-

tion authority RA. RA extracts the V-token from the certificate and decrypts it with the secret

key SKRA of the resolution authorities. The vehicle identifier idV and the corresponding home

CA identifier idCA are obtained as a result, and the RA can contact CA to request further details

about V ’s identity based on idV . Section 6.3 outlines a corresponding resolution protocol that
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distributes resolution authority between distinct entities, and requires a subset of these entities to

cooperate in a secret sharing scheme in order to decrypt a V-token.

No additional pseudonym-identity mappings are required for identity resolution, because all

necessary information is already immutably embedded in the pseudonym certificate. Only CA

maintains V ’s long-term identity, but without any relation to pseudonyms used by V . As a result,

perfect forward privacy is achieved, i.e. pseudonyms of a vehicle remain unlinkable even when

resolved. That differs from other systems, which keep mappings between identities and pseudonyms

that can be potentially abused to link all pseudonyms of an identified user. With the V-token

concept only the identity behind a given pseudonym is revealed in the resolution process. No

knowledge about other pseudonyms of the same user can be derived from any step in the protocol.

Therefore, users enjoy a higher level of privacy under the proposed scheme than in other public key

pseudonym approaches.

Eviction of misbehaving nodes is achieved by revoking their long-term identity idV , as well as the

corresponding key pair (PKV , SKV ). The distribution of CRLs can be avoided, because idV is

mainly used in communication with CA, and it suffices that CA changes V ’s status to revoked in

its internal database. Other service providers that also require unique authentication based on idV
can request revocation information from CA. Once a vehicle has been revoked, further V-token

requests would be denied by CA. A revoked vehicle could, on the other hand, still communicate

under previously obtained pseudonyms, and also use previously obtained V-tokens to request

further pseudonyms. The effectiveness of passive revocation can be improved with relatively short

V-token and pseudonym lifetimes, but V-token and pseudonym lifetimes have to be balanced

with the frequency of new V-token and pseudonym requests. Some other proposals also revoke

long-term identities rather than pseudonyms, but still require the distribution of CRLs to ensure

that pseudonym providers do not issue new pseudonyms to revoked vehicles.

6.1.1 V-token structure

In order to successfully identify a vehicle based on V-token content, the contained information has

to specify the CA responsible for the long-term identity of a vehicle V , and also provide information

that suffices CA to reliably identify V . At the same time, V-tokens have to be as lightweight as

possible in order to reduce overhead in certificate size. Therefore, identifiers are hierarchically

structured to allow for a highly compact representation, similar to physical license plates. The

country is specified by a three digit code idcountry in accordance with ISO standard 3166-1numeric,

which is also used by the United Nations Statistics Division1 to differentiate countries.

The rest of the identifier is country specific and could be structured in a way that reflects a

country’s license plate scheme. A 32 bit identifier for the country-specific part is assumed to be

sufficient, considering that 272 million vehicles (� 232) were registered in the whole European

Union in 2006 [60]. We assume for now that the first 16 bit denote idCA and the remaining 16 bit

denote idV . Further assuming 12 bit for the three digit country code, a vehicle can be reliably

identified in 44 bit, 5.5 byte.

The V-token has to be encrypted with PKRA, the public key of the resolution authorities. It is

noteworthy that the encryption scheme used for V-token encryption is independent of encryption

and digital signature schemes used in actual V2V/V2I communication. Therefore, changing the

V2V signature scheme, or increasing key size for pseudonym public and secret keys, has no direct

consequences on V-token encryption, and vice versa.

Considering the small size of the information to be encrypted, key size—or size of the primary

security parameter n of the employed encryption scheme—has a significant impact on V-token

1United Nations Statistics Division website: http://unstats.un.org/
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(a) V-token content.
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(b) Encrypted V-token.

Figure 6.1: Structure and size of V-token content (a) in relation to the size of a V-token encrypted with

EC ElGamal 160 bit (b).

size, because n also determines the minimum ciphertext length of an encryption scheme. Thus,

public key schemes based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) are preferable because they require

smaller n to achieve the same level of security provided by traditional asymmetric schemes. For

example, ElGamal encryption with a 1024 bit key results in 2048 bit minimum ciphertext length,

while EC ElGamal, an ElGamal variant on elliptic curves, only requires 160 bit keys to achieve the

same security level and has a minimum ciphertext length of 481 bit [63], 61 byte. Plaintext length

is thereby limited to the key length, i.e. 160 bit or 20 byte.

Another advantage of EC ElGamal is that it is a randomized encryption scheme [107], i.e. multiple

encryptions of the same plaintext input produce different ciphertext output. In the ElGamal

scheme, a random integer k is used in the encryption process to achieve randomization. Thus

by employing ElGamal encryption, randomness of V-tokens is ensured. In case a deterministic

encryption scheme is to be used for V-token encryption, a randomization factor has to be introduced

in the process to achieve unlinkability of V-tokens, i.e. by padding V-token content with a random

bit string. Considering the previous size calculations, an identifier would occupy 44 bit, leaving

116 bit for a random bit string ri. Figure 6.1 depicts the structure of V-token content and puts it

in relation to the resulting randomized encryption.

6.1.2 Certificate integration

As mentioned before, V-tokens will be embedded in pseudonym public key certificates. V-tokens can

thereby either replace the value of an existing certificate field, e.g. subject identifier or certificate

serial number, or be added as an additional attribute, if the PKI scheme in place supports the

specification of certificate attributes. Embedding a V-token in an existing certificate field fi is

preferable, because the certificate size increases only by |V| − |fi| bit. Adding a V-token as a

certificate attribute, on the other hand, may increase certificate size by |V|+ |attr info| bit with

attr info being additional information fields required for certificate attributes, i.e. attribute type

and the total number of attributes. Regardless of how V-tokens are integrated into certificates,

it should be apparent that they can be integrated with ease into existing PKI-based pseudonym

schemes, requiring only minor changes to the structure and field size of employed certificates.

As an example, we consider the integration of a V-token in the WAVE certificate format defined in

the IEEE 1609.2 draft standard [84]. The structure and fields of a WAVE certificate for vehicle

OBUs is depicted in Figure 6.2. A V-token could be integrated as part of the scope field, which
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OBUCertificate

certificate version uint8 version identifier

subject type enum obu identified

signer id CertID8 8-bit identifier of issuing authority

scope OBUIdentifiedScope special scope type (see below)

expiration Time32 certificate expiration date

crl series CRLSeries CRL certificate may appear on

public keys PublicKey< 28 − 1 > public key (max length 28 − 1 bytes)

signature Signature algorithm and signature values

OBUIdentifiedScope

cert specific data opaque< 216 − 1 > specified by issuing authority

applications opaque< 216 − 1 > list of authorized applications

Figure 6.2: Structure of a WAVE OBU certificate as defined by the IEEE 1609.2 draft standard [84], with

certificate fields and corresponding data types.

is of type OBUIdentifiedScope in OBU certificates. An issuing CA, in our case a pseudonym

provider, could embed the V-token in the cert specific data field together with a short RA

identifier that indicates the resolution authorities that can decrypt the V-token, and thus resolve

the pseudonym. The cert specific data field can be freely used by the issuing CA, but has a

length restriction of 2 bytes. So to accommodate a V-token, the field definition would need to be

changed accordingly, or a new field would have to be defined instead.

The way how V-tokens would be integrated into certificates in general, as well as the resulting

increase in certificate size depend on the certificate structure and the flexibility of the employed

PKI scheme.

6.2 Privacy-Preserving Pseudonym Issuance

The V-token concept can be utilized to enhance the privacy of the pseudonym issuance process.

The pseudonym issuance process consists of two phases to preserve vehicle V ’s privacy against a

pseudonym provider PP and its home CA. In the authentication phase, V obtains V-tokens from

CA, which are then used in the actual acquisition phase to obtain pseudonyms from PP .

When a vehicle V requires a new pseudonym set Pn, pseudonyms are note requested directly, but

instead n V-tokens are requested from its home CA. The CA authenticates the vehicle based on

the long-term identifier idV and generates n V-tokens Vi encrypted with PKRA. CA also appends

an expiration date exp and its identifier idCA to each Vi before signing it. The expiration date

exp is used to limit the lifetime of a V-token, and idCA is used to identify PKCA for signature

verification in the acquisition phase.

After V received the signed V-tokens, it can engage with PP to obtain pseudonyms. Therefore, V

generates n random pseudonym key pairs and sends a pseudonym request to PP , presenting n

pairs of public keys and signed V-tokens. PP verifies CA’s signature on each V-token to check

its integrity, and creates pseudonym certificates for the presented public keys, each containing an

embedded V-token.

V ’s privacy is preserved throughout the process, because idV is only exposed in the authentication

phase and cannot be linked to resulting pseudonyms. The V-tokens are used as anonymous

authentication credentials so that PP does not learn idV , but can verify the validity of presented
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V-tokens. Throughout the protocol, CA does not learn anything about V ’s pseudonyms. Neither

CA nor PP have to—or could for that matter—store mappings to link pseudonyms to identities,

or vice versa. The whole protocol is described in detail in the following, with authentication phase

and acquisition phase outlined separately.

6.2.1 Authentication phase

In a näıve solution for the authentication phase, V would send a request for n V-tokens to CA, and

prove its identity idV in a challenge-response authentication protocol, e.g. by signing a challenge

with its long-term secret key SKV which can be verified by CA with PKV . CA subsequently

generates and signs n V-tokens and returns them to V .

This näıve approach provides insufficient privacy protection. First, the CA would know the

relationship between idV and issued V-tokens Vi, and could keep corresponding V-token-identity

mappings. These mappings could be used to link pseudonyms to identities, e.g. in case CA is

corrupted. Another issue is that V would not know and could not control what information would

be encrypted in a V-token by CA. Although CA may have no incentive to include a different

identity because it is in CA’s interest to be able to identify V in case of misuse, unnoticed technical

problems or mix-ups could result in V-tokens containing the wrong identity. This poses no explicit

problem to V , but an implicit one—someone else might obtain a V-token including V ’s identity,

putting V at potential risk of being accused of misdeeds committed by someone else.

Therefore a blind signature scheme is employed, in order to return full control about the data

included in a V-token to the user, without undermining CA’s authority. As a requirement for

the scheme, the public key algorithm used for encryption of the V-token, i.e. the scheme of

(PKRA, SKRA), as well as the public key algorithm used for signing of the V-token, i.e. the scheme

of (PKCA, SKCA), both have to be homomorphic encryption schemes for which blind signature

schemes exist. However, the two utilized key pairs do not have to be part of the same PKI. Blind

signature extensions exist for RSA [37], ElGamal [108], EC-based ElGamal [88], and others.

To simplify the following presentation of the protocol, and make it more intuitive, a notation for

the blinding operations is used that is similar to RSA-based blind signature schemes, i.e. (m)b

indicates a message m blinded with b, and unblinding is represented by ((m)b)b
−1

= m. Actual

blinding and unblinding operations vary with the utilized encryption and blind signature scheme.

1. V sends a V-token request req to CA, and signs it with the long-term secret key SKV to

prove its identity. The structure of req depends on the chosen authentication scheme.

V −→ CA : (idV , req, σV (req))

2. CA verifies σV (req) with V ’s known public key PKV , and checks that V has not been

revoked. CA then returns to V the identifier id = idcountry ‖ idCA ‖ idV to be included in

the V-token, the public key PKRA of the resolution authorities, expiration date exp, idCA,

as well as a request for n commitments. The expiration date exp is thereby set to a discrete

value, i.e. last day of the month, to ensure that the anonymity set is large enough to prevent

tracking based on the expiry date.

CA −→ V : (id, PKRA, exp, idCA, n)

3. V verifies the correctness of id, and computes n blinded commitments Ci. For each Ci, V

first encrypts id with public key PKRA yielding V-token Vi = E
(ki)
PKRA

(id). Thereby, V has to

keep the randomization factor ki of each encryption operation to be able to prove correctness

of the encryption later to CA. ElGamal is a randomized encryption scheme, which uses a
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random k for each encryption yielding different ciphertexts for the same plaintext. When

using deterministic encryption schemes like RSA, a randomization factor has to be appended

to id before encryption to ensure unlinkability of V-tokens. Next, V appends exp and idCA

to each Vi as mi = Vi ‖ exp ‖ idCA. V then chooses n random distinct blinding factors bi
with inverse b−1i . Each mi is blinded with a blinding factor bi, resulting in commitments Ci,

with i ∈ [1, n].

V : Ci = (mi)
bi = (Vi ‖ exp ‖ idCA)bi

The n commitments are sent to CA, while unblinding factors b−1i and corresponding random-

ization factors ki are stored by V .

V −→ CA : (C1, . . . , Cn)

4. CA randomly selects h ≥ n/2 commitments Ci. The indices i of the selected commitments

are organized in the indices set Ir. CA then requests the unblinding and randomization

factors for selected commitments indicated by Ir (|Ir| = h), in a cut-and-choose fashion.

CA −→ V : Ir

5. V returns the unblinding and randomization factors b−1i and ki corresponding to the elements

of Ir.

V −→ CA :
{(
b−1i , ki

)
| i ∈ Ir

}
6. CA unblinds commitments {Ci | i ∈ Ir} with corresponding unblinding factors b−1i .

CA : (Ci)
b−1
i =

(
(mi)

bi
)b−1

i

= (mi)
bib

−1
i = mi

To verify the correctness of each unblinded mi, CA has to compute the corresponding V-token

Vi by encrypting id with PKRA and provided ki. If the following equality holds true mi is

correct.

CA : mi
?
=
(
E

(ki)
PKRA

(id) ‖ exp ‖ idCA

)
If all unblinded mi (i ∈ Ir) are correct, the remaining n−h commitments Cj (j /∈ Ir) are also

correct with high probability. CA signs the remaining commitments Cj with its secret key

SKCA, yielding n−h blind signatures σCA(Cj) = DSKCA
(Cj) on blinded n−h commitments,

with each commitment containing a V-token Vj unknown to CA. The signatures are sent to

V .

CA −→ V : {σCA(Cj) | j /∈ Ir}

7. V can unblind σCA(Cj) with corresponding b−1j (j /∈ Ir), due to the homomorphic property of

the encryption and signature schemes. As a result, V obtains n− h V-tokens, each encrypted

with PKRA and signed by CA together with an expiration date exp and the CA’s identifier

idCA.

V : (σCA(Cj))
b−1
j = (DSKCA

(Cj))
b−1
j =

(
(Cj)

SKCA

)b−1
j

=
((

(mi)
bj
)SKCA

)b−1
j

= (mj)
bjSKCAb−1

j = (mj)
SKCAbjb

−1
j

= (mj)
SKCA = DSKCA

(mj) = σCA(mj)

= σCA(Vj ‖ exp ‖ idCA)

As a result of protocol execution, V is in possession of n− h V-tokens Vj with valid CA signatures

σCA(Vj ‖ exp ‖ idCA). Due to the blind issuance process, CA is unable to link a commitment
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Cj it signed to the actual V-token Vj , but CA is convinced by the outcome of the commitment

scheme that Vj is a correct V-token for vehicle V . CA can influence the level of certainty, i.e.

the probability that unopened commitments are correct, by adjusting the ratio h:n of opened

commitments to total number of commitments. The highest level of certainty is achieved by

setting h = n− 1 and opening all but one commitments, however a trade-off between certainty and

processing and communication overhead is essential. Values n and h also influence the number of

resulting V-tokens and can be scaled to reflect the amount required by V .

In the following, vehicle V can use the obtained signed V-tokens as anonymous credentials to

acquire pseudonym certificates from a pseudonym provider PP . Thereby, CA’s signature serves

as a guarantee for the validity of a V-token, while the expiration date exp limits the validity of a

V-token accordingly.

6.2.2 Acquisition phase

Once in possession of valid V-tokens, V contacts a pseudonym provider PP of its choice to engage in

the pseudonym acquisition phase of the issuance protocol. It is essential that V only communicates

anonymously with PP to ensure unlinkability between V and any pseudonyms resulting form

the acquisition phase. Anonymous communication can be achieved by utilizing an anonymous

channel, provided by anonymization services like mixes or onion routing networks as presented in

Section 4.4.

A signed V-token is a credential which certifies that its holder has been successfully authenticated

as a valid network member by a CA, which is identified by idCA. Each V-token authorizes the

holder to obtain one pseudonym certificate from PP . To obtain a pseudonym, V generates a

public key pair, and presents the public key together with a signed V-token to PP . PP verifies

the CA signature, checks that the V-token has not been used before, and issues a certificate for

the pseudonym public key. The V-token is thereby embedded in the pseudonym without the CA

signature.

The definition of the protocol is reduced to the issuance of a single pseudonym to maintain clarity

of presentation, but can be easily extended to n pseudonyms, if V presents n pairs of V-tokens and

pseudonym public keys to PP instead of one.

1. V has a V-token Vi with valid signature σCA over Vi, expiration date exp, and CA identifier

idCA. V generates a random key pair (PKPi , SKPi) as a pseudonym key pair. V sends a

pseudonym certification request to a pseudonym provider PP over an anonymous channel,

denoted by
∗→. The request contains Vi, exp, idCA, the CA signature σCA, and public

key PKPi
. V signs the complete request with SKPi

to prove ownership of the secret key

corresponding to PKPi . V also encrypts the request with PKPP to ensure confidentiality of

the V-token.

V
∗−→ PP : EPKPP

(Vi, exp, idCA, σCA(Vi ‖ exp ‖ idCA), PKPi , σPi(◦))

2. PP decrypts the request with its secret key SKPP , and verifies signature σPi(◦) with PKPi .

Next, PP checks the validity of the presented V-token by verifying signature σCA(Vi ‖ exp ‖
idCA) with CA’s public key PKCA, identified by idCA. If both signatures are valid, PP

proceeds by checking that Vi has not expired, based on the expiration date exp. PP also

checks that Vi has not been used before to prevent double spending of V-tokens, Section 6.2.3

elaborates further on double spending prevention. If all checks succeed, PP strips off exp,

idCA, and CA’s signature σCA, only leaving the encrypted V-token Vi. Vi is included together

with PKPi
into a pseudonym public key certificate Pi signed with SKPP by PP . Pi also
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includes a certificate expiration date expPi and idPP .

PP : Pi = (PKPi
,Vi, expPi

, idPP ;σPP (◦))

The complete pseudonym certificate Pi is returned to V .

PP
∗−→ V : Pi

3. V stores Pi together with SKPi
, and can delete the used V-token Vi. Subsequently, V can

use Pi to engage in pseudonymous V2V/V2I communications.

At the end of the protocol, V has been issued a pseudonym certificate Pi without PP learning

V ’s identity. The protocol also ensures that only legitimate network members obtain pseudonyms,

because CA only issues V-tokens after authenticating vehicles with their long-term identity and

checking that they have not been revoked. Although V-tokens are included in pseudonym certificates

without the CA signature, PP only accepts V-tokens with corresponding valid CA signatures.

As a remaining privacy issue, a pseudonym provider PP could keep records of pseudonyms issued

in one transaction, and thus effectively link pseudonyms of vehicle V , despite not learning V ’s

identity. The issue can be thwarted in two ways. V can either request only one pseudonym per

transaction, or request pseudonym sets from different pseudonym providers. The first solution

ensures unlinkability of pseudonyms, due to the anonymous communication channel that prevents

PP from relating requests of the same user to each other, but at the price of higher protocol

execution time. The second solution limits the amount of potentially linkable pseudonyms to the

pseudonym subset obtained from each PP . V has to find a trade-off between better privacy and

faster pseudonym issuance, but the choice solely depends on V .

Obtaining pseudonyms from several pseudonym providers has another advantage. When V obtains

pseudonyms from a pseudonym provider PPa, the pseudonym certificate carries idPPa so that

it can be verified with PPa’s public key. As a result, V ’s anonymity set consists of all nodes

UPPa
also communicating under pseudonyms issued by PPa. If V also obtains pseudonyms from

PPb and alternates between pseudonyms from both providers, V can extend its anonymity set to

UPPa ∪ UPPb
.

Obtaining pseudonyms from other pseudonym providers is also reasonable when travelling to

countries or regions where a different pseudonym provider PPl, rather than the pseudonym

provider of choice PPk, issued the majority of pseudonyms. By using pseudonyms issued by PPk

in a traffic situation dominated by vehicles using pseudonyms from PPl, V ’s anonymity set is

significantly reduced, hence pseudonym usage would provide inadequate privacy protection in such

a situation. Acquiring pseudonyms from a different pseudonym provider PPl is a more suitable

solution for the problem than the issuance of foreigner certificates by local CAs proposed by

Papadimitratos et al. [116].

6.2.3 Double spending prevention

The V-token concept enables users to obtain pseudonyms anonymously from different pseudonym

providers by presenting signed V-tokens. A user could, however, present the same V-token Vi to

multiple pseudonym providers to obtain more pseudonyms than V-tokens issued by CA. Resulting

pseudonyms would still contain valid V-tokens, and pseudonyms issued with the same V-token would

also be trivially linkable. By using these linkable pseudonyms at inherently different spatiotemporal

positions, linking could, however, be avoided. As a result, a vehicle V could obtain more pseudonyms

than V-tokens to stay operative for a longer time after V ’s long-term identity has been revoked.

The issue of multiple use of tokens is a well-known problem in electronic cash systems referred to

as double spending. Several approaches to prevent double spending of V-tokens are outlined in the

following.
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Näıve approaches

A näıve approach to reduce the risk of double-spending is to strictly limit the lifetime of V-

tokens. However, that does not prevent adversaries from presenting the same V-token to several

pseudonym providers in parallel, and is, therefore, ineffective in exercising control over the number

of pseudonyms a vehicle V can obtain.

Another approach is to let CA directly specify a pseudonym provider by including idPP in the

signature on a V-token. Thus, a vehicle V could only acquire pseudonyms from that pseudonym

provider. Due to the blinding of V-tokens they could still not be linked to idV , but V would loose

the freedom to choose any pseudonym provider, and thus also loose the advantage of being able to

legitimately acquire pseudonyms from several different pseudonym providers.

Another approach would be to let each pseudonym provider verify with the issuing CA if a V-token

Vi has been used before. But CAs have no knowledge of the V-tokens signed by them, due to the

blinded issuance of V-tokens, and could therefore be not of much assistance.

More sophisticated double spending prevention techniques are therefore required.

Centralized clearinghouse

A centralized clearinghouse CHC could be established as a trusted third party to prevent double

spending of V-tokens. Whenever a pseudonym provider PP receives a pseudonym request with

a V-token Vi, PP would contact CHC to check if CHC has seen Vi before. PP would reject the

pseudonym request if Vi is already known to CHC .

CHC would only store hash values of V-tokens H(Vi) together with the expiration date exp

originally specified by the issuing CA. H(·) is thereby a collision-resistant hash function, e.g.

SHA-256.

The V-token clearing request would be included in step 2 of the acquisition phase (Sec. 6.2.2) of

the pseudonym issuance protocol, before PP issues a pseudonym.

1. To verify that a V-token has not been used before, PP computes H(Vi), when it receives a

pseudonym request with V-token Vi and expiry date exp. H(Vi) and exp are forwarded to

CHC for clearing.

PP −→ CHC : (H(Vi), exp)

2. CHC checks if H(Vi) is already stored in its database, if not (H(Vi), exp) is added to the

database and a clear-to-use response is returned to PP , if H(Vi) already exists in the database

an already-used response is returned.

CHC −→ PP : (clear-to-use) ∨ (already-used)

3. Depending on the response, PP either continues with pseudonym issuance or rejects the

request. Optionally, a V-token can also be reported to resolution authorities if double spending

has been detected.

The clearinghouse CHC sees only hash values of V-tokens H(Vi) instead of actual V-tokens

Vi. Therefore, the database of CHC is non-critical to privacy, because it does not contain any

information that could abuse or identify users. Communication and storage overhead is also

reduced, as an additional advantage of hash value usage. CHC requires the expiration dates exp of

V-tokens to be able to automatically clean its database of V-token hashes from expired V-tokens.

The approach introduces an additional entity, which has to be trusted by users and pseudonym

providers alike. It also requires additional communication and may increase system deployment

costs.
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Distributed clearinghouse

The requirement for an additional trusted third party can be avoided, if pseudonym providers

distribute the clearinghouse functionality between themselves. Because the clearinghouse only

works with V-token hashes, a distributed hash table (DHT) is a natural solution. In a DHT system,

e.g. Chord [140], all n participating nodes are organized in a virtual ring with each node knowing

log(n) other members. Each node is responsible for a certain range of hash values representing a

part of the clearinghouse database.

If a pseudonym provider PP has to clear a V-token Vi, it first computes the corresponding hash

value H(Vi). If H(Vi) is in the range of PP ’s local database, PP can perform a direct lookup

without requiring communication. Otherwise, PP has to submit a clearing request (H(Vi), exp)
to the DHT. The request is then routed through the DHT and reaches the node responsible for

H(Vi) after O(log(n) forwardings [140]. The responsible node checks if H(Vi) is present in its local

database and either adds (H(Vi), exp) to it, or returns a negative response if it is already present.

The response is directly sent to the requesting node and does not have to be routed through the

DHT ring.

The distributed solution does not require an additional centralized entity, instead the pseudonym

providers take on the clearinghouse responsibility. Furthermore, a DHT-based approach can also be

used to provide fault-tolerance by assigning each hash value to a number of responsible nodes. The

distributed clearinghouse approach also scales well to large numbers of V-tokens and pseudonym

providers, while still supporting efficient lookups.

6.3 Distribution of Resolution Authority

Distribution of resolution authority is essential to provide conditional pseudonymity while still

maintaining a high level of user privacy. V-tokens should only be resolved, i.e. decrypted, in well-

defined situations and with sufficient reasons, e.g. to identify the vehicle in a hit-and-run accident.

Single authorities should not be able to resolve V-tokens on their own to enforce cooperation of

several authorities. These authorities should have sufficiently different interests to prevent them

from colluding to identify vehicles without proper legitimation. For example, resolution authority

could be distributed in a way that requires a law enforcement agency L, a judge or juridical

institution J , and a registration authority CA to cooperate. L is interested in identifying the

culprit, J decides if evidence provided by L is sufficient to justify identity resolution, and CA is an

authority enjoying user trust, and can therefore be seen as a representative of the users.

Distribution of resolution authority can be achieved with regulations and corresponding legislation.

However, a technical solution that enforces distribution of resolution authority is preferable from

a user’s point of view. Threshold cryptography, and secret sharing schemes in general, can be

employed to achieve the desired property.

6.3.1 Secret sharing

In a secret sharing scheme, a secret S is shared between n parties, with each party holding a partial

secret Si. To be able to restore the secret S at least k parties have to cooperate. A typical scenario

where secret sharing is employed, is the control over high-grade military weapons, e.g. in order to

launch a nuclear warhead two high-ranked officers have to combine their partial launch codes to

initiate the launch sequence. Secret sharing can be employed in our case to split the secret key

of the resolution authorities SKRA among n RAs. Thereby, enforcing the cooperation of k of n

resolution authorities to decrypt a V-token encrypted under PKRA.
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Figure 6.3: Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. A secret polynomial PX of degree k − 1 represented by n

points pi [138].

Secret sharing was proposed independently by Shamir [136] and Blakley [11], in 1979. Simmons

[138] describes both schemes in detail and contrasts them nicely. In Shamir’s secret sharing scheme

with threshold k, the secret S is represented as a polynomial P (x) of degree k − 1. Distinct

points pi = (xi, yi) on P (x) are distributed as partial secrets to the n members of the secret

sharing scheme, Figure 6.3 illustrates the concept. Given k points, the polynomial P (x) can be

reconstructed with Lagrange interpolation, hence S can be recovered when k entities cooperate.

However, if only k − 1 or less entities cooperate, no information about the polynomial P (x)—and

therefore S—is revealed.

Blakley’s scheme is based on geometric constructions [138]. The secret is represented as a point p

in a k-dimensional space, with partial secrets being k − 1-dimensional geometric constructions λi
intersecting in point p, i.e. for k = 3, p is a three-dimensional point and λi are lines intersecting in

p. The example is depicted in Figure 6.4. The combination of k λi is sufficient to restore p.

An apparent weakness of Blakley’s scheme in comparison to Shamir’s is a reduction of the search

space proportional to the combination of secret shares λi. A collusion of k − 1 entities learns more

about the secret p than single entities, while such a collusion would not gain any knowledge about

the secret in Shamir’s scheme. Shamir’s secret sharing scheme is therefore called a perfect secret

sharing scheme, and is the more desirable approach for secret sharing.

Secret sharing was originally devised to be able to securely recover encryption keys. All share

holders would present their partial secrets to a trusted authority that combines them to uncover

the secret. In the case of distributing a secret key between several entities to enforce cooperation,

it is important that the global secret, as well as individual secret shares, are not revealed to single

entities in the process of decryption. The entity combining the shares would otherwise learn the

global secret, and could afterwards use it without consulting additional entities.

Secret sharing homomorphisms, proposed by Benaloh [7], enable entities jointly recover a secret

without revealing their individual shares in the process. Combination of secret shares are thereby

shares of the global secret themselves, thus from a combination of shares nothing can be derived

about the original shares. The concept can be combined with homomorphic encryption schemes, e.g.

ElGamal, to enable homomorphic threshold decryption. A ciphertext EPK(m) is passed between a

number of entities, with each entity applying its share of the secret key to it. Once the threshold is

reached, i.e. the k-th entity applied its secret share, EPK(m) is fully decrypted and the plaintext

m is revealed. With this approach, no party learns the global secret or secret shares of any other

entities. As an additional property, it is irrelevant in which order entities apply their secret share,

as long as the k-th entity, is the one that should learn m.
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Figure 6.4: Blakley’s secret sharing scheme. A secret k-dimensional point p can be reconstructed with k

geometric objects of dimension k − 1 [138].

An issue not touched yet, is the initial computation of a common public key and the distribution

of individual shares of the corresponding secret key. Several multiparty computation (MPC)

protocols [47, 87, 138] exist for threshold secret sharing schemes that can be utilized for key

initialization. For the rest of this Section, it is assumed that an appropriate key distribution scheme

is in place.

6.3.2 Collaborative identity resolution

As described in the pseudonym issuance protocol (Sec. 6.2), V-tokens are encrypted with the public

key of the resolution authorities PKRA. This section defines an identity resolution protocol with

distributed resolution authority. The secret key SKRA corresponding to PKRA is hereby divided

between several parties.

To achieve a more intuitive presentation, three groups of authorities are assumed, but the protocol

can be adapted to any number of authorities. The three groups of authorities are law enforcement

agencies L, judges or juridical institutions J , and certification authorities CA that manage long-

term identities of vehicles. A (3, 3)-threshold scheme is employed in which the secret SKRA is

divided into three shares SKL
RA, SKJ

RA, and SKCA
RA for the distinct groups, and the combination

of all three shares is required to recover the secret key and decrypt a V-token.

In an actual scenario, more than three entities would exist that could be involved in the resolution

process. A number of law enforcement agencies and police departments would need to have access

to SKL
RA, several judges would have to be able to use SKJ

RA, and SKCA
RA has to be available to all

regional CAs. Access to the shares has to be managed somehow, and a few approaches for secret

share management are shortly discussed, before outlining the actual resolution protocol.

In a simple approach, the threshold scheme could be extended by distributing shares of SKRA to

all entities of all three groups. But then any subgroup larger than threshold k could recover SKRA,

thus circumventing the requirement that a member of each of the three groups has to take part in

the resolution process. Compartmentalization has to be enforced to prevent that any number of

entities of one group can recover the full secret. Therefore, one share of SKRA is assigned to each

of the three groups, and the group shares SKL
RA, SKJ

RA, and SKCA
RA can then be made accessible

to the entities of a respective group independently from each other. Hence, each group could devise

its own management scheme for its share of the secret.
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Handing the partial secret to each group entity, e.g. each police department, allows direct use of

the partial secret, but also requires large key revocation and re-distribution effort in case one entity

is compromised. An alternative is to only let a dedicated entity manage the partial secret for a

group. Group entities would then be required to run resolution requests through the dedicated

management entity, thus providing centralized control over the partial secret.

A different approach is the realization of a hierarchical secret sharing scheme, with each secret

share SKi
RA being subdivided in a second level threshold scheme. Each entity of a group would

receive a part of the partial secret, requiring k group members to cooperate to restore the partial

secret of the group. For example, the partial secret of the law enforcement agencies SKL
RA could

be divided in a second scheme between n law enforcement agencies Li, so that each Li holds a

part of the partial secret SKLi

RA. In hierarchic secret sharing schemes, the homomorphism property

can also be utilized so that k group entities can apply their parts of the partial secret SKLi

RA to

an encrypted message in order to perform the decryption operation usually performed with the

partial secret of the group SKL
RA. Ghodosi et al. [71] outline a hierarchical secret sharing scheme

based on Shamir secret sharing.

The following presentation of the identity resolution protocol only operates with the direct shares

of SKRA. Subdivision of secret shares is left to the holders of each share and not addressed by the

protocol. Thus, usage of a secret share SKi
RA may require additional steps not explicitly defined

in the protocol.

The initial input for the collaborative identity resolution protocol is a pseudonym certificate Pi

containing a V-token Vi. A law enforcement agency L may have retrieved Pi from an EDR of a

vehicle involved in an accident, and L should be convinced that resolution of Pi would identify the

perpetrator of the accident with high probability. Corresponding evidence that supports identity

resolution of Pi is gathered in the abstract evidence set Ei.

The V-token Vi of Pi and Ei are then successively presented to a juridical institution J and a

certificate authority CA. If Ei justifies resolution, L, J , and CA cooperatively decrypt Vi with

their respective secret shares SKL
RA, SKJ

RA, and SKCA
RA . The resulting plaintext identifier can

further be used by L to contact the home CA CAh of the suspected vehicle, and request further

information about the long-term identity corresponding to the vehicle identifier from the V-token.

The full protocol for collaborative identity resolution is outlined in the following.

1. L extracts V-token Vi from pseudonym certificate Pi and gathers evidence Ei. L forwards Vi
and Ei to a judge J with a request for identity resolution.

L −→ J : (Vi,Ei)

2. J assesses the presented evidence Ei to determine if identity resolution is justified. If resolution

is granted, J decrypts Vi with the partial secret SKJ
RA.

J : VJ
i = DSKJ

RA
(Vi) = DSKJ

RA
(EPKRA

(id))

J returns VJ
i to L, together with a signature on Ei, which can be used by L to convince a

CA to cooperate.

J −→ L :
(
VJ
i , σJ(Ei)

)
3. L forwards VJ

i together with the evidence signed by J to CA.

L −→ CA :
(
VJ
i ,Ei, σJ(Ei)

)
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4. CA verifies σJ (Ei) with J ’s well-known public key PKJ . If the signature is valid, CA believes

that Ei is genuine and decrypts VJ
i with its partial secret SKCA

RA .

CA : VJ,CA
i = DSKCA

RA

(
VJ
i

)
= DSKCA

RA

(
DSKJ

RA
(Vi)

)
= DSKCA

RA

(
DSKJ

RA
(EPKRA

(id))
)

CA returns VJ,CA
i to L.

CA −→ L :
(
VJ,CA
i

)
5. L decrypts VJ,CA

i with its own secret SKL
RA yielding VJ,CA,L

i .

L : VJ,CA,L
i = DSKL

RA

(
VJ,CA
i

)
= DSKL

RA

(
DSKCA

RA

(
DSKJ

RA
(Vi)

))
= DSKL

RA

(
DSKCA

RA

(
DSKJ

RA
(EPKRA

(id))
))

The threshold (k = 3) of the secret sharing scheme is reached, therefore VJ,CA,L
i equals the

plaintext identifier id, due to the homomorphic property of the encryption.

L : VJ,CA,L
i = DSKL

RA

(
DSKCA

RA

(
DSKJ

RA
(EPKRA

(id))
))

=

(((id)
PKRA

)SKJ
RA

)SKCA
RA

SKL
RA

= (id)PKRA SKJ
RA SKCA

RA SKL
RA

= (id)PKRA SKRA

= id

= idcountry ‖ idCA ‖ idV

Based on id, L can contact the CA CAh identified by idCA, which is responsible for the

offender’s long-term identity. L presents id and requests further information about the vehicle

V identified by idV .

L −→ CAh : (id)

6. CAh looks up idV in its database and returns information about V to L.

Cah −→ L : infoV

7. L has successfully linked pseudonym Pi to vehicle V and has sufficient information to hold V

accountable.

The protocol provides a straightforward approach for identity resolution with enforced distribution

of resolution authority. Note that it is not relevant for the decryption process in what order the

different partial secrets are applied, but it is recommended that the party that requires the plaintext

information, i.e. a law enforcement agency L, applies its share last to ensure that the identifier

id is only exposed to parties that require access to it. J and CA can take part in the resolution

process without learning id.

The protocol could also be modified so that J forwards VJ
i directly to CA, if that would enhance

CA’s trust in the process. It is assumed, however, that J ’s signature on Ei is sufficient as proof of

the resolution’s legitimacy.

The encryption of the V-token is not weakened by applying partial secrets to it when a perfect

secret sharing scheme is used. As long as only k−1 or less shares have been applied, no information
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about the master secret SKRA is revealed, hence Vi, VJ
i , and VJ,CA

i provide the same level of

security with the only difference that less shares are required to fully decrypt the V-token. Thus,

the decryption of VJ,CA
i requires one more secret key share, which is not different from normal

public key encryption, which also requires only one secret key for decryption.

At the end of the defined protocol, L knows V ’s identity and successfully linked pseudonym Pi to

idV . The protocol could be further extended to directly support credential revocation. L could

send a revocation request to CAh, either together with the resolution request, or at the end of the

protocol, causing CAh to revoke V ’s long-term identity, i.e. V ’s identity certificate. As a result,

further V-token requests from V would be denied, effectively evicting V from the network, once all

V-tokens Vi and pseudonyms Pi of V have been expired.

6.4 Summary

This chapter presented a comprehensive framework for conditional pseudonymity in vehicular ad

hoc networks with the V-token concept at its core. The V-token concept is based on the integration

of encrypted identifiers in pseudonym public key certificates, with the purpose of not only obviating

but also preventing the storage of pseudonym-identity mappings by certificate authorities and

pseudonym providers for identity resolution purposes.

V-token encryption is independent of signature and encryption schemes used in V2V/V2I commu-

nication. Therefore, the V-token concept can be integrated in almost any secure communication

framework based on public key cryptography. Only modifications of the pseudonym certificate

issuance process are required, while signing and verification operations remain the same for vehicles.

As a consequence, more efficient signing algorithms can be introduced to the communication system

without requiring modifications to V-tokens and the conditional pseudonymity subsystem.

The proposed pseudonym issuance protocol is privacy-preserving in the sense of preventing CAs

and pseudonym providers from linking pseudonyms to identities. Authentication and pseudonym

acquisition are decoupled, with the first phase resulting in a blinded V-token, which can subsequently

be used to acquire pseudonyms. A vehicle’s privacy is preserved even when faced with a collusion

of CA and PP , because CA does not know which V-tokens it signed, and thus is not able to link

V-tokens to identities, even if PP would share V-tokens presented by users with CA. Furthermore,

a vehicle V has full control about what information is included in a V-token, and thus can prevent

CA from issuing traceable V-tokens, e.g. by encoding identifying information in the expiry date

exp or the CA identifier idCA. Especially, the expiry date could be misused otherwise, by setting

it to individual dates for each user and keeping a corresponding mapping.

As a consequence, the protocol fulfills the general definition of privacy, which states that an

individual should have control about what personal information is communicated to others by

whom, how, and to what extend. Double-spending of V-tokens is prevented with a V-token

clearinghouse that can be realized by pseudonym providers as a distributed hash table.

The outlined identity resolution protocol enforces collaboration of resolution authorities from

different interest groups. The secret key required for decrypting of V-tokens is thereby protected by

a threshold secret sharing scheme. Integrity of the the secret key is further guaranteed by taking

advantage of the homomorphic property of the employed encryption and decryption operations.

Additionally, long-term identities of vehicles can be revoked after identity resolution, to deny

issuance of further V-tokens and pseudonyms. Malicious or faulty nodes can be effectively evicted

from the network that way.

The presented framework models a complete conditional pseudonymity process, covering pseudonym

issuance, pseudonym usage, pseudonym resolution, and credential revocation. The advantage
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over other schemes with similar aspirations is the privacy-preserving character of the proposed

solution—resulting in enhanced protection of user privacy. A thorough analysis of the proposed

framework follows in the next Chapter, with a focus on possible attacks, the level of provided

anonymity, and the scheme’s efficiency.
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A novel concept for conditional pseudonymity has been introduced and developed into a compre-

hensive framework in Chapter 6. This chapter scrutinizes the security of the proposed framework

with an extensive attack analysis and an analysis of the provided anonymity in Sections 7.1 and

7.2. Section 7.3 discusses the system’s performance with a focus on processing, communication,

and storage efficiency. Comparisons with the requirements of Chapter 3 as well as other previously

discussed approaches in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 conclude the chapter.

7.1 Attack Analysis

Attacks on the proposed scheme can serve different purposes, varying with the motivation of

the attacker. We use the dimensions motivation, membership, method, and scope introduced

in Section 2.2.1 to characterize adversaries. An adversary with rational motives may aim to

illegitimately link pseudonyms to identities, in order to trace certain vehicles. A malicious

adversary, on the other hand, attacks the functionality of the system without seeking personal

gain from it. Adversaries may try to impersonate other users or obtain fake credentials in order to

evade accountability and impede identity resolution.

Irrespective of the motive, a strong attacker model is assumed with insiders acting as adversaries.

It is further assumed that adversaries are able to operate on a global scale, i.e. can eavesdrop

on any transaction. Adversaries are assumed to be either legitimate network members with valid

long-term identities or corrupt or compromised authorities. Adversaries can operate either passive

or active, depending on whether the current attack requires active participation of the adversary in

transactions or not.

Potential attacks on the proposed conditional pseudonymity framework can be divided into the

three categories cryptanalysis, linking attacks, and impersonation attacks, which are discussed in

the following.

7.1.1 Cryptanalysis

An adversary could try to circumvent one of the employed cryptographic schemes. Three crypto-

graphic concepts are utilized in the proposed solution. V-tokens are encrypted with asymmetric

encryption, the pseudonym issuance protocol makes use of a blind signature scheme, and distribu-

tion of resolution authority is based on Shamir’s secret sharing. Signature and encryption schemes

employed for actual V2V/V2I communication are ignored, because they are independent from the

discussed protocols.

The choice of specific schemes for the named protocol parts has been deliberately left open to avoid

imposing restrictions on the versatility of the proposed solution. Nevertheless, chosen schemes have

to be homomorphic to facilitate blinding and secret sharing, and should be well established and

scrutinized so that their security can be guaranteed. As a result, security of V-token encryption,

blinding, and sharing of the RA secret key are directly based on the security of the corresponding

schemes and the hardness of the cryptographic problems they are based on. Thus, breaking
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V-token encryption would imply breaking the underlying encryption scheme. If cryptanalysis of

the utilized encryption schemes progresses, schemes would have to be upgraded accordingly to

maintain security. Switching the encryption scheme would, however, only have minor consequences

for the general process of the privacy-preserving pseudonym issuance or the distributed identity

resolution protocols.

To allow a more specific discussion, we assume the utilization of EC-ElGamal encryption, a variant

of the traditional ElGamal scheme utilizing elliptic curves. ElGamal and EC-ElGamal are homo-

morphic encryption schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) and its counterpart

on elliptic curves EC-DLP. If V-tokens are encrypted with ElGamal or EC-ElGamal security of

the encryption is based on the hardness of DLP/EC-DLP. Blind signature and secret sharing

schemes exist for ElGamal and EC-ElGamal and are also based on DLP/EC-DLP respectively.

Thus, breaking V-token encryption is equivalent to solving the discrete logarithm problem, which

is assumed to be computational infeasible for large key sizes.

Another issue is the subsequent decryption of the V-token in the collaborative resolution protocol.

Each entity subsequently applies the decryption operation with its secret share to the V-token,

until the threshold is reached and the plaintext is obtained after k decryptions by different parties.

Intuitively, encryption of the V-token may seem weakened after a certain number j < k of involved

parties applied their share to it. The protocol is based on Shamir’s perfect secret sharing, which

has the property that nothing is revealed about the secret, in this case the shared secret key, as

long as only k − 1 or less shares have been combined. Consequently, encryption of the V-token is

not weakened during protocol execution until the k-th share has been applied, and the V-token is

fully decrypted.

As a result of the discussion, it can be stated that the proposed protocols are as secure as the

utilized cryptographic schemes. Thus, the following sections concentrate on attacks against the

protocol rather than encryption schemes.

7.1.2 Linking attacks

A linking attack aims to provide the adversary with information about the relationships between

pseudonyms, and between pseudonyms and identities, to support tracking of individual vehicles.

An adversary could try to link pseudonyms of a vehicle through the embedded V-tokens. Pseudonyms

consist of a public key certificate and a private key kept secret by the user. The public key pair

is randomly generated, thus should not provide any information that could be used for tracking.

Pseudonym certificates contain no identifying information, except for information about the

pseudonym issuer to facilitate certificate revocation, maybe the vehicle type, and a V-token. Public

key pairs and certificates in general are assumed to be unlinkable, it remains to show that V-tokens

cannot be abused to link pseudonyms.

V-tokens, as defined in Section 6.1.1, are unlinkable due to the utilization of a randomized encryption

scheme for V-token encryption. Multiple encryptions of the same V-token content would result in

different ciphertext outputs. The probability of collisions is low, due to the inherent integration

of randomization in the encryption process. If a deterministic encryption scheme would be used

instead of a randomizing one, randomness would have to be added to the plaintext message by

padding it with a random value. Considering that a 44-bit identifier is deemed to be sufficient

to uniquely identify vehicles, and that the minimum plaintext size of most encryption schemes

is significantly larger than 44 bit, enough bits should be able to be spared to produce sufficient

randomness. Hence it can be safely assumed that each pseudonym certificate contains a unique

V-token, and therefore, linking attacks based on V-token structure can be ruled out. Consequently,
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only messages sent under the same pseudonym are linkable, which complies with the requirement

that pseudonyms should be able to be used multiple times to enable transactional communication.

Due to sufficient randomness in V-tokens it is also infeasible for an adversary to deduce vehicle

identifiers contained in V-tokens by mounting chosen-plaintext or dictionary attacks. Although

vehicle identifiers are relatively small, additional randomization provides resistance against such

attacks.

A problem not addressed by the framework of Chapter 6 is tracking of vehicles by correlating

pseudonyms used before and after a pseudonym change took place. However, the V-token concept

does not interfere with the usage of pseudonyms, therefore any enhancements for pseudonym

changes devised in other public key based pseudonym systems can be utilized. Several approaches,

like virtual mix zones, have been discussed in Section 5.1.3.

An adversary could easily track vehicles that are using pseudonyms issued by a pseudonym provider

PPa in a region where the majority of vehicles communicates with vehicles of PPb. However, due

to the division of authentication and acquisition phase in the pseudonym issuance protocol, a

vehicle could use a subset of obtained V-tokens to directly acquire pseudonyms from PPb, and

start to use these when most vehicles in its neighborhood communicate under pseudonyms from

PPb. A vehicle with a certain stock of V-tokens could dynamically acquire new pseudonyms from

the pseudonym provider that issued pseudonyms for most of the vehicle’s neighbors.

More serious attacks involve an adversary compromising certain authorities, either by hostile

hijacking or deliberate cooperation of corrupt authorities. Several compromising scenarios are

outlined in the following, which could enable meaningful attacks. If a certification authority CA

is compromised, an attacker gains access to a vehicles long-term identity and other information,

but is still not able to trace a vehicle that uses pseudonyms. The blind signature scheme in the

authentication protocol prevents CA from knowing which V-tokens it issued.

A compromised pseudonym provider could be used to mount different linking attacks. First, a

small anonymity set in the acquisition phase may facilitate identification of vehicles. Although

vehicles request new pseudonyms anonymously, presented V-tokens are signed by the issuing CA,

thus a vehicle’s anonymity set is limited to the vehicles under responsibility of that CA. If a CA

manages a relatively small number of vehicles, the anonymity set may be small enough to support

identification of individual vehicles.

A corrupted pseudonym provider could further keep a record of all pseudonyms issued in one

transaction, thereby effectively linking them to each other. This attack can be thwarted by only

presenting a small number of V-tokens in each pseudonym acquisition transaction. In the extreme

case of only presenting one V-token per transaction, only one pseudonym would be issued and

pseudonyms would be fully unlinkable. However, acquiring a number of pseudonyms in a transaction

produces less communication overhead.

A corrupted certification authority CA and a corrupted pseudonym provider PP could collude in

the pseudonym issuance protocol in order to link issued pseudonyms to a unique vehicle identity.

To achieve this, CA would have to store V-token-identity mappings, and PP would have to store

pseudonym-V-token mappings. CA does not know the V-tokens it issued, because it only sees a

blinded version of them. Thus, unlinkability is maintained even in face of a collusion of CA and

PP . A full anonymity analysis of the proposed protocols follows in Section 7.2.

A collusion of CA and PP could also try to link pseudonyms and identities based on individualized

V-token expiration dates. CA could use user-specific expiration dates for V-tokens. PP could

present received V-tokens to CA, and CA could link V-tokens to identities based on the user-

specific expiration dates. The attack cannot succeed because vehicle V has full control about the

information included in V-tokens, as well as all additional information to be signed by CA. Thus,
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V can verify that the expiration date adheres to predefined date discretization rules, for example

the last day of a month, and reject deviating expiration dates.

An adversary could also compromise a resolution authority RA. But to be able to actually decrypt

any V-tokens, the adversary would have to corrupt at least three different resolution authorities

representing the resolution authority groups. Although corruption of at least one representative of

each authority cannot be ruled out, the probability for an attacker to succeed is quite low, due to

different interests and morale sets of the distinct resolution authority groups.

Nevertheless, an adversary could corrupt the resolution authority that obtains the plaintext

content of a V-token in the end, and either trick other authorities into resolving a V-token by

presenting fabricated evidence, or abuse the information gained from legitimately resolved V-tokens.

The feasibility of the first attack depends on what qualifies as evidence, e.g. digital signatures

performed with the pseudonym to be resolved would be hard to fabricate. Abuse of resolved

identity information by the authority that obtains it at the end of the resolution protocol cannot be

prevented. However, linking of further pseudonyms of the same user is not eased once the identity

has been obtained. The same resolution effort is required for any other pseudonyms, due to the

scheme’s perfect forward privacy property.

7.1.3 Impersonation attacks

With an impersonation attack, an adversary aims to obtain V-tokens and pseudonyms that are

not linkable to the adversary’s long-term identity, but to the identity of a different vehicle. An

adversary can achieve the same effect by obtaining or fabricating valid V-tokens without meaningful

content.

An unintentional impersonation attack could be caused by a certification authority CA encoding

a wrong identifier in a V-token, due to software errors or other technical issues. However, in

the authentication phase of the proposed protocol, vehicle V encrypts the V-token rather than

CA, so V can verify that the included information is correct. On the other hand, a malicious

vehicle could try to exploit this protocol step to include wrong information in the V-token, but the

commitment scheme in place results in a negligible probability of success for such an attack. When

V presents a set of blinded V-tokens as commitments to CA it commits to the correctness of the

included content of each V-token, once sent V cannot change the content anymore. CA requests

the unblinding factors for a subset of probabilistically chosen commitments, and V has to return

the unblinding values for the commitments chosen by CA. Because V cannot know beforehand

which commitments will be chosen by CA, V cannot cheat by changing these prior to sending,

and once committed to them they become immutable for V . Thus, CA can require the opening of

a high percentage of all commitments, and if all opened commitments contain correct V-tokens,

CA is convinced that the remaining commitments are also correct, despite not having seen their

content.

In theory, it would be possible for a malicious vehicle V to obtain signed V-tokens from a certification

authority, and present them multiple times to different, or even the same, pseudonym providers in

order to obtain multiple pseudonyms containing the same V-token. Double spending of V-tokens

can be effectively prevented with the approaches outlined in Section 6.2.3.

An adversary could further try to fabricate V-tokens and present them to a pseudonym provider

PP in the pseudonym acquisition phase. However, PP would only accept V-tokens in combination

with a valid signature from a well-known certification authority CA. While a V-token can be easily

fabricated by encrypting meaningless plaintext with the public key of the resolution authorities

PKRA, it is only of value with an accompanying CA signature, which is assumed to be infeasible

to fabricate. Certification authorities should use a distinct key pair for V-token issuance, to prevent
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Table 7.1: Potential attacks and prevention mechanisms. Each row lists an attack and the security

mechanisms preventing it.
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Linking pseudonyms through V-tokens • - - - - - - - - -

Chosen V-token plaintext attack • - - - - - - - - -

Linking through pseudonym changes - - - - - - - - - •
Linking pseudonyms in foreign region - - - - - - - • - -

Linking pseudonyms by compromising CA • • - - • - - - - -

Linking pseudonyms by compromising PP - - - - - - - • - -

Linking pseudonyms by collusion of CA and PP • • - - • - - - - -

Linking pseudonyms by compromising RA - - - • - - - - - -

Linking all pseudonyms after resolution - - - - - - • - - -

Encoding of wrong id by CA - • - - - - - - - -

Encoding of wrong id by V - - • - - - - - - -

Double spending of V-tokens - - - - - • - - - -

Fabricating V-tokens - • - - - - - - - -

Extracting V-tokens from other pseudonyms - • - - - - - - - -

Stealing signed V-tokens from other vehicles - - - - - - - - • -

Compromising CA to issue V-tokens - - - - - - - - - •

that an adversary obtains a valid signature on a V-token by presenting it for signing in an unrelated

context.

An adversary also gains nothing from intercepting pseudonym certificates attached to messages from

other network members and extracting the contained V-tokens, because they are not accompanied

by a CA signature. Independent from a pseudonym certificate, the validity of a V-token cannot be

proven anymore, and thus V-tokens extracted from pseudonyms cannot be reused to obtain new

pseudonyms.

So an adversary has only two options to obtain signed V-tokens containing differing identifiers.

Either stealing signed V-tokens from other vehicles, or compromising a CA. In the first case, an

adversary could try to obtain CA-signed V-tokens from another vehicle by theft, deceit, or force.

Due to the CA signatures, the V-tokens would be accepted as valid by pseudonym providers, and

thus result in pseudonyms with wrong V-tokens. To thwart V-token theft, vehicles have to treat

signed V-tokens as confidential key material, and store them accordingly. V-tokens can be either

encrypted under the vehicle’s long-term identity, or placed in a secure key store, e.g. the TPD.

Stealing CA-signed V-tokens would then require the same effort as stealing a vehicle’s secret key

material.

An adversary that is able to compromise a CA could issue arbitrary V-tokens signed by that CA.

An adversary compromising a pseudonym provider would not even have to obtain V-tokens to

be able to issue valid pseudonyms. An encrypted V-token could be emulated with a random bit

string, and the fabrication would only be detected when identity resolution fails. A compromised

pseudonym provider could also issue several pseudonyms containing the same V-token. However,
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compromising trusted authorities like CAs or pseudonym providers should not be feasible for an

average attacker. Furthermore, if the corruption of an authority would be detected, the authority’s

public key certificates would be revoked by higher level root authorities. This would prevent a

corrupted authority from producing anymore valid signatures.

Table 7.1 gives a concise overview of all presented attacks and the security mechanisms in place to

prevent them.

7.2 Anonymity Analysis

The protocols presented in Chapter 6 aim to preserve user privacy throughout the whole framework,

i.e. from pseudonym issuance to identity resolution. This section analyzes the user’s anonymity

level before, during, and after execution of the pseudonym issuance protocol, as well as the proposed

identity resolution protocol. To achieve this, each protocol step is analyzed in order to determine

the gain of knowledge for each involved party after execution of a protocol step.

The following analysis is concerned with the flow of information, thus the notation is reduced to

what a party can actually observe rather than what is contained, e.g. an encrypted V-token would

be only denoted as Vi and not as E
(ki)
PKRA

(id) although both are equivalent. For each step, only

newly obtained information is listed, so that the level of knowledge of each party after each protocol

step is reflected by all information items listed in a party’s column above the step. Encryption and

message signatures employed to secure communication are omitted in the anonymity analysis, only

encryption operations and signatures that are meaningful to the protocol are listed.

The anonymity analysis of the pseudonym issuance protocol is visualized in Figure 7.1. The

certification authority CA only learns the blinded commitments it signs, but not the unblinded

V-tokens contained in them. Furthermore, the only information CA gains about V is idV and PKV ,

which are both already known to CA, because they constitute V ’s long-term identity managed by

CA. Thus, the authentication phase of the pseudonym issuance protocol is zero-knowledge with

respect to CA.

The pseudonym provider PP learns a V-token Vi and a pseudonym public key PKPi in the

acquisition phase. Therefore, the acquisition phase of the pseudonym issuance protocol is not

zero-knowledge with respect to PP , because PP gains some information. PP does not learn any

information about the holder of a pseudonym, for example the vehicle’s long-term identity idV ,

hence the acquisition phase provides full anonymity with respect to PP .

Next, we analyze the anonymity level provided by the identity resolution protocol with distributed

resolution authority. The terms anonymity and identity resolution may seem contradicting, but a

vehicle’s identity should only be revealed to the party that requires the identifying information,

while all other parties involved in the resolution should only gain enough information required to

convince them of the legitimacy of the process.

Figure 7.2 depicts the anonymity analysis of the resolution protocol. The analysis shows that

only the law enforcement agency L and the subject’s home authority CAh gain knowledge of

the identifier id and subsequently exchange information infoV about the identified vehicle. CAh

already knows idV and infoV because it manages V ’s long-term identity and can retrieve infoV
from its database. The intermediate resolution authorities J and CA only see evidence Ei and the

V-token Vi in its encrypted form to which other resolution authorities may have already applied

their secret share. Thus, the distributed resolution protocol provides full anonymity for V with

respect to intermediate resolution authorities, and full disclosure of V ’s identity with respect to L

and CAh.
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Figure 7.1: Anonymity analysis of the pseudonym issuance protocol. The knowledge each party gains

during protocol execution is listed below the parties. New information items can be gained

either by receiving messages or by creating them. A red arrow indicates an anonymous

channel.
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Figure 7.2: Anonymity analysis of the identity resolution protocol with distributed resolution authority.

The knowledge each party gains during protocol execution is listed below the parties. New

information items can be gained either by receiving messages or by creating them.

The anonymity analysis of both proposed protocols shows that information that allows identification

of individual vehicles is only made available to parties that require access to it. In case of a benign

network member, only the responsible home CA is dealing with identifying information, but without

gaining any knowledge of pseudonymous credentials obtained and used by a vehicle.

Even in the case of a misbehaving network member, privacy is preserved in the resolution process

by only providing the responsible law enforcement agency with additional access to identifying

information. Nevertheless, after the identity of a perpetrator has been determined, legal prosecution

may require disclosure of the identity to other parties, e.g. a court or judge. Information privacy in

legal processes is, however, out of scope of an anonymous communication solution for inter-vehicle

communications.

7.3 Performance Analysis

The proposed framework for conditional pseudonymity introduces the novel concept of integrating

encrypted identifiers in pseudonym certificates. This section analyzes the performance of the

defined protocols, especially focusing on the impact of V-token size on processing, storage, and

communication. Consequentially, V-token size is discussed first in general, followed by subsequent

discussions of processing, storage, and communication efficiency.
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Table 7.2: Comparison of key size, minimum plaintext length, and minimum ciphertext length of different

encryption schemes [51, 63].

AES-128 EC ElGamal-160 ElGamal-1024 RSA-1024

public key size (bits) - 161 1024 1088

secret key size (bits) 128 160 160 1024

min. plaintext (bits) 128 160 1024 1024

min. ciphertext (bits) 128 481 2048 1024

7.3.1 V-token size

V-token size has already been shortly discussed in Section 6.1.1 in the context of V-token structure,

a more detailed analysis is presented in the following. As stated before, V-token size is mainly

determined by the minimum ciphertext length of the employed encryption scheme. A 44 bit

plaintext identifier suffices to uniquely identify individual vehicles, but minimum ciphertext length,

as well as minimum plaintext length, is determined by the size of an encryption scheme’s primary

security parameter, for example key size, modulo length, or points in a group.

Table 7.2 compares different asymmetric encryption schemes with respect to key size and minimum

ciphertext length. AES encryption is listed as well, as a representative of symmetric encryption

schemes. The compared schemes all provide the same level of security equivalent to 80 bit symmetric

encryption, with the exception of AES-128, which provides a security level of 128 bit. A security

level of 80 bit has been chosen in accordance with the current NIST recommendation on minimum

key sizes [111]. A higher level of security also requires larger key sizes which result in larger

minimum ciphertext lengths, therefore, the lowest acceptable security level should be chosen to

prevent unnecessary V-token size inflation.

The table shows that of the compared asymmetric schemes ElGamal on elliptic curves provides

the smallest minimum ciphertext length, despite a plaintext to ciphertext expansion factor of 1:3.

Nevertheless, it is indisputable that symmetric encryption with AES achieves an even smaller

minimum ciphertext length and a higher level of security with smaller keys. In symmetric encryption

schemes, the minimum plaintext and ciphertext length is independent from key length and is

directly determined by the block size of the encryption scheme, i.e. 128 bit in the case of AES.

Symmetric encryption has the significant drawback of requiring that the CA and the resolution

authorities share a secret key. Sharing a symmetric key between authorities and maintaining the

desired properties of the outlined protocols, i.e. blinding and distributed resolution authority, is

a non-trivial issue which can hardly be solved without incurring significant overhead. Therefore,

asymmetric encryption on elliptic curves is currently the most suitable and efficient solution for the

encryption of V-tokens. Therefore, the size of V-tokens is determined by the minimum ciphertext

length of EC-ElGamal for now. Future advancements could reduce V-token size, for example in

form of optimized ECC schemes with a lower message expansion factor.

7.3.2 Processing

When it comes to processing efficiency, different stages of the pseudonymous communication process

should be considered separately. The stages to be analyzed are pseudonym issuance, pseudonym

usage, and identity resolution.

The pseudonym issuance protocol consists of an authentication and an acquisition phase. The

authentication phase is computationally expensive due to the commitment scheme which is required
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to convince the CA that it is signing correct V-tokens without seeing them. The overhead

introduced by the commitment scheme depends on the level of certainty of correctness required

by the issuing CA. To achieve higher certainty more commitments have to be opened, leaving

fewer blinded commitments to be signed. Opening of at least h = n/2 commitments is required to

achieve an adequate level of certainty [39], while the highest certainty can be achieved by opening

h = n− 1 commitments. A trade-off between the level of certainty and acceptable overhead in the

authentication phase is obviously required, but can be determined by each CA independently.

The pseudonym acquisition phase requires an anonymous channel to ensure that the pseudonym

provider cannot deduce the requester’s identity. Utilization of an anonymity service or an anonymity

network may introduce communication delay, but the phase is not time-critical and only requires

one request-reply cycle per pseudonym.

All in all, the pseudonym issuance protocol incurs processing and communication overhead, but it is

not required to obtain new V-tokens and pseudonyms while engaging in vehicular communications

on the road. Instead, the pseudonym issuance protocol can be performed offline, e.g. when a vehicle

is parked or being refilled at a gas station. Communication with CA and pseudonym provider can

happen when in range of wireless access points, as well as through cellular communication channels,

e.g. UMTS. A vehicle could refill V-tokens and pseudonyms once per day through such channels,

e.g. when parked at the owner’s home in the evening, rather than obtaining new pseudonyms on

the road.

The proposed framework has no impact on performance of actual pseudonym usage, i.e. message

signing and verification. Public key certificates of pseudonyms are larger due to the embedded

V-tokens, but are only attached to messages after signing so that the certificate size has no

consequences for signature generation or verification operations. Furthermore, because the V-token

concept is independent from V2V/V2I communication, established digital signature schemes can

be employed for the latter, and therefore efficient software and hardware implementations can be

utilized rather than requiring new modules.

Certificate verification is enhanced due to the separation of CAs and pseudonym providers.

Pseudonym providers can be organized in a flatter public key infrastructure in comparison to a CA

PKI, which would probably be modelled to match real-world hierarchical structures of responsibility.

A flatter PKI yields shorter certificate paths for certificate verification, therefore enabling more

efficient signature verification.

Identity resolution of pseudonyms can be performed very efficiently, because only as many decryption

operations have to be performed as required to reach the threshold of the secret sharing scheme.

Other schemes that rely on pseudonym-identity mappings require lookup operations that may

decrease in efficiency with a large number of vehicles and an even larger number of pseudonyms.

Identity resolution with the V-token concept can be performed with constant computational effort,

and is independent from the number of network members. Thus the V-token concept provides

efficient identity resolution with excellent scalability.

Certificate revocation is also efficient, because no revocation information has to be distributed

to network members. It is sufficient for the CA responsible for a vehicle to deny further V-token

requests to revoke a vehicle. A revoked vehicle would still be able to participate in the network until

all its V-tokens and pseudonyms are used up. The length of that timespan can be controlled with

restrictive V-token and pseudonym lifetimes. A major advantage of this passive revocation scheme

is that only the CA has to be concerned with revoked vehicles while all other parties, including

pseudonym providers and other vehicles, do not have to check if a vehicle has been revoked or not.

That increases the efficiency of certificate verification, because CRL lookups can be omitted, and

also reduces communication overhead because no CRLs have to be distributed in the first place.
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Table 7.3: Comparison of size and storage requirements of certificates with and without embedded

V-tokens for certificate sets with increasing size.

set size WAVE OBU Cert. Cert. with V-token Signed V-token

1 125 bytes 186 bytes 124 bytes

100 12.5 Kbytes 18.6 Kybtes 12.4 Kbytes

500 62.5 Kbytes 93.0 Kybtes 62.0 Kbytes

1,000 125.0 Kbytes 186.0 Kybtes 124.0 Kbytes

5,000 625.0 Kbytes 930.0 Kybtes 620.0 Kbytes

10,000 1.25 Mbytes 1.86 Mbytes 1.24 Mbytes

20,000 2.50 Mbytes 3.72 Mbytes 2.48 Mbytes

30,000 3.75 Mbytes 5.58 Mbytes 3.72 Mbytes

40,000 5.00 Mbytes 7.44 Mbytes 4.96 Mbytes

50,000 6.25 Mbytes 9.30 Mbytes 6.20 Mbytes

100,000 12.50 Mbytes 18.60 Mbytes 12.40 Mbytes

200,000 25.00 Mbytes 37.20 Mbytes 24.80 Mbytes

300,000 37.50 Mbytes 55.80 Mbytes 37.20 Mbytes

400,000 50.00 Mbytes 74.40 Mbytes 49.60 Mbytes

500,000 62.50 Mbytes 93.00 Mbytes 62.00 Mbytes

Only service providers that require vehicles to authenticate with their long-term identities would

still depend on up-to-date revocation lists distributed by CAs. The number of such providers

would be negligible when compared to the majority of network members, especially all vehicles,

that would profit from reduced processing and communication overhead.

7.3.3 Storage

The integration of V-tokens in pseudonym certificates increases in-car storage requirements. Storage

overhead is analyzed by comparing the storage space required for certificates with and without

embedded V-tokens. Storage for secret keys does not need to be compared, because the same public

key scheme is assumed for both cases, and V-tokens have no effect on secret key size. Table 7.3

compares the storage requirements for OBU certificates as defined by the WAVE standard [84],

and the same certificates with integrated V-tokens for different certificate set sizes.

A single WAVE OBU certificate has a fixed size of 125 bytes [84]. Integration of a V-token increases

the size to 186 bytes, assuming V-token encryption with 160 bit EC-ElGamal. As mentioned

before, it may be possible to repurpose existing certificate fields to integrate V-tokens, but for

the current analysis we assume the worst case that V-tokens cannot be efficiently integrated in

certificates. Table 7.3 shows that even for large pseudonym certificate sets, the storage overhead is

still relatively low. Raya and Hubaux [122] assume that 43,800 pseudonyms would be a sufficient

annual supply for an average driver, hence V-tokens would merely incur an annual storage overhead

of 3.05 Mbytes. Even considering an ampler assumption of approximately 200,000 pseudonyms per

year [21], the annual V-token storage overhead would still be no more than 12.2 Mbytes. Both are

acceptable values considering that pseudonym certificates do not have to be stored in a secure key

store or TPD.

Table 7.3 also lists sizes for signed V-tokens, as obtained in the authentication phase. A single

signed V-token consists of a V-token (61 bytes), a signature (ECDSA-224, 56 bytes), and an

expiration date and CA identifier (7 bytes). Note that signed V-tokens have to be treated as

sensitive key material and therefore stored securely. Nevertheless, the amount of signed V-tokens a

vehicle has to manage should be significantly smaller than the number of pseudonym certificates
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Table 7.4: Total message sizes for messages with different payloads and certificates with or without

V-tokens.

Payload

8 bytes 16 bytes 32 bytes 64 bytes 128 bytes

WAVE certificate 227 bytes 235 bytes 251 bytes 283 bytes 347 bytes

Certificate with V-token 288 bytes 296 bytes 312 bytes 344 bytes 408 bytes

with embedded V-tokens. Signed V-tokens only have to be stored between authentication and

acquisition phases of the pseudonym issuance protocol, and their lifetime should also be shorter

than the one of pseudonyms to prevent vehicles from hoarding V-tokens.

While in-car storage requirements are slightly increased with the proposed framework, storage

requirements for authorities are significantly reduced. Conditional anonymity is achieved without

requiring CAs or pseudonym providers to store pseudonym-identity mappings. Despite the fact

that pseudonym-identity mappings are potentially prone to abuse, they also become a scalability

issue with increasing network size. Furthermore, pseudonym-identity mappings require additional

storage and also incur operational costs for CAs and pseudonym providers. The V-token concept

only requires pseudonym providers to maintain a clearinghouse to prevent double spending of

V-tokens. The proposed distributed approach distributes the clearinghouse workload efficiently

between all participating pseudonym providers. Only hash values of V-tokens and their expiration

dates would be stored to keep storage requirements at a minimum. The inclusion of expiration

dates also enables automatic cleaning by removing entries of expired V-tokens, thus ensuring that

the clearinghouse database only holds relevant information.

The proposed framework requires each vehicle to store slightly more data, but allows each vehicle

to keep control about its information. Storage requirements for authorities are eased at the same

time to provide excellent overall scalability, due to a reasonable distribution of storage overhead.

7.3.4 Communication

V-token size has a strong impact on communication efficiency. If each outgoing message is digitally

signed and a pseudonym certificate is attached to it, security already incurs 181 bytes overhead per

message, assuming a WAVE certificate (125 bytes) and an ECDSA-224 signature (56 bytes) [84].

The integration of V-tokens (61 bytes) in certificates increases the security overhead per message

to 242 bytes. We will analyze the resulting impact in the following.

The IEEE 1609.2 draft standard [84] specifies 251 bytes as the total size of a signed message with

32 bytes payload and a signature and certificate. Besides application specific data, a generation

time field is occupying 8 bytes, positioning information is occupying 11 bytes, and the remaining

19 bytes are reserved for other message fields. Consequentially, a message with the same payload

and a V-token certificate would have a total size of 312 bytes. Based on that information we can

calculate total message sizes for different payloads, Table 7.4 lists total messages sizes for messages

with payloads ranging from 8 to 128 bytes and certificates with and without V-tokens respectively.

Torrent-Moreno et al. [143] studied VANET broadcasting characteristics in high traffic scenarios

with an assumed communication diameter of 400 m for a sender. The number of vehicles in the

communication region of a sender is thereby determined by the number of lanes, the diameter of

the communication range, and the distance between vehicles including vehicle length:

vehicles/comm. range =
lanes ∗ comm. diameter

distance cars
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Figure 7.3: Required bandwidth for messages with different payload sizes and with or without V-tokens

in different traffic densities at a sending frequency of 10 Hz.

Based on the number of vehicles in communication range the required bandwidth can be calculated

as the product of the number of vehicles, message frequency, and message size:

bandwidth(Mbps) = vehicles ∗ frequency ∗ msg. size ∗ 8 (bits/byte)

Figure 7.3 depicts the required bandwidth for messages with and without V-tokens and with total

message sizes corresponding to Table 7.4 in various traffic density situations. The bandwidth values

are calculated with the equations outlined above, assuming a sending frequency of ten messages

per second. To analyze the impact of V-tokens on required bandwidth in different traffic situations,

traffic density is varied from 40 to 320 vehicles in the communication range of a sender.

Not surprisingly, Figure 7.3 shows that messages with V-tokens require more bandwidth. For small

payload sizes the effect is especially apparent, e.g. a message with V-token and 8 bytes payload

requires slightly more bandwidth than a message without V-token and 64 bytes payload. For

larger payloads, the addition of V-tokens has a smaller effect, a message with 64 bytes payload and

V-token requires almost the same bandwidth as a 128 bytes message without V-token.

A 10 MHz channel with a maximum capacity of 6 Mbps is usually assumed for DSRC communica-

tion [90, 143]. It is therefore of interest to analyze with what vehicle density the channel would

be saturated for a given message size. In the high traffic scenario of 160 vehicles in communi-

cation range, bandwidth requirements for all listed messages stay below 6 Mbps, ranging from

2.91–4.44 Mbps for messages without V-tokens, and 3.69–5.22 Mbps for messages with V-tokens

respectively. With 200 vehicles in communication range, 128 bytes payload messages with V-tokens

saturate the channel with 6.53 Mbps. At a density of 240 vehicles, messages with V-tokens can

only support a payload of 17 bytes or less, while messages without V-tokens can still carry 64 bytes.

V-tokens cannot be used anymore in traffic situations with vehicle densities above approximately

250 vehicles. However, vehicle densities of 200 and above constitute severe traffic congestion that
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rarely occur in the real world. According to the equation above, a density of 250 vehicles in

communication range would be equivalent to vehicles standing on eight lanes with a distance of

12.8 m. Although possible such as on a highway with four lanes in each direction, it is also close

to the physical limit of how many vehicles could be placed within a 400 m diameter around a

sender. On highways with two or three lanes in each direction, even fewer vehicles would be in

communication range due to the number of vehicles that can fit in one lane.

As a result, embedding V-tokens in certificates increases bandwidth but not to a prohibitive extent.

Even in high traffic scenarios, the bandwidth requirements for payload sizes up to 128 bytes stay

below the channel capacity. The calculations are, however, of theoretical nature, not taking into

account effects like the hidden terminal problem, path loss, fading, or packet loss. Therefore,

simulations and real world measurements should be used to verify the presented results.

Nevertheless, all calculations are based on a very high message frequency of 10 Hz, thus by lowering

the message frequency even better values are possible. Beaconing is a typical application that

requires frequent messages, but beacons also carry a small payload, especially considering that

location and time information are already part of the message format and do not have to be included

in the payload. Other applications often require larger payloads but lower message frequencies,

thus consuming less bandwidth than assumed in the calculations.

A key advantage of the V-token concept is the integration of identifying information in certificates

rather than signatures. While each message should be signed to ensure integrity and enable

authentication, it may not be necessary to append a certificate to each message. Several strategies

for certificate omission have been proposed [21, 94] to enhance efficiency of secure beaconing

in VANETs. Any strategy that optimizes when and how often certificates have to be attached

to messages also directly benefits certificates with embedded V-tokens. Therefore, the overall

communication overhead may be lower than the direct communication overhead, based on increased

size of pseudonym certificates.

7.4 Comparison with Requirements

Besides analyzing the security, anonymity, and performance of the proposed solution, it is also

essential to validate that the requirements defined in Chapter 3 are met. Therefore, the general

VANET requirements, pseudonym requirements, and authentication requirements are revisited in

the following to assess how the proposed framework fulfills them.

7.4.1 General requirements

The proposed framework supports infrastructure-less operation, only requiring sporadic infrastruc-

ture access for pseudonym issuance, while all other functionality, especially V2V communication,

is independent from presence of infrastructure nodes. Furthermore, because the execution of

the pseudonym issuance protocol is not time-critical, other communication channels like cellular

networks can be utilized, hence freeing DSRC capacity.

The proposed privacy framework supports broadcast and unicast operation alike because no

restrictions are posed on vehicle-to-vehicle communication patterns. Robustness is also achieved,

because all information required for signature verification, i.e. a pseudonym certificate, are

sent together with a message, therefore not requiring any additional message exchanges between

communicating vehicles.

The solution provides excellent scalability, because no authorities are required to store pseudonym-

identity mappings. Each vehicle directly manages its pseudonyms, as well as identifying information.
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Therefore, storage requirements are better distributed between all participating parties. The

distribution of CRLs is also unnecessary, because CAs can directly deny the issuance of new

V-tokens to revoked vehicles.

The framework’s efficiency has been discussed extensively in Section 7.3. V-tokens significantly

enhance user privacy, but also incur slight storage and communication overhead, but in acceptable

ranges.

7.4.2 Pseudonym requirements

All credentials in the proposed framework are genuine due to the utilization of asymmetric

cryptography. Public key pairs used for vehicle-to-vehicle communication are not defined by the

framework, but can be assumed to be unforgeable as well. V-tokens haven been shown to be

unforgeable in Section 7.1. Secret keys and signed V-tokens are further secured by storing them in

a secure key storage, e.g. a TPD, and sharing of credentials between users would imply sharing of

secret keys thus facilitating impersonation.

Pseudonym usage can be controlled in the proposed framework. Pseudonyms and V-tokens have

limited lifetimes enforced by expiration dates, but can be used in transactional communication,

i.e. are usable more than once. However, the optional requirement of limited parallel usage is not

fulfilled directly, but indirectly because the number of pseudonyms available for parallel usage is

restricted by short pseudonym and V-token lifetimes.

Pseudonyms and V-tokens are unlinkable, i.e. pseudonyms cannot be linked to other pseudonyms,

V-tokens cannot be linked to other V-tokens, and pseudonyms and V-tokens cannot be linked

to each other. Hence, sender anonymity as well as untraceability are provided by the proposed

framework.

Being a framework for conditional pseudonymity, resolvability is obviously supported. Identity

resolution is achieved by decrypting a V-token contained in a pseudonym certificate from a suspicious

message. In contrast to most other solutions, the proposed framework also provides perfect forward

privacy, i.e. resolving one pseudonym does not provide any information about other pseudonyms

of the same user. Furthermore, resolution authority is distributed with a secret sharing scheme to

prevent abuse by single authorities.

7.4.3 Authentication requirements

Due to the utilization of public key cryptography and digital signatures, message authentication

is fully supported by the proposed framework. Also including sender authentication as well as

message integrity.

Accountability is achieved by embedding encrypted identifiers as V-tokens in certificates, and

non-repudiation is achieved by requiring each message to be signed with a public key pair, which

has been certified beforehand. Thus, a signature on a message cannot be repudiated because it is

immutably bound to a pseudonym certificate with an embedded V-token containing the signer’s

identifier.

Authentication of properties can be easily achieved by including certain properties and privileges in

pseudonym certificates, e.g. as certificate attributes if supported by the utilized PKI scheme.

Efficient credential revocation is also supported by the proposed framework. The CA that manages

a vehicles long-term identity can revoke a vehicle by denying further V-token requests. Distribution

of certificate revocation lists is not required, or only at a small scale if some service providers also
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authenticate vehicles with their unique identities. Already issued V-tokens and pseudonyms cannot

be actively revoked, but passive revocation is achieved by limiting the lifetime of V-tokens and

pseudonyms alike.

The proposed framework fulfills all requirements identified in Chapter 3, including all optional

requirements. In addition, user privacy is significantly enhanced.

7.5 Comparison with Other Approaches

To complete the analysis, the proposed scheme is also compared to other approaches that could

have applications for privacy in VANETs, and have been identified in Chapters 4 and 5.

The proposed framework utilizes homomorphic encryption, blind signatures, and threshold cryp-

tography to enhance user privacy. Homomorphic encryption has been introduced in the context of

electronic voting, where it is used to aggregate encrypted votes, but homomorphisms also provide

the basis for blind signatures. The blind singing of V-tokens is similar to the issuance of anonymous

electronic cash—both prevent a signer from learning the signed content.

In comparison with pseudonymous transaction systems like PRIME or SPARTA, the proposed

framework provides better efficiency. PRIME provides comprehensive user privacy and ensures that

only the amount of information required for a transaction is released, for example that the age is

within a certain range rather than providing an actual birth date. To achieve this, PRIME relies on

zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge and signatures of knowledge. The incurred processing overhead

for verification is negligible for the applications PRIME has been designed for, i.e. anonymous

transactions over the Internet without real-time requirements. The V-token concept also provides

a high level of privacy but without having an impact on message verification, and is better tailored

for use in time and safety critical VANET applications than a general purpose solution like PRIME.

SPARTA also provides privacy-preserving pseudonym issuance and distribution of resolution

authority, but the level of privacy a user achieves depends on the number of authorities taking

part in pseudonym issuance. Furthermore, all authorities that take part in pseudonym issuance are

also required for identity resolution. The proposed framework only requires interaction with two

authorities for pseudonym issuance, and identity resolution is independent from issuing authorities.

The proposed framework also has advantages over identity escrow, as used for revocable anonymous

Internet access. V-tokens are lightweight authentication tokens compared to escrow certificates.

Identity escrow further requires a resolution for each authentication tier, while V-tokens only

require one resolution step and still achieve the same privacy level.

Threshold proxy re-encryption is an interesting approach to ensure that resolved identity information

is only available to the authority that requires access to it. The resolution protocol of the proposed

framework achieves the same effect by only revealing identifying information to the law enforcement

agency. The concept could be extended with threshold proxy re-encryption to support cases where

an authority that is not a resolution authority requires access to identifying information.

Different variations of blind signature schemes have been discussed, e.g. fair blind signatures that

allow the opening of a signature under certain circumstances to reveal the identity. Although identity

resolution is directly supported by a fair blind signature scheme, resolution is also computationally

expensive requiring equality tests with signing transcripts. Identity resolution based on V-tokens is

more efficient and provides better scalability.

The V-token concept can be integrated with almost all public key-based security approaches

for VANETs, because only the pseudonym issuance has to be adapted, while pseudonym usage

can remain unchanged. Compared to approaches that propose pseudonym self-generation, the
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outlined solution still retains some control about how many pseudonyms are available to individual

vehicles. Efficient certificate revocation is achieved by requiring sporadic communication with

infrastructure-base authorities, while revocation with self-generated pseudonyms is problematic.

The proposed framework shares similarities with the SRAAC approach [64] that also utilizes blind

signatures and threshold cryptography to provide enhanced user privacy. However, SRAAC requires

several authorities to participate in the issuance of a single pseudonym, and assumes that issuing

authorities are also resolution authorities. Furthermore, authorities have to store partial resolution

tags that can be later combined to resolve an identity. The proposed framework is more efficient

because it does not require a threshold scheme for the issuance of pseudonym certificates, only

for identity resolution. The identity resolution protocol of the proposed framework also provides

better scalability, because no storage of tags or comparisons with databases are required.

The issues of symmetric cryptography, group signatures, and identity-based cryptography have

been shortly discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Although symmetric schemes enable

efficient processing, significant overhead is required to emulate asymmetric properties. Group

signature schemes have issues with highly dynamic groups and the revocation of single group

members. Group signature and IBC schemes both require trusted parties to generate secret keys

for users, or at least participate in key generation. The proposed framework has the advantage of

directly supporting asymmetric properties and further guaranteeing that secret key material is

only known to users. Upcoming standards like IEEE 1609.2 also point in the direction of public

key cryptography for securing vehicular communications.

7.6 Summary

The extensive analysis in the this chapter investigated the proposed framework from several

perspectives. The attack analysis provided a comprehensive overview of potential attacks and the

employed mechanisms to prevent them. Attacks can be divided into the two major categories

of linking and impersonation attacks. Attacks of the first category are usually based on rational

motives. They benefit the adversary in some way. Attacks of the second category, on the other

hand, aim to prevent identification and may be used as a starting point for further attacks. It has

been shown that the proposed framework is resistant against attacks from both categories.

The anonymity analysis assessed the level of knowledge obtained by each party during protocol

execution. It serves as an informal proof of the anonymity level provided by the protocol and the

unlinkability of vehicle identity, V-tokens, and pseudonyms.

The size of V-tokens is determined by the minimum ciphertext length of the employed encryption

scheme. Encryption with EC ElGamal-160 results in a V-token size of 61 bytes. It has been

further shown that the resulting storage overhead is almost negligible even for large pseudonym

sets. Integration of V-tokens in pseudonym certificates also incurs communication overhead, but

the increased bandwidth requirements can still be accommodated by a 6 Mbps DSRC channel even

in high traffic situations. Optimization strategies that do not require certificates to be attached to

each message can further be utilized to enhance bandwidth efficiency.

The pseudonym issuance protocol is communication and processing intensive, but can be performed

offline. Furthermore, alternative communication channels like cellular networks can be utilized, thus

effectively freeing DSRC bandwidth for safety applications. Identity resolution is straightforward

and efficient. Only three decryption operations performed by different resolution authorities are

required to open a V-token.
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The proposed framework fulfills all requirements identified in the beginning. Additionally, the

framework is highly scalable due to the omission of pseudonym-identity mappings and CRLs, while

users enjoy an enhanced level of privacy at the same time.
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In a system of wirelessly communicating vehicles, collaborative safety applications can be realized

that have the potential to alleviate the consequences of traffic accidents or even prevent them at

all. These applications require real-time information about speed and position of vehicles in order

to predict dangerous situations before they occur, and warn drivers accordingly. Therefore, it is

necessary for each vehicle to frequently broadcast position updates and other information.

Despite the obvious advantages, the privacy of drivers can suffer negative consequences if this

extensive position information is misused to compile movement and behavior patterns of individual

vehicles. Pseudonymous communication systems can be employed to protect user privacy and

prevent large scale tracking of vehicles. Under certain circumstances it is essential, and may be

required by legislation, to be able to determine real identities to identify perpetrators and hold

them accountable, e.g. in a hit-and-run accident.

This thesis focused on devising a technical solution for conditional pseudonymity that provides a high

level of user privacy while also enabling identity resolution in certain situations. A comprehensive

set of requirements for privacy in VANETs has been identified, which served as a starting point for

an overview of technical and cryptographic privacy approaches in various domains. The subsequent

survey of existing research on privacy in VANETs identified four major research directions, and is,

to the best of our knowledge, the most extensive presentation of the topic so far.

A framework for conditional pseudonymity in VANETs has been proposed that significantly

enhances user privacy when compared to other systems. The scheme draws on ideas from electronic

voting and electronic cash, namely blind signatures and threshold cryptography, and applies them

to vehicular communications. Encrypted identifiers, called V-tokens, are directly embedded in

pseudonym certificates to eliminate the need for authorities to store pseudonym-identity mappings.

A privacy-preserving pseudonym issuance protocol has been devised, that effectively prevents

authorities from creating such mappings even in the case of colluding certification authorities and

pseudonym providers. The protocol also gives users full control of what information is encoded in

V-tokens to prevent linking attacks. Furthermore, identity resolution requires the cooperation of

distinct authorities with different interests, and so prevents unjustified disclosure of identifying

information by single parties.

The analysis has shown that the proposed framework not only provides better user privacy than other

public key schemes for VANETs, but also better scalability. Although the V-token concept entails

slight communication and storage overhead for individual vehicles, overall storage requirements are

better distributed between all parties. Each vehicle carries all information required for identity

resolution already embedded in pseudonyms, rather than trusting authorities with centralized

databases with that information out of user control.

The proposed framework is independent of the digital signature scheme employed for secure vehicular

communications. This facilitates integration into existing solutions, systems, and proposals which

have weaker privacy protection mechanisms.

The framework fulfills all previously identified requirements and also enhances user privacy. Future

work should focus on further reducing V-token size. Utilization of symmetric encryption is desirable

to achieve a more compact representation. The handling of secret encryption keys would require
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more complicated interactions, though probably involving several or all resolution authorities for

pseudonym issuance. Reduction of V-token size while maintaining the protocol’s simplicity is an

open challenge.

Another issue mentioned before is the CA identifier attached to signed V-tokens. This identifier

reduces the anonymity set for a holder of a signed V-token to the number of vehicles registered

with the specified authority. Future work could address that issue by devising a scheme that allows

verification of signed V-tokens without revealing the issuing CA. The utilization of group signatures

or signature of knowledge proofs comes to mind, but the effects on signature size and verification

time of signed V-tokens have to be investigated first.

The analysis of the framework could also be extended. The presented anonymity analysis could be

formalized by proving the protocols security and anonymity, for example, with the Burrows-Abadi-

Needham (BAN) logic [18]. Additional simulations could validate the performance analysis results.

A proof-of-concept implementation, e.g. integration in an existing VANET communications system

like U2VAS [132], could provide the setting for real-world testing.

In a broader sense, some open issues remain in the area of secure and privacy-preserving vehicular

communications. Unlinkable pseudonyms can be used in parallel to mount Sybil attacks. While

parallel usage of pseudonyms can be indirectly controlled with short V-token and pseudonym

lifetimes, a strict limitation is not enforced by the presented solution. Periodic n-times anonymous

authentication [27] is an electronic cash concept that enables the detection of parallel use of

otherwise unlinkable credentials. This could, perhaps, be employed to restrict parallel usage

of pseudonyms in VANETs. Future work should investigate if and how that concept could be

integrated into the presented framework.

Another open issue is the tracking of vehicles throughout pseudonym changes. Pseudonyms and

pseudonym changes can only provide privacy if the probability of successfully linking successive

pseudonyms is low. Several approaches for effective pseudonym changes have already been proposed,

but a robust general purpose solution is still missing.

A topic mostly excluded from this work are the organizational structures required to support

vehicular communications. Optimal organization of certification authorities, pseudonym providers,

and resolution authorities is an essential topic that has to be discussed before VANET technology

can be deployed on a large scale. International regulations governing the cooperation of authorities

from different countries are further required to ensure accountability with general identity resolution

processes that are not bound to borders or dependent on the goodwill of authorities from a vehicle’s

home country. How interoperability can be achieved between systems of different countries, despite

differing regulations on privacy and restrictions on the level of security of cryptographic systems,

has to be considered as well.

This thesis has shown that, from a technical point of view, user privacy and accountability are not

necessarily contradicting requirements. Both can be achieved in a VANET system at the same

time. User privacy is thereby an integral part of the system rather than an addition, and it is

technically enforced with established cryptography. The proposed solution is highly scalable and,

therefore, ready for deployment in the real world with large numbers of vehicles.

Enhanced user privacy and scalability come at the price of requiring slightly increased bandwidth.

This is a small trade-off in the interest of drivers and the integrity of their privacy. The decision if

that trade-off can be justified in future vehicular communication systems resides, however, not only

with engineers and computer scientists developing these systems, but with all stakeholders. These

include drivers, governments, vehicle manufacturers, and standardization bodies. It can, therefore,

not be answered conclusively in this work. Nevertheless, the early on integration of security and

privacy enhancing mechanisms in the research and development stages of vehicular communication

systems will be crucial for the technology’s user acceptance and its large scale success.
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